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Abstract 

The growing body of early childhood research theory suggests that participatory 

research is vastly complex and that such complexities tend to inhibit the rate at which 

research practice can embrace the progressive ideals of rights-based research. Thus, 

interpreting research from a child’s rights perspective opens the way for the 

development of new and innovative approaches to engage young children in the 

informed consent process, and to examine how the disparity between rights-based 

theory and research practice might be addressed. This research focuses on 

understanding and improving informed consent processes when engaging 3- and 4-year-

old children in research. It seeks to determine if an effective informed consent approach 

can be developed for young children that focuses on understanding and facilitates 

children’s high quality research participation. 

 

The context of this research involved children evaluating the components of a travelling 

early childhood science outreach program developed by a science centre and delivered 

into playgroups. This thesis explores the quality of children’s understanding of the 

informed consent process as part of their involvement in this evaluation. A multiple 

case study research design was utilised. Data were collected from 11 child/parent dyads 

over four playgroups in metropolitan and regional areas of Western Australia during 

2012-2014. Over a period of time ranging from 11 to 16 weeks, multiple methods of 

data collection included audio- and video-recorded conversations with children and 

semi-structured interviews with parents on three occasions, together with photographs, 

computer screenshots and researcher observations.  

 

An innovative interactive narrative approach to informing young children about their 

research participation was developed. Through an informing story presented on a touch 

screen computer, the context, purpose, information about the researcher, methods of 

data collection, methods of dissemination, and the voluntary nature of research 

participation were presented. The story included actual people, places and events from 

the science outreach program, and was supported by a take-home storybook that 

allowed parents to consolidate their child’s understanding. The story evolved to include 

data (images and quotes) from the child’s own research journey, resulting in the child 

becoming a character in the story, and the story serving as a lasting record of the child’s 

participation.  
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It was found that the interactive narrative approach to informed consent assisted 

children’s understanding of the science outreach program evaluation and their roles as 

participants. Children understood the context and purpose of the evaluation presented in 

the story. They also understood many of the aspects of what participation would entail, 

including how data would be collected and their right to withdraw. Children were 

empowered to make informed choices, demonstrated high levels of engagement 

throughout their involvement, and revealed multi-layered understandings of concepts 

being researched. 

 

The cross case analysis revealed that children’s meaningful participation was influenced 

by engagement (with the informing story, the research, the researcher and the interactive 

technology), journeying (through the story, through the research process and as a 

character in the story), authenticity (the research project made sense to the children and 

was presented in their language and at their level), consequence (the children 

understood that their voice, actions and opinions mattered), ownership (the story was 

about them) and identity (they exhibited a growing identity of ‘me as a researcher’). 

Thus, the interactive narrative approach to informed consent was found to respect young 

children's rights of participation, supported young children’s voice and agency in 

research participation, delivered information in a manner that was both engaging and 

accessible to young participants and involved young children in research at their level.  

 

For the early childhood research community, this research has shown that potential 

exists to challenge traditional thinking about the place of informed consent as a process 

that is separate from the main objectives of a research project. By using the interactive 

narrative approach to promote high quality understanding, enhance children’s 

experiences and develop rich relationships between children and researcher, the quality 

of children’s participation can increase. As a result, the informed consent process 

becomes a multi-layered opportunity, beyond that of traditional ethical requirements. 

Thus, this research suggests that the informed consent process should be considered not 

only an essential component of children’s rights, but as adding value to early childhood 

research and positively influencing research outcomes.  
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Chapter One:  General Introduction 

 

 

Introduction 

Two fundamental assumptions underpin this research. The first is that young children 

have the right to be consulted about their research participation. The second is that 

children’s right to be consulted is of critical importance to advancing early childhood 

research. This research examines how the informed consent process can be made 

meaningful for 3- and 4-year-old children. Despite preconceptions about age-related 

ability, young children are dynamic individuals with much to contribute when given the 

opportunity to become actively involved in research. As “sophisticated thinkers and 

communicators” (Harcourt & Conroy, 2005, p. 567), their contributions have the 

potential to transform what is currently known about early childhood education by 

providing perspectives that have been missing from traditional research.  

 

The Convention on the Rights of the Child (United Nations, 1989) and subsequent shifts 

in children’s rights policy have opened the way for young children to be included in all 

aspects of research. Two key articles of the Convention provide the legal framework for 

children’s participation, namely: 

 

Article 12 – Respect for the views of the child: 

… the child who is capable of forming his or her own views [shall be 

assured] the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting the 

child, the views of the child being given due weight in accordance with 

the age and maturity of the child. 

 

Article 13 – Freedom of expression: 

… the child shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall 

include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all 

kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the 

form of art, or through any other media of the child's choice. 
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As a United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) supporting 

document, the fact sheet on children’s right to participation (UNICEF, 2014) explained that 

‘participation’ is not only one of the guiding principles that underpins the Convention, but 

is also one of its greatest challenges. It reiterates that children have the right to express 

their views and be involved in making and influencing decisions that are relevant in their 

lives. Adults are charged to encourage open dialogue with children, provide opportunities 

for them to develop their sense of responsibility and to provide direction and guidance 

appropriate to the child’s age and level of maturity. The document goes on to recognise 

“the potential of children to enrich decision-making processes, to share perspectives and to 

participate as citizens and actors of change” (para 1) by stating that: 

 

The practical meaning of children's right to participation must be 

considered in each and every matter concerning children. As a 

fundamental right of the child, the right to participation stands on its 

own; it requires a clear commitment and effective actions to become a 

living reality and therefore is much more than a simple strategy 

(UNICEF, 2014, para 2).  

 

Thus, with the Convention acting as a catalyst, the concept of young children as holders 

of rights within research is gaining international acceptance. United Nations General 

Comment No. 7 (United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, 2006b), which 

focuses specifically on the rights of young children, draws attention to the need for 

capacity-building in early childhood research. It supports the value of theory and 

evidence gained from young children’s participation in research processes for the 

development of early childhood policies and practices, and practitioner education and 

training. The Committee also noted the limitations of current research practices and 

encouraged further development of rights-based early childhood research (United Nations 

Committee on the Rights of the Child, 2006b). This has contributed to a compelling and 

significant paradigmatic shift within the early childhood research community 

(Christensen & James, 2008), which tends to be critical of empirical approaches that 

focus on children’s needs in isolation, and supports a holistic view of participation based 

on the child’s right to actively create and define elements of their own social lives (Gray 

& Winter, 2011b). Thus, despite broad variations in approaches (Broström, 2012), it is 

now regarded as less desirable to conduct research on children as if they are merely 

subjects to be studied (Greig, Taylor, & MacKay, 2007; MacNaughton, 2005), with 
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methods that “position children as research partners” being considered more appropriate 

(Harcourt & Conroy, 2011, p. 41). However, being a relatively new field of study, there is 

not yet a broadly accepted approach to engaging young children in consent, with 

processes and practices surrounding consent continuing to be “less than precise” 

(Cameron, 2005, p. 601).  

 

Traditionally, parents have provided consent on behalf of their children. The relatively 

recent introduction of a rights-based model, where the children themselves are also 

consulted, brings with it a range of ethical and practical dilemmas unique to researching 

with young children (Christensen & Prout, 2002). Of particular interest is the dilemma of 

how young children can be afforded voice and agency in ethics processes, while at the 

same time being protected from potential harm (Kirk, 2007). Thus, despite appearing to 

be made up of relatively simple concepts, informed consent is a complex process, rather 

than merely a single act of agreement. Hagger and Woods (2005) explained:  

 

The complexity of a research project, its context and the uncertainty 

surrounding the aims of the research sometimes make the ideal of 

informed consent as the ultimate ethical safeguard an improbable, if not 

impossible, aspiration, not only for children but for competent adult 

proxies (p. 66). 

 

Another dilemma is the juxtaposition of constraints on researcher time, resources and 

participant access, and the obligation for researchers to reflect rights-based philosophies in 

ethics procedures; how do researchers (who may not necessarily have an early childhood 

ethics background) know what or how best to deliver respectful, effective and practical 

rights-based consent strategies to their young participants? 

 

Thus, moving to a rights-based model of early childhood informed consent, and pioneering 

new contexts, where young children can “exercise greater agency is no mean feat and 

involves negotiating a number of institutional norms and conventions” (Groundwater-

Smith, Dockett, & Bottrell, 2015, p. 11). In addition, the affordance of such voice and 

agency is dependent on the child’s understanding. Therefore, if young children are to gain 

freedom of expression, it is also necessary to fulfil their right to receive information. 
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[F]ulfilling the right to information [is] a key prerequisite for children's 

participation to be relevant and meaningful. It is in fact essential that 

children be provided with the necessary information about options that 

exist and the consequences of such options so that they can make 

informed and free decisions. Providing information enables children to 

gain skills, confidence and maturity in expressing views and influencing 

decisions (UNICEF, 2014, para 10). 

 

As a consequence, supporting young children to understand abstract ideas related to 

informed consent is now a growing priority and requires that information related to 

children’s participation be carefully crafted to take into account their developing capacities 

(Dalli & Stephenson, 2010). This needs to be achieved, not as a “mere customary one-way 

process to transmit information” but requires a fresh focus on the sharing of 

“individualized participant centred information” (Lambert & Glacken, 2011, p. 788).  

 

Thus, as researchers seek to involve young children in a more rights-based ‘child-friendly’ 

manner, it has become evident that ‘meaningful’ participation in informed consent is a 

critical aspect of the process. Despite some substantial resources becoming available, such 

as the compendium of Ethical Research Involving Children (Graham, Powell, Taylor, 

Anderson, & Fitzgerald, 2013) and associated website, there is still limited practical 

guidance on children’s consent processes published (Lambert & Glacken, 2011) and little 

literature available for ethics-related researcher training (Powell, Fitzgerald, Taylor, & 

Graham, 2012). 

Positioning of children in research 

Historically, research disciplines such as medicine, sociology, psychology and education 

have positioned young children as objects of research, resulting in a vast wealth of 

knowledge being generated about children and the issues that affect them (Harwood, 

2010). Throughout much of the twentieth century, children were regarded as passive 

recipients of adult wisdom and were largely viewed as “incompetent, irrational, 

irresponsible, … incomplete and immature” pre-adults (Turmel, 2008, p. 22). As a result, 

research tended to focus on children as ‘adults-in-becoming’, not on the children 

themselves (Turmel, 2008), as childhood was viewed as merely a stage in preparation for 

adulthood (Harcourt & Conroy, 2011). An adult-centric bias is thought to have arisen out 

of the child’s perceived inability to “process and respond to structured questions about 
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behaviours, perceptions, opinions and beliefs” (Formosinho & Araujo, 2006, p. 23). This 

saw children ‘quarantined’  from participating in the research process (Aries, 1962), with 

children’s own voices being ignored (Harwood, 2010) and the voices of adults defining 

children’s views, interests and priorities (Clavering & McLaughlin, 2010). Children were 

typically assigned the part of reactors and respondents, and although experimental and 

observational studies were successfully used to assess concepts, hypotheses and 

interventions, this resulted in the children being researched, but not being heard (Hill, 

Laybourn, & Borland, 1996; A. B. Smith, Duncan, & Marshall, 2005).  

 

While adult views of children’s participation have been influenced by the message from 

the UNCRC in recent years, as described earlier, it is not easy to discern how quickly 

research practice is changing. Little is published on how research involving young children 

is currently being conducted. Until this is known, it is possible that young children will 

continue to be excluded from active participation and “not recognized as integral to the 

process or practice of research nor acknowledged as reflexive participants” (Christensen & 

James, 2008, p. 3). To what extent this may or may not be the case requires further 

investigation. 

Consent in research with young children  

There are several terms used to describe agreement to participate in research and the most 

common term is ‘consent’. According to the Oxford dictionary consent means to give 

permission. The concept of consent is an essential part of the ethical protocols designed for 

the protection of research participants. Consent must be freely given and is used to ensure 

that those considering research participation are aware of any potential risks and benefits, 

and are aware of their rights before they agree to take part (Alderson & Morrow, 2011). 

 

‘Informed consent’ includes both procedural ethics, which is the formal design and 

preparation of consent procedures, and ethics in practice, which relates to the practical day-

to-day ethical issues that arise as part of conducting research (Phelan & Kinsella, 2012). 

Consent is said to be ‘informed’ when the person participating in the research understands 

the nature of that research and is willing to be involved. Historically, informed consent 

originated in medicine, being first recorded in 1957 in a court case in the United States 

(Cowen & Kattan, 2009). At the time, the meaning of the term was not explained and it 

was not until the 1970s that the ‘doctrine of informed consent’ had evolved sufficiently to 

become integrated into ethics policies in medicine, research, law and philosophy. By the 
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1980s, the process of obtaining written consent prior to medical procedures was common, 

but the process typically fell short as the doctors, not the patients, continued to make 

treatment decisions. In the years that followed, medical and research ethics gradually 

moved towards more comprehensive disclosure of information promoting openness and 

honesty, respect for an individual’s freedom of choice, protection from harm and the right 

to decline to participate (Faden, Beauchamp, & King, 1986). However, history records that 

informed consent in research practice has been slow to conform to the original intentions 

and moral demands of informed consent theory (Beauchamp, 2011).  

 

In the present day, informed consent forms the cornerstone of ethical research and, along 

with institutional ethics approvals, is required prior to the commencement of data 

collection. As a process, informed consent aims to empower potential research participants 

to make an informed and voluntary choice about whether or not to allow outsiders into 

some element of their own private world. It can be viewed as the invisible act of acquiring 

and evaluating information, followed by the self-determined visible demonstration of that 

decision (Lambert & Glacken, 2011).  

 

There are several forms of autonomous consent used in legal and medical fields that also 

inform consent in research contexts, for example, ‘tacit’ consent, ‘implied’ consent and 

‘express’ consent. Tacit consent is expressed passively through inaction, silence or omission 

(Beauchamp & Childress, 2001). Implied consent refers to agreement that is demonstrated 

indirectly through actions that indicate or imply agreement (Long & Johnson, 2007). Express 

consent refers to an obvious, more formal act of agreement that is often documented.  

 

While each form of consent needs to be taken into account when researching with young 

children, this thesis is predominantly concerned with express consent. Therefore, in this 

thesis, the use of the term ‘consent’ most often refers to the ‘express’ form of consent. 

Similarly, in terms of participant refusal, the term ‘dissent’ most often refers to express 

disagreement. 

 

In early childhood research, contention exists between the use of the terms ‘assent’ and 

‘consent’. Assent has begun to be used widely to express agreement for all those below the 

legal age of consent (Flewitt, 2005), without consideration for the quality of that consent. 

In contrast, the term consent is considered appropriate when referring to minors who are 

‘competent’– those capable of understanding and making an informed decision (Alderson 
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& Morrow, 2004). One essential difference between the two terms is that assent tends to be 

a passive term that denotes not disagreeing, whilst consent often refers to active voluntary 

agreement. However, Bourke and Loveridge (2013, p. 154) suggest that the distinction 

between the two terms is not “meaningfully maintained with any certainty”. 

 

With reference to both adults and children throughout this thesis, the term ‘consent’ has 

been used exclusively for two main reasons. First, the underlying philosophy of this 

research considers young children to be competent social actors with the right to be 

consulted. Second, the use of one term helps to maintain consistency and neutralise any 

confusion between the two terms. 

 

‘Provisional’ consent, also called ‘ongoing’ consent, is regarded as desirable when 

researching with children and involves obtaining verbal or written agreement at the start 

of each data collection visit (Harwood, 2010). Provisional consent allows children to 

agree to be involved at the beginning of the research and then throughout the data 

collection process. This is a useful strategy with young children as it enables them to 

also consent or dissent to more specific ‘day-to-day’ aspects of data collection as the 

project develops (Flewitt, 2005).  

 

In the research reported in this thesis, children were asked to provide their provisional 

consent (or dissent) prior to data collection commencing. This was supported by 

ongoing opportunities, whenever the child met with the researcher, to provide their 

consent or dissent. By regarding each act of consent as ‘provisional’, children’s rights 

were respected, and a sense of trust and collaboration between researcher and child was 

reinforced (Flewitt, 2005). 

Parental consent 

Throughout the research reported in this thesis, parental consent was obtained along with 

their child’s agreement to participate. Therefore, as parental consent is a foundational 

element of this study, it is important to position it in terms of children’s ethics processes 

discussed in this thesis. 

 

In research involving children, ‘proxy’ consent of a parent or guardian is legally required, 

and when appropriate children should be offered an opportunity to agree or disagree in a 

way that reflects their age and ability. Parental consent has the power to overrule their 
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child’s wishes if considered to be in conflict with the child’s best interests (Coyne, 2010). 

That being said, Article 5 (Parental Guidance) of the UNCRC (1989) outlines parental 

responsibilities in this regard and requires families to direct and guide their children by 

helping them to understand their rights. Article 5 encourages parents to deal with rights 

issues "in a manner consistent with the evolving capacities of the child” (Article 5). This 

requires parents to assist their children in decision-making processes, but as the Article 

only refers to parents providing appropriate direction and guidance, it is not clear if a 

parent has the right to make a decision for a child. In the recent past, as suggested by 

Kohrman and Clayton (1995), many people believed that a “child's parents or guardians 

have the authority or ‘right’ to give consent by proxy” (p. 315). These authors go on to 

note that, historically, this system worked reasonably well owing to parents’ natural 

instincts to protect their offspring. Nevertheless, the fundamental doctrine of informed 

consent calls for consent to be an expression of one’s own unique feelings and not 

someone else’s, as consent “expresses something for one's self” and is “based on unique 

personal beliefs, values, and goals” (p. 315). 

 

Further, parent proxy consent does not guarantee that the child has been consulted 

adequately to ensure the consent accurately represents the child’s wishes. More recently, 

Coyne (2010) discussed some of the difficulties that may arise in non-therapeutic 

healthcare research and social research where proxy consent is the main source of consent. 

She suggested that “[t]he ‘blanket’ requirement of parental consent for all research 

involving children under the age of 18 years needs to be challenged as it fails to recognise 

children’s capacities and accord children due respect as persons in their own right” (p. 

227). 

 

Currently, particularly with children under 5 years of age, parents typically make 

participation decisions for their children and act as ‘gatekeepers’ to control “whether 

children can be accessed as research subjects or co-researchers” (McLaughlin, 2015, p. 

18). When children are given the opportunity to make a decision, Abramovitch, Freedman, 

Thoden, and Nikolich (1991) suggest that the consent process can be affected by unseen 

pressures stemming from an imbalance of power between parent and child. With 

appropriate explanation, adults can be protected from experiencing undue pressure to 

participate, but it becomes more difficult when seeking to convey the rules of participation 

and the right to withdraw to child participants. Although the ideal situation is for consent to 

be provided without pressure to participate, neutrality is very difficult to achieve. It is 
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assumed that in any research, participants will experience some degree of pressure to 

comply, and as the perception of pressure increases, the participant’s perceived right to 

refuse diminishes. It is not surprising then, that an unexpected source of pressure to be 

involved can come from the child’s own parent. If the parent has agreed to have their child 

participate, children generally believe that their parent will be upset or disappointed if they 

refuse. Abramovitch et al. (1991) found that children tend not to assert their own 

participatory rights due to a belief that if they are asked to do something by an adult, the 

adult will be unhappy with them if they refuse to participate or decide to opt out. As a 

result, most children are quite submissive when faced with the authority of an adult.  

 

Context: Science learning in community playgroups 

The research reported in this thesis is part of an Australian Research Council Linkage 

Project (LP110200756) in partnership with Scitech and Rio Tinto Future Fund, entitled 

‘Small Steps in Science’. The purpose of the project was to investigate science learning 

occurring in community playgroups as a consequence of an early childhood science 

outreach program.  Figure 1-1 presents an overview of the Small Steps in Science project, 

and the position of this thesis within the research. As depicted in the left side of Figure 1-

1 children were involved in the evaluation of the science activities and aspects of that 

research are reported elsewhere. The focus of this thesis is on children’s participation in 

the informed consent process within the context of the Small Steps in Science project.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Diagram showing the position of this research within the Small Steps in 

Science project 
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The science outreach program that provided the context for the research was developed 

by Scitech Discovery Centre in Perth, Western Australia. Scitech is an interactive 

science museum that functions as a not-for-profit organization, and is supported by the 

Western Australian State government and industry. Established in 1988, Scitech 

continues to focus on raising awareness of science in the community with a view to 

increasing scientific literacy. The centre also provides professional learning to support 

teachers to educate children about science, with its primary objective being to “increase 

awareness, interest, capability and participation by all Western Australians in science, 

technology, engineering and mathematics” (Scitech, 2015a, para 1). 

 

Scitech activities are designed and built in the centre’s own workshop, forming the basis 

of a range of programs developed primarily for children up to the age of 12 years. 

Programs are delivered at the centre, and also across the State as part of Scitech’s 

‘outreach’ programs. The outreach side of the organisation provides educational hands-

on science shows and activities in early childhood, science, technology and careers 

programs (Scitech, 2015a). 

 

The research reported here is concerned with Scitech’s Early Childhood Outreach 

program, which is described as a “unique travelling program [that] encourages adults 

and young children to play, explore and discover together” (Scitech, 2015b, para 1). The 

early childhood program is designed for children from birth to 4 years of age, and 

provides hands-on experience of the role senses play in understanding the world. The 

hour-long workshop seeks to encourage children’s curiosity through self-initiated play 

with activities related to light, movement, living things and sound. These activities 

include investigating moving objects with magnets, creating sounds, identifying smells, 

exploring how air can move objects, trialling floating and sinking and observing the 

characteristics of living things.  

 

This program is delivered into early childhood education and community settings, such 

as community playgroups. Typically, two presenters travel to the playgroup, set up the 

activities and oversee the program. Single bookings can be made by the playgroup or, 

during extended regional ‘tours’, the outreach program team might include additional 

presenters and conduct several presentations in each town on the tour. The program 

begins with one presenter using a puppet to engage children and introduce the senses of 

sound, sight, smell and touch. This is followed by 30-40 minutes of free play with the 
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activities, where parents are encouraged to participate with their children. The 

presenters’ role is to interact with children and parents to support them in their learning. 

The program concludes by gathering children together to listen to a story related to the 

topic.  

 

The research reported in this thesis relates to evaluation of this early childhood science 

outreach program, delivered specifically to playgroups. Playgroups in Australia are 

community-based and run on a not-for-profit basis. They involve parents/caregivers and 

young children (birth to 5 years) who meet together in a relaxed environment. Each 

playgroup is organised and run by its members and can be held at any suitable venue, 

such as a community centre, preschool, church hall, park, or private home. Playgroups 

provide opportunities for parents to network with other parents and for their children to 

learn through play (Playgroup Australia, 2015). 

 

Playgroup WA (formerly known as the Playgroup Association of Western Australia) 

began in 1972, and has more than 16,000 families and 500 member playgroups across 

the State. A voluntary Board oversees policy development and financial management. 

Playgroup WA seeks to promote the importance of play in learning; the role of parents, 

families and communities in supporting the well-being of young children; the need to 

support families with young children; and the UNCRC (Playgroup WA, 2015).  

Ethics 

The University of Western Australia Human Research Ethics Committee gave ethics 

approval to both the Small Steps in Science project (RA/4/1/4831) and this research 

(RA/4/1/5379). Permission to research in playgroups was obtained from Playgroups 

WA for both projects prior to the commencement of data collection. Access to 

participants was obtained via the Small Steps in Science project through Scitech. 

Playgroups who booked the Early Childhood Outreach program were invited by Scitech 

staff to be part of the research. Of those who were happy to be contacted, Scitech staff 

passed on the playgroup leaders’ details to the Small Steps in Science research team. 

Individual playgroup members were then informed about the research. At the initial 

playgroup meeting, an information pack was provided to parents to take home. This 

information pack included a Parent Information Booklet which contained the consent 

forms (see Appendix 1 on page 169) and a copy of the informing story called ‘Science 
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Fun for Playgroup’ (see Appendix 2 on page 175) which is described in detail in 

Chapter Five.  

 

Rationale 

The rationale for the research presented in this thesis is grounded in three related ideas. 

First, as elaborated earlier, early childhood participatory research is of critical 

importance to advancing what is known about young children and matters that affect 

them. The second related idea is that, as a consequence, meaningful informed consent is 

a priority if research involving young children is to reflect the mandates outlined in the 

UNCRC (1989). This idea is supported by the Convention itself and associated 

documents such as General Comment No. 7 (2006). The third idea underpinning the 

rationale for this research is that insight into current research ethics approaches and 

early childhood research practice can be gained when young children’s participation in 

published research is examined. Such reflection on current early childhood research 

ethics can provide opportunities for consolidation and broadening of informed consent 

theory and has implications for research practice. This can lead to innovation in ethics 

processes, improved participation experiences for young children and development of 

resource materials for researchers. Given the expectations of the UNCRC for the 

upholding of children’s rights in all aspects of participation, and its implications for 

wide-spread reform in the way young children are involved in research, a review of 

current approaches to early childhood research ethics as reported in published literature, 

and consideration of early childhood informed consent processes, was considered to be 

timely and important. 

 

Aims of the research and research questions  

The aim of the research presented here was to explore approaches to early childhood 

ethics processes through published literature and, based on these understandings, devise 

and trial an alternative approach to informed consent with 3- and 4-year-old children 

that focuses on understanding and facilitates their high quality participation in rights-

based research. Part of this aim was to identify ways to enhance young children’s 

meaningful participation in research ethics processes, and to address some of the 

complexities that can inhibit the rate at which researchers choose to engage with rights-

based research ideals. To achieve this aim, one guiding research question and five 

specific research questions were developed.  
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Guiding Question 

How can an effective informed consent approach be designed for young children that 

focuses on understanding and facilitates their high quality participation in research? 

 

In order to answer this guiding question, a staged process to this thesis was required. 

The process started with a systematic review of literature relating to early childhood 

research ethics reporting practices. This review aimed to provide insight into (a) how 

young children are included in ethics processes in early childhood education research, 

and (b) how well children’s rights are being reflected in research practice in published 

literature. These results are reported in two chapters. The first part of this systematic 

review of literature is reported in Chapter Two and describes the current state of early 

childhood reporting of informed consent practices. Chapter Two addresses Research 

Question 1. 

Research Question 1 

a. How are ethical practices of research with young children being reported in early 

childhood journals?  

b. How well do these reporting practices reflect the Rights of the Child movement?  

c. What could be gained by better reflecting the Rights of the Child movement 

through the wide reporting of research ethics practices? 

 

Insights gained from Chapter Two informed Chapter Three, the second part of the 

systematic review of literature. Chapter Three examines how young children are 

currently being involved in research as participants, whether an ideological shift 

towards more participatory approaches is filtering through to early childhood research 

practice, and whether a summary of rights-based research expectations can be devised 

to guide researchers in the design of their research and to move toward more targeted 

rights-based research in the future? Chapter Three addresses Research Question 2.  

Research Question 2  

a. Within early childhood journals, how are young children currently reported 

as being involved in published research? 

b. How is the ideological shift towards more participatory research approaches 

filtering through to early childhood research practice? 
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Understanding gained from the systematic literature review and conclusions drawn from 

Chapters Two and Three gave rise to the development of a conceptual model of 

meaningful early childhood informed consent and a new holistic integrated approach to 

early childhood informed consent, known as an ‘interactive narrative approach’. These 

are presented in Chapter Four and address Research Question 3. 

Research Question 3  

How can a synthesis of children’s rights and informed consent literature be used to 

develop a new conceptual model of meaningful early childhood informed consent? 

 

An informing tool (informing story) was subsequently devised. This informing story, 

known as an ‘Interactive Nonfiction Narrative’ (INN) is based on the principles outlined 

in the interactive narrative approach to early childhood informed consent. The INN aims 

to enhance young children’s capacity to provide meaningful informed consent. A pilot 

trial of the INN was conducted and the evaluation of this trial, and recommendations for 

modification, are reported in Chapter Five. Chapter Five addresses Research Question 4.  

Research Question 4 

How does an INN support 3-year-old children to participate meaningfully in the 

informed consent process in relation to: 

a. purpose of research 

b. participatory rights, and  

c. consent? 

 

Feedback from the pilot trial fed into a second, larger trial to determine what the 

children knew about their rights through the INN. Additionally, through a cross-case 

analysis, characteristics of the INN that enhanced the children’s participation were 

identified. Chapter Six addresses Research Question 5.   

Research Question 5 

a. How much do 3- and 4-year-old children understand their participation in 

informed consent through the INN?  

b. How does the use of the INN during informed consent enhance 3- and 4-year-

old children’s research participation? 
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Structure of the thesis 

As the overarching aim of this research was to determine if an effective informed consent 

approach could be designed for young children, a structured process was used to ensure 

that the development of the new approach to informed consent was carefully considered 

and based on evidence. To accomplish this, each stage of the research was built on 

understanding that was established in the previous stage, as highlighted through the 

development of the research questions. This structured approach is presented 

diagrammatically in Figure 1-2. Figure 1-2, which highlights the seven chapters of the 

thesis (in white) along with four processes (in blue) that contributed to respective chapters 

and the development of the thesis. Chapters Two to Six are presented as standalone papers, 

while Chapter One provides a general introduction to the thesis and Chapter Seven 

provides a synthesis and conclusion. Chapters One to Six each have a unique literature 

focus and, when considered together, form the literature review. It should also be noted 

that the comprehensive nature of the appendices has been designed to complement the 

minimalist approach to methodology that stems from the manuscript format of thesis 

chapters. 

 

This first chapter introduced rights-based early childhood research, positioned children in 

research and clarified the use of the term consent as used in this thesis. Contextual 

information about the research setting was presented, along with the rationale, aims of the 

research and research questions, and structure of the thesis. Following on from this section is 

the significance of the research and then the positionality of the researcher.   

 

As presented in the uppermost blue box in Figure 1-2, the research began by conducting a 

systematic review of the literature related to reporting practices of research ethics in 10 

scholarly international early childhood education journals. A total of 506 peer-reviewed 

primary research articles published between 2009 and 2012 (inclusive) were reviewed. This 

large scale synthesis of the literature provided insight into how young children are included 

in ethics processes in early childhood education research and how well children’s rights are 

being reflected in research practice in published literature. Chapters Two and Three report 

the results of this systematic review and were published as a series of two papers‒‘Reporting 

of ethics in early childhood journals: A meta-analysis of 10 journals from 2009 to 2012’ and 

‘How far have we come in respecting young children in our research? A meta-analysis of 

early childhood research practice from 2009 to 2012’ ‒in the Australasian Journal of Early 

Childhood, as described in ‘Publications arising from this thesis’ on page xiii. 
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Structure of the thesis 
Guiding Question: How can an effective informed consent approach be 

designed for young children that focuses on understanding and facilitates their 
high quality participation in research? 

 

Figure 1-2. Diagrammatic representation of the structure of the research 
 

Chapter Four  
Conceptual Paper 

  

This chapter reviews children’s rights and informed consent literature to introduce a 
conceptual model of meaningful early childhood informed consent.  

       Development of the  
Interactive narrative approach to early childhood informed consent 

Chapter Six 
Cross-Case Analysis Paper 

This chapter reports the findings of the 
larger trial of the INN and identifies 
the characteristics of the INN that 

enhanced the children’s participation. 

       Development of a  
Conceptual model of meaningful early childhood informed consent  

Chapter Five 
Pilot Trial Paper 

  

This chapter reports the findings of the 
pilot trial of an integrated holistic approach 
to early childhood informed consent using 
an Interactive Nonfiction Narrative (INN). 

 

Chapter Three 

  

This chapter examines how young 
children are currently being involved in 

research and whether an ideological 
shift towards more participatory 

approaches is occurring. 

Chapter Two 

This chapter explores the current state 
of early childhood informed consent, 

how ethics is reported in early childhood 
journals, and how children’s rights are 

reflected. 

Systematic review of literature conducted into  
early childhood research ethics reporting 

 

Provided insight into how young children are included in ethics processes in published early childhood 
education literature and how well children’s rights are being reported and reflected in practice. 

Development of the  
Interactive Nonfiction Narrative (INN) informing story 

Chapter Seven  
Synthesis and Conclusions 

Chapter One  
General Introduction 
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The findings of the systematic review of literature reported in Chapter Two focused on 

reported parent consent, reported child consent and reported institutional ethics 

approval. The paper comprising this chapter, entitled “Reporting of ethics in early 

childhood journals: A meta-analysis of 10 journals from 2009 to 2012” (Mayne & 

Howitt, 2014), describes the current state of early childhood informed consent, and how 

research ethics is reported in early childhood journals. It considered what might be 

gained by better reflecting the Rights of the Child through more compressive reporting 

of early childhood ethics procedures and how this reflects children’s rights (see Chapter 

Two in Figure 1-2).  

 

The findings reported in Chapter Two led to a second analysis of the systematic review 

of literature, which is reported in Chapter Three. The paper comprising Chapter Three, 

entitled “How far have we come in respecting young children in our research? A meta-

analysis of early childhood research practice from 2009 to 2012 (Mayne & Howitt, 

2015), reviewed how young children are reported as being involved in research and 

asked whether an ideological shift towards more participatory approaches is filtering 

through to early childhood research practice? In this second analysis, ‘child status’ 

within research, ‘researcher perspective’ of children involved in research and ‘respectful 

research culture’ within early childhood research were the topics of review (see Chapter 

Three in Figure 1-2).  

 

From this systematic review of the literature, a conceptual model of meaningful early 

childhood informed consent was developed. This conceptual model then formed the 

basis of the interactive narrative approach to early childhood informed consent. These 

concepts are introduced in Chapter Four, which provides the conceptual foundation for 

the empirical research presented in this thesis. Through a focus on children’s rights and 

informed consent literature, Chapter Four discusses the inclusion of young children in 

informed consent processes and how informed consent might be made meaningful for 

them in terms of informing, understanding, and response to research participation (See 

Chapter Four in Figure 1-2). The paper comprising this chapter, entitled “Meaningful 

informed consent with young children: Looking forward through an interactive 

narrative approach” (Mayne, Howitt, & Rennie, 2015), was published in the journal 

Early Child Development and Care, as described on page xv. 
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Following the development of the interactive narrative approach, a tool was developed 

that reflected the conceptual model and could be used in the field to obtain informed 

consent with young children. This precipitated the development of the informing story, 

known as the Interactive Nonfiction Narrative (INN). Chapter Five reports the findings 

of the pilot trial that examined how the INN enhanced young children’s competence in 

the informed consent process and how 3-year-old children could be supported to 

participate meaningfully in terms of their understanding of research purpose, 

participatory rights, and consent (see Chapter Five in Figure 1-2). The paper comprising 

this chapter, entitled “Using interactive nonfiction narrative to enhance competence in 

the informed consent process with 3-year old children” (Mayne, Howitt, & Rennie, 

2016), was accepted to a special issue of the International Journal of Inclusive 

Education, as described on page xv. 

 

Based on the findings from the pilot trial, a larger, slightly modified field test was 

conducted. Chapter Six reports the findings of this field test that examined the potential 

of the INN to respect young children's rights of participation and to provide adequate 

information for children to make genuine participation choices. Cross-case analysis 

provided the synthesis for this research and drew significance from the conceptual 

model, the interactive narrative approach and from the findings of the pilot trial (see 

Chapter Six in Figure 1-2). Submission of this chapter for publication is planned once 

this thesis has been submitted for examination. 

 

Finally, Chapter Seven provides an overview of the research reported in this thesis and 

synthesises the findings based around the research questions. It describes early 

childhood rights-based informed consent as a reinforcing cycle; expands the definition 

of ‘early childhood rights-based research’, outlines the limitations of the current 

research; discusses the implications for policy and practice, reporting of ethics and 

informed consent; and makes suggestions for future research and future directions for 

the INN. 

 

Significance 

This research contributes to the knowledge-base of early childhood research ethics and 

to generalisable knowledge related to informed consent processes with young children. 

This research is significant for eight reasons. First, this research is the first to conduct a 

systematic review of reporting practises of research ethics in international early 
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childhood education journals. This review provides new information about how young 

children are being reported in research and provides guidance for policy makers and 

researchers to move toward more rights-based research practice. The findings of this 

part of the study are the first to highlight a culture of under-reporting in early childhood 

education research and identifies a gap between the way research is being reported and 

the ideological principles within current early childhood literature. This research has 

already impacted one journal’s approach to the reporting of ethics and has been cited in 

the SAGE Handbook of Early Childhood Research. It also has the potential to influence 

the level of detail that is included in reporting of ethics content, and journal editorial 

and author standards in relation to the requirements of the Rights of the Child 

movement.  

 

Second, this research is significant because it offers a practical ‘Rights-based Research 

Accountability Framework’ to guide researchers in planning and implementing research 

that actively addresses young children’s rights. The framework has the potential to 

empower researchers to navigate the accountabilities inherent in conducting early 

childhood research and will act as an easy-to-use resource to inform their ethics process 

design and practice. For the first time, literature related to the status afforded to children 

in research (child as object, subject, social actor and co-researcher), the way children are 

positioned by researchers (research on, with and by children) and the unique culture that 

develops within a research project (research culture) have been drawn together and 

summarised in a format that researchers can readily use as a planning resource. As such, 

this research is the first to define an early childhood 'respectful research culture' and is 

the first to include all three dimensions (child status, researcher perspective and research 

culture) together as the rights-based research accountability framework. 

 

Third, this research highlights the need for early childhood informed consent practices 

to evolve to support contemporary philosophies underpinning early childhood rights-

based literature. To this end, the research is of particular consequence as it is the first to 

introduce a holistic approach to early childhood informed consent that is designed 

specifically for young children, rather than being adapted from an adult model. This 

research conceives and introduces a conceptual model of the interactive narrative 

approach to meaningful early childhood informed consent and is the first to introduce 

the value of interactive narrative in the informed consent process with young children 

aged 3 and 4 years.  
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Fourth, this research is important because it is the first to conceptualise, introduce and 

evaluate the informing story known as an INN. The story, which is based on the 

conceptual model (mentioned above), is the first to demonstrate 3-year-old children’s 

enhanced competence in the informed consent process using an interactive narrative 

approach to informed consent. The research is also of consequence as it is the first to 

employ interactive (re)telling reading strategies (such as dialogic reading) and 

interactive touch-screen technologies together to convey factual information about 

research participation via an integrated story. The INN is innovative in that it integrates 

research context and purpose, rules of participation and consent together in one 

informing story which is supported by photographs of real people, places and events. 

Through this holistic approach, the informing story also integrates interactive reading 

techniques to promote multiple layers of understanding, provision for the child to 

become one of the characters in the story, and potential for the child’s understanding to 

be broadened and consolidated through a copy of the INN that is taken home to be 

shared with family and friends. 

 

Fifth, this research adds to theoretical understanding of how much 3- and 4-year-old 

children can understand about their role as research participants. In this regard, the 

research provides new insight into children’s rights during research participation 

through the expansion and adaptation of Hart’s (1992) ‘ladder of participation’.  

 

Sixth, this research provides the first in-depth examination of the effectiveness of the 

interactive narrative approach and how young children responded to it. The cross-case 

analysis identified six themes that contributed to children’s quality participation: 

engagement, journeying, authenticity, consequence, ownership, and identity. As a 

result, this research is particularly significant for the early childhood research 

community. It has demonstrated that potential exists to challenge traditional thinking 

about the place of informed consent as a process that is separate from the main 

objectives of a research project. By using the interactive narrative approach to facilitate 

high quality understanding, provide opportunities for voice and influence, enhance 

children’s research experience and nurture rich relationships between children and 

researcher, children are empowered to move toward more advanced levels of 

participation. As a result, the informed consent process becomes a multi-layered 

opportunity, beyond that of traditional ethical requirements, to enhance the quality of 
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children’s research participation. Thus, this research suggests that the informed consent 

process should be considered not only an essential component of children’s rights, but 

as enhancing early childhood research and positively influencing research outcomes. 

 

Seventh, insight gained from this research contributes to identifying and addressing the 

ambiguities and ethical dilemmas that exist in the informed consent process when 

engaging young children as participants in research. For example, concepts such as 

‘choice architecture’ and ‘nudging’ are introduced as potential issues within the early 

childhood informed consent process. The research also has the potential to stimulate 

review and debate within the early childhood research community to reconsider (a) what 

is acceptable in terms of the level of children’s understanding of their participation in 

research, (b) whether human rights principles are being adequately reflected in informed 

consent processes used with young children, and (c) how young children’s individual 

and collective rights can be better interpreted and promoted through rights-based early 

childhood informed consent processes? Overall, the research adds to the knowledge 

about how young children can be meaningfully engaged in the informed consent 

process. This knowledge can be used by researchers to plan and implement research, 

and also by institutional ethics committees who can use the research to help quantify 

acceptable early childhood rights-based research standards. 

 

Finally, a major consequence of this research is that the interactive narrative approach 

has the potential to transform how early childhood informed consent is approached and 

conducted with young children. The approach has the potential to be of consequence for 

all young children as it provides new possibilities for children to understand the purpose 

of their participation and to increase their meaningful participation. It opens the way for 

more young children to be actively involved in research, as the interactive narrative 

approach increases the overall effectiveness of the informing process and enables pre-

literate children to record their consent in an intuitive manner. This is particularly 

noteworthy given the paradigm shift that is occurring in relation to rights-based early 

childhood research. It is expected that the research will enable researchers to meet the 

increasing demand for child’s rights ideals to be translated into research practice. 
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Positionality of the researcher 

As adults, many of us are in the privileged position of having a ‘voice’ in our chosen 

field. We feel listened to and what we have to say is valued by those who hear us. For 

each of us, there is a point in our lives when our own voices began to matter to others. 

For some it was early in a professional career, for others while at university, high 

school, or perhaps even as a child in primary school. During my own childhood, when I 

was quite young, I remember a time when my mother must have been trying to teach me 

something about sleep, when I lay in bed calling out to her for what seemed like hours. 

She didn’t come. I remember not understanding why she would choose to ignore my 

voice even though I knew she could hear me clearly. That small moment was a whole 

lifetime ago, but I remember it clearly and although it is an insignificant event in my 

life, the memory of not being heard still remains.  

 

Later at primary school, I remember when the ‘in crowd’ would discount my eager 

contributions with “nah”, and of course, there were those teachers and crusty old 

relatives who expected me to be seen and not heard. These encounters made me feel 

smaller and more powerless than I did before and told me, at that time, that my voice 

was not worth being listened to. In stark comparison, was the favourite aunt who took 

an active interest in me and talked with me, rather than at me. My confidence to speak 

up and sense of self grew whenever she listened to me.  

 

As I look back, I understand that my ‘voice’ mattered to me just as much when I was a 

young child, as it matters to me today, perhaps even more then than now. Then, I was 

vulnerable, impressionable and dependent. Now I understand that having more powerful 

others listen to my voice is, and always has been, important to me right from the 

beginning, and that these experiences along the way have helped shape who I am today.  

 

I have always enjoyed listening to children. I love to get down to their level and connect 

with their world and what they are doing. I have always believed young children, in 

particular, have something wonderful to teach me; they inspire me and I love to inspire 

them in return. So after many years of volunteering with children (which began with 

Sunday School teaching when I was only 14 years old), I was finally able to achieve my 

dream of becoming a qualified early childhood teacher in 2007. As a teacher of young 

children, while we journeyed together, inspiring each other and making wonderful 

discoveries along the way, I noticed that children in formal schooling are not always 
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heard. This tweaked a little sadness in me whenever I encountered a voice that was 

‘squashed’. I wondered a lot about this. Later, having become involved in the university 

world of research, I became aware of a disconnect between research ideals and the 

reality of what children were actually thinking and feeling about being involved in 

research, and I wondered about this too. I also wondered what I might be able to 

contribute, and whether I could help make the voices of not only a few, but of many 

young children, heard. 

 

In the present, as my own three children move through teenager-hood, I can see the 

long-term impact left by even minor negative experiences that bubble up for them as 

questions about self-confidence, self-worth and identify. Such a lot of children’s early 

years is about discovering “Who am I?” as an individual, “What are my gifts and 

talents?”, and “Is my voice worth listening to?” I can see first-hand how teenagers are a 

product of their childhood and reach their teenage years with all sorts of ‘baggage’ that 

needs to be sorted out as they transition to becoming adults. While there is no way of 

preventing all the negative experiences that will happen along the way (and dealing with 

negatives is an important life skill to learn), it is important to build robust young adults, 

and part of this is building robust children through valuing their voices even when they 

are small. We have all heard of the impact a special adult can have when he or she 

values a child’s voice and connects with, and encourages a child. In fact, it is not 

uncommon for a positive self-affirming experience such as this to remain with a child 

for the rest of their lives, perhaps even into old age, and to have a profound impact on 

shaping the child’s life’s direction.  

 

This is the reason this research is so important to me personally-I want to make the 

informed consent process one of those life-affirming experiences for young children. To 

enable young children to understand that what they have to say is valued, to understand 

why they are involved and that their voice is worth listening to despite being physically 

small. The challenge for me has been to find a way that all researchers (independent of 

their knowledge of the theory of research ethics in practice) can tap into this opportunity 

to make children’s research experience not only meaningful, but as enjoyable, uplifting 

and personally affirming as possible, and to contribute to children’s ongoing sense of 

self-worth. 
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So overall, I am interested in the human side of the consent process and the underlying 

moral code that sits at the very heart of what informed consent was originally intended 

for; to protect vulnerable individuals. Why does it matter? Formal informed consent 

matters for young children because it is ethically right to do so, it is an opportunity to 

positively impact a child’s life and because, after all, you are never too young to have a 

voice.  

 

Conclusion 

This first chapter has introduced the importance of rights-based early childhood 

research and presented contextual information about the research setting, rationale, aims 

and research questions, structure of the thesis, significance of the research, and 

positionality of the researcher. Following this General Introduction chapter is Chapter 

Two, which reports the first part of the findings of the systematic review of early 

childhood research ethics reporting literature. 
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Chapter Two:  Reporting of ethics in early childhood journals: A meta-

analysis of 10 journals from 2009 to 2012 

 

 

Foreword 

Chapter Two provides insight into how young children are included in ethics processes 

in published early childhood education literature and how well children’s rights are 

being reported and reflected in practice.  

 

This chapter was published as: 

Mayne, F., & Howitt, C. (2014). Reporting of ethics in early childhood journals: A 

meta-analysis of 10 journals from 2009 to 2012. Australasian Journal of Early 

Childhood, 39(2), 71‒79. 

 

Each published paper has been reformatted to be consistent with the remainder of the 

thesis. Some words and phrases have been modified from the original papers to enhance 

the flow of the thesis. Additionally, references to appendices have been inserted as a 

means to further clarify aspects of the methodology. 

 

To avoid repetition, the reference lists from all published papers have been 

amalgamated into a single reference list at the end of Chapter Seven, beginning on page 

155.  
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Chapter Two:  Reporting of ethics in early childhood journals: A meta-

analysis of 10 journals from 2009 to 2012 
 

 

Abstract 

This paper presents a comprehensive review of reporting practises of research ethics in 

10 scholarly international early childhood education journals. Peer–reviewed primary 

research articles published between 2009 and 2012 (inclusive) were reviewed for 

reported parent consent, child consent and institutional ethics approval. Of the 506 

articles identified as relevant, 49% reported parent consent (with a range across journals 

from 23-66%), 19% reported child consent (9-40%) and 16% reported institutional 

ethics approval (6-23%). Only 24% of articles specified the type of parent consent, 

while only 11% of articles specified the type of child consent. These results highlight 

considerable underreporting of ethical procedures in early childhood education research 

journals, and in those who do report there is a lack of detail. The potential benefits of 

increased reporting of ethics are discussed in relation to the Rights of the Child 

movement and journal editorial and author guidelines.  

 

Introduction  

Educational research involving children is highly regulated to protect its vulnerable, at-

risk participants. However, can the same be said about the publication of this research? 

As readers of academic journals, it is assumed that informed consent is received from 

all research participants prior to the commencement of data collection and that 

institutional ethics approval has been obtained. These and other exemplary standards are 

deeply embedded in the modern research process. But what evidence actually exists to 

confirm to the reader that correct ethical standards were followed? The purpose of this 

paper is to present a meta-analysis of current ethical reporting practices in 10 

international early childhood education research journals.  

 

Nothing has been published about the reporting of ethics in early childhood education 

research. As Flewitt (2005, p. 553) points out, “ethical issues arise in all aspects of 

research, and are particularly salient when studying vulnerable members of society”. 

Although the ethical complexities associated with research involving young children is 

becoming more prominent (Alderson & Morrow, 2011; Christensen & James, 2008; 
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Farrell, 2007; Harcourt, Perry, & Waller, 2011; Mortari & Harcourt, 2012), reporting 

standards are not yet part of the conversation and have not been explicitly defined. No 

education-based regulations currently exist to determine which aspects (if any) of the 

ethics process should be included in published manuscripts. This is potentially 

problematic, as the entire structure of a research project should be transparent and 

subject to ethical scrutiny. Given the vulnerability of young child participants, it is 

particularly crucial that research agendas and methods are explicitly visible.  

 

Literature Review 

Informed consent and assent 

‘Informed consent’ describes the interaction between potential participant and 

researcher, where the research is discussed, understanding results and a desire to 

participate is freely expressed (Harcourt & Conroy, 2005; Helseth & Slettebø, 2004). 

‘Informed assent’ is a relatively recent term that was first used in an Education research 

context in 2005. It has taken on special significance in research where children are 

active participants.  It describes consent from minors who agree to participate in 

research, but are not yet old enough to enter into a legal contract (Harcourt & Conroy, 

2005; Ungar, Joffe, & Kodish, 2006). When used, informed assent is obtained in 

addition to formally documented consent to participate from the child’s parent or 

guardian (World Medical Association, 2008). 

 

The terms ‘consent’ and ‘assent’, though subtly different in meaning, are both used to 

describe an expression of agreement and pertain to the granting of permission. In the 

publication of research involving young children, the meaning and use of these terms is 

continuing to evolve, and are often interchanged and used in a synonymous manner. 

Consensus has not been reached; in the context of providing formal agreement to 

participate, consent tends to be used when referring to written permission provided by 

adults and assent is often used to describe informal agreement by children, as defined 

above. However, debate exists around the implied inequality and reduced value of the 

term assent, with some preferring to use consent equally when referring to permission 

provided by both adults and children (Gray & Winter, 2011a). 
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Reporting of ethics in educational research 

The Belmont Report, a foundational document published in 1978 by the United States 

National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and 

Behavioral Research, identifies basic ethical principles governing the conduct of 

research involving human subjects. In the case of young children, the Report 

acknowledges that “special provision” may need to be made, but “even for these 

persons” a respectful approach should afford “opportunity to choose to the extent they 

are able, whether or not to participate in research” (The National Commission, 1978, p. 

13). Further, the British Code of Human Research Ethics (British Psychological 

Society, 2010) recognises that informed consent should be sought from research 

participants of any age in a manner appropriate to their level of competence. This code 

specifies that consent from young children should be sought along with the additional 

consent of parents and should be sensitively monitored throughout the research 

experience. Australia’s National Statement on the Ethical Conduct of Research with 

Humans advocates a collective responsibility by researchers to engage ethically in 

research with children (Farrell, 2007). It states that the relationship between researchers 

and research participants, based on respect, merit, integrity, justice and beneficence, is 

the foundation on which mutually responsible and ethically equal research must be 

based (Australian National Health and Medical Research Council, 2007). Its tenets 

apply equally to research involving children and assume special prominence in 

educational and medical research. All three documents highlight the developing 

capacity of the child to be involved in decisions about participation in research.  

 

While little ambiguity exists in terms of the need for strict ethical protocols in 

educational research involving young children, the significance of reporting ethics 

details has to date been overlooked. The core purpose of scholarly research journals in 

the field of early childhood education is to publish research studies that contribute to 

both educational knowledge and research methodology, and to review the findings of 

research in the field. While scholarly journals follow similar reporting practices, 

variations exist in instructions to authors regarding the inclusion of informed consent 

details and institutional ethics approval as part of the author’s manuscript (Myles & 

Tan, 2003).  

 

Whatever reporting protocols are in place, all peer-reviewed journals are underpinned 

by internationally accepted ethical principles of research, which require institutional 
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ethics approval and participant informed consent prior to the commencement of data 

collection. These standards originated in the Declaration of Helsinki, developed in 

1964, and revised most recently in 2008. The Declaration is a statement of ethical 

principles developed to protect against unacceptable human experimentation, with the 

underlying rationale being the protection of fundamental human rights (Sade, 2003). 

Declaration of Helsinki principles underpin reporting practices, as Paragraph 30 states, 

“authors, editors and publishers all have ethical obligations with regard to the 

publication of the results of research” and manuscripts that do not meet these principles 

"should not be accepted for publication" (World Medical Association, 2008). In this 

model, authors are charged with carrying out and reporting research in an ethically 

appropriate and sensitive manner, journal editors become the gate‐keepers who ensure 

research submitted and published in their journals conforms to the highest ethical 

principles, and publishers accept or reject manuscripts that do not meet the required 

ethical standards (Schroter, Plowman, Hutchings, & Gonzalez, 2006). Being originally 

developed for, and of immense importance to, the medical research community, 

Declaration of Helsinki principles are all the more significant when viewed in light of 

Human and Fluss’ (2001) exhortation to consider the document as the property of all 

humanity.  

Medical journal ethics reporting 

Although medical research ethics and education research ethics have the same parents, 

in the pivotal 1947 Nuremberg Code (the foundation of modern ethics in medical 

research, with participant consent as its cornerstone), Declaration of Helsinki (1964) 

and The Belmont Report (1978), it would appear that these two siblings are taking 

subtly different paths in terms of the reporting of ethical protocols.  

 

Uniform guidelines on ethical principles related to the publication of medical research 

have been developed by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (2010). 

This publication is explicit when describing the protection of human subjects and 

animals in research. It states that “authors should indicate whether the procedures 

followed were in accordance with the ethical standards of the responsible committee on 

human experimentation (institutional and national) and with the Helsinki Declaration of 

1975, as revised in 2008” (p. 6). In plain terms, medical research authors are required to 

“describe in their manuscripts ethical approval from an appropriate committee and how 

consent was obtained from participants” (Schroter et al., 2006, p. 718). Further, journal 
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editors have an important gate-keeping role to ensure that all research submitted and 

published in their journals conform to the highest of ethical standards (Schroter et al., 

2006). In comparison, education journals do not tend to provide explicit instructions to 

authors about the inclusion of ethics information in manuscripts being presented for 

publication.  

 

A number of studies have been carried out into the reporting of ethical processes in 

medical journals (Bavdekar, Gogtay, & Wagh, 2008; Henley & Frank, 2006; F. G. 

Miller & Rosenstein, 2002; Myles & Tan, 2003; Rotenberg & Rudnick, 2011; Schroter 

et al., 2006; Walsh-Bowers, 1995). Despite an underlying expectation and, in many 

cases, explicit instructions to do so, there is a low rate of reporting of ethics in medical 

journals. In their study of ethics committee approval and patient consent reporting in 

five general medical journals over a four-month period, Schroter et al. (2006) found that 

53% of articles reported participant informed consent, while 69% reported institutional 

ethics approval. In their more recent review of 751 articles from four psychiatric 

rehabilitation journals over a decade, Rotenberg and Rudnick (2011) found that 49% of 

articles reported voluntary informed consent while only 27% reported institutional 

ethics approval.  Overall, large variations exist in the quality of ethics reporting across 

medical journals (Myles & Tan, 2003), with underreporting of ethics a common feature 

amongst the many different healthcare fields (Rotenberg & Rudnick, 2011). 

Implications from the ‘Rights of the Child’ movement 

In the late twentieth century, children’s rights were articulated globally in the United 

Nations’ Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) (United Nations, 1989). This 

has, in turn, influenced the way countries interpret the rights of their youngest citizens. 

For example, Australia’s Seen and Heard Report (ALRC/HREOC, 1997) exposed, and 

sought to redress, a national deficit in the rights of children to be both seen and heard 

(Farrell, 2007). In Australia and other countries with peer-reviewed academic 

publications, it has taken some time for minorities, such as young children, to be 

afforded the same rights as adult research participants, particularly in terms of their right 

to informed consent. Obtaining ethics committee approval and participant informed 

consent from young children (albeit proxy consent from parents) is now standard 

practice in formal academic research in many countries, such as Australia, the United 

Kingdom and the United States. These recent significant changes in policy, improved 

professional regulations and the strengthening Rights of the Child movement have 
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promoted ethical standards of research (Alderson & Morrow, 2011) and, by default, 

influence the quality of ethics reporting expected by readers of published journal 

articles.  

 

In the current Rights of the Child research climate, young children are being involved as 

participants in increasing numbers. Along with this trend comes a responsibility for 

researchers to include details of ethics in their research publications. In a recent analysis 

of scholarly reporting on research involving children, Mortari and Harcourt (2012, p. 

239) found that authors are likely to provide details of the “epistemological and 

methodological arguments” of their research, but tend not to “include reasons for their 

choices”. These authors go on to explain that certain phrases appear to have become 

“routine, and overused” without necessarily conveying the true essence of the ethical 

principles designed to protect vulnerable research participants. Further, the perceived 

expectations of others can lead to a passive approach to ethical practice and reporting, 

reflecting more of a strategic, rather than a deeply ethical approach (Burgess, 1989). In 

this regard, the rights of the child are best served when research design and reporting are 

reflexive in nature.  

 

The purpose of this research is to describe how current ethical practices of informed 

consent are being reported in early childhood journals and whether the reporting reflects 

the Rights of the Child movement. Three research questions guide both the meta-

analysis and subsequent discussion: (1) How are ethical practices of research with 

young children being reported in early childhood journals? (2) How well do these 

reporting practices reflect the Rights of the Child movement? (3) What could be gained 

by better reflecting the Rights of the Child movement through the wide reporting of 

ethical practices?  

 

Methodology 

This study surveyed all primary-analysis empirical research articles published between 

January 2009 and June 2012 in 10 highly regarded, scholarly early childhood journals – 

Australasian Journal of Early Childhood, Early Child Development and Care, Early 

Childhood Education Journal, Early Childhood Research Quarterly, Early Education 

and Development, Early Years: Journal of International Research & Development, 

European Early Childhood Education Research Journal, International Journal of Early 

Years Education, Journal of Early Childhood Research, and Journal of Research in 
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Childhood Education. These 10 journals were selected as they are well-known 

international early childhood journals.  

 

The rationales for choosing these 10 journals included locating journals that were (a) 

active, cross-disciplinary (i.e. non-specific), peer-reviewed, scholarly journals that 

provide a forum for early childhood (0 – 8 years) research, (b) reporting on education-

based research, (c) from a range of publishing houses, (d) conducted in various 

countries, and (d) produced in English and easily accessible online via library databases. 

We excluded journals that focused on any one specific area of education, such as special 

needs, literacy or mathematics. Also excluded were edited books and non-peer reviewed 

periodicals, as these did not serve our purpose. 

 

The primary focus of the 10 journals is to reflect current theoretical and empirical 

research on child development, learning, education and care of infants and young 

children between 0-8 years of age. Some journals emphasise practical implications for 

practitioners, while others provide an international forum for the professional 

community, bridging cross-disciplinary areas and applying theory and research. In 

general, these journals seek to offer a perspective on current research and major new 

initiatives, and to further understanding of the early years of education. All the selected 

journals are relevant to policymakers and practitioners working in fields related to early 

childhood education. 

 

The data collection process consisted of identifying articles from the selected journals 

that described primary research and involved children 0 – 8 years as participants. The 

first author surveyed all journals electronically and made decisions about whether or not 

each article fitted the relevancy criteria (i.e. non-specific, education-based research 

involving children 0 – 8 years). Articles related to policy, curriculum development, 

educators or parents, and those that used data from secondary sources, such as 

established databases, were not included. Of the 1542 articles searched, 506 were 

identified as relevant to our purposes. 

 

These 506 articles were examined in detail electronically and relevant information 

transferred to a database consisting of reference information, research design 

information and ethical information (See example Appendix 3 page 189). Each record 

in the database was issued with a fixed identification number, and a ‘general comments’ 
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field included to record notes about the ethics process or involvement of children in the 

research. 

 

The ‘reference’ information listed basic publication details, such as the name of the 

journal in which the article was published, the volume, issue and page numbers of the 

article, article title, author name(s) and date of publication. This information was copied 

directly into the database. ‘Research design’ information provided a brief synopsis of 

the study, participant numbers and ages, details of the research methodology and data 

collection methods. This information was located in each article with text copied 

directly into the database. The ‘ethical’ information focused on three specific areas of 

ethical approval: parent consent, child consent and institutional ethics approval.  

 

The articles reviewed in this analysis did not necessarily define the specific meaning of 

the terms consent and assent, with each article employing its own interpretation. 

Therefore, the term consent was used in a general sense to denote ‘permission’ obtained 

from a research participant. In some cases, consent was used to describe informal, rather 

than formal, agreement. 

 

Parent consent was documented as: written, verbal, non-verbal (the article mentioned 

parents providing consent via their actions rather than explicit verbal or written 

consent), not specified (consent from the parent(s) was mentioned but details of the 

mode of consent were not supplied) and none documented (no mention of consent from 

parents). An example of mentioned but ‘not specified’ included “Parental consent was 

gained for all children”. Similarly, “Parents signed a consent form confirming they had 

read the letter to their child” was coded as ‘written’ parent consent. 

 

Child consent was documented as: written (e.g. drawings or simple writing), verbal, 

non-verbal (demonstrated using facial expressions or body-language), verbal/non-verbal 

(spoken and demonstrated using facial expressions or body-language), verbal/non-

verbal/written (spoken, body-language and using drawings or simple writing), 

verbal/written (spoken consent and using drawings or simple writing), not specified 

(consent from the child was documented but details of the mode of consent were not 

supplied) and none documented (no mention of child consent). An example of child 

consent that was ‘not specified’ included “Permission was obtained both from the 

parents and the children”. Child consent categories included multiple modes of consent 
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to document instances where children’s consent was sought in a variety of ways for the 

one study. For example, ‘Verbal/Non-Verbal/Written’ was recorded for instances such 

as “friendly approaches (thumbs up and down stickers, smiley faces, drawings and a 

Puppet) … children's consent was sought at each stage of the process...(researchers) 

remained alert to the non-verbal cues”. Similarly, “As part of the written and follow-up 

verbal consent process … Four children did not give consent to participate” was 

recorded as ‘Verbal/Written’ child consent. 

 

Institutional ethics approval was documented as: yes (institutional ethics approvals were 

clearly defined), unclear (institutional ethics approvals were mentioned or implied, but 

details were not explicit), and none documented (no mention of institutional ethics 

approvals in the article). An example of ‘yes’ institutional approvals were clearly 

defined, included “The research had ethical approval from the University of [...] Human 

Participants Ethics Committee”. An example of ‘unclear’ implied, but not explicit 

institutional approval included; “… appropriate ethical clearances were obtained …” 

 

This information was obtained by initially searching for the words ‘consent’, 

‘permission’, ‘approval’, ‘assent’, ‘participant’, ‘parent’, ‘child’, or ‘institution’ within 

the article. If the required information was not easily located, the literature review, 

methodology and results sections of the paper were also read to ensure correct 

classification into categories. This classification was always based on information that 

appeared in the journal article. Data was only entered into the database if there was 

specific evidence from the article to support its inclusion. Such evidence was copied 

directly from the text of the article and pasted into the corresponding field in the 

database. This resulted in each decision throughout the survey being supported by text 

from the article.  

 

The second author checked the relevance and category classification of each journal 

article in the database, identifying discrepancies in approximately 14% of articles. 

These were discussed between the two authors and a consensus reached about 

appropriate classification. Few disagreements occurred and these were easily resolved.  

 

Tables of totals and percentages were generated to summarise reported parent consent, 

reported child consent and reported institutional ethics approval for each journal. 
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Results 

Table 2-1 presents the breakdown of 1542 systematically reviewed articles in each of 

the 10 journals between January 2009 and June 2012. This table presents the issue 

numbers surveyed, the number of articles in each issue and the number of articles found 

to be relevant to the meta-analysis for each journal. Twenty special issues were noted in 

the surveyed journals for the given time period, with four relating to research in early 

childhood education. Altogether, 132 issues were surveyed, containing 1542 articles 

(excluding editorials). Of these, 506 (33%) articles described primary research with 

young children and were included in the meta-analysis.  

 

Table 2-1 Summary of journals and articles in meta-analysis (January 2009 to June 

2012) 

 

Journal           Issues Surveyed 
Articles 
in Issue 

Relevant 
Articles 

Australasian Journal of Early 
Childhood  

34(1) 2009 – 37(2) 2012 149 35   

Early Child Development and Care  179(1) 2009 – 182(6) 2012 334 132 

Early Childhood Education Journal  36(4) 2009 – 40(3) 2012 222 54 

Early Childhood Research Quarterly  24(1) 2009 – 27(2) 2012 148 73 

Early Education & Development  20(1) 2009 – 23(3) 2012 165 63 

Early Years: Journal of International 
Research & Development  

29(1) 2009 – 32(1) 2012 115 13 

European Early Childhood Education 
Research Journal  

17(1) 2009 – 20(2) 2012 130 52 

International Journal of Early Years 
Education  

17(1) 2009 – 20(2) 2012 98 24 

Journal of Early Childhood Research  7(1) 2009 – 10(2) 2012 95 25 

Journal of Research in Childhood 
Education  

23(3) 2009 – 26(2) 2012 86 35 

Total  1542 506 

 

The number of issues published within the meta-analysis period was different in each 

journal, and the number of articles relevant to this study within each issue was also 

unique. For example, the number of issues published within the 2009-2012 time period 

ranged from 86 issues in Journal of Research in Childhood Education to 334 issues in 

Early Child Development and Care. The percentage of articles reporting primary 

research involving young children ranged from 11% (Early Years: Journal of 

International Research & Development) to 49% (Early Childhood Research Quarterly). 
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Of the 506 relevant articles, 247 (49%) mentioned parental consent, 97 (19%) 

mentioned some form of child consent and 80 (16%) mentioned institutional ethics 

approval. All journals recorded instances of each type of consent. 

Reported Parent Consent 

Table 2-2 presents documented instances of consent from parents. Across the 10 

journals, rates of consent documented from parents ranged from 23% to 66%. 

 

Table 2-2. Reported parent consent across 10 journals from January 2009 to June 2012 

 

Reported Type of Parent Consent Total           % 

None Documented 259 51.2 

Not Specified 128 25.3 

Written 117 23.1 

Non-Verbal 1 0.2 

Verbal 1 0.2 

Total 506     100.0 

 

Consent was sought from parents for two distinct reasons; firstly, some studies required 

parents to provide proxy consent for their child to participate. In some cases, consent 

was also sought from the child participant, while other studies relied exclusively on 

‘blanket style’ parental consent to cover their child. Secondly, parental consent was 

sought from parents as participants, who were themselves part of the study.  

 

Overall, 259 articles (51%) did not document parent consent and a further 128 articles 

(25%) did not include enough information to determine how consent was obtained. 

Formal written consent from parents was clearly documented in less than a quarter 

(23%) of all articles surveyed. Two studies mentioned obtaining consent via informal 

means: one mentioned non-verbal consent and the other verbal consent.  

Reported Child Consent 

Table 2-3 presents documented instances of consent that were obtained from the child 

participants themselves. Ninety-seven articles (19%) reported some form of child 

consent. Rates of reported child consent across the 10 journals ranged from 9% to 40%.  
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Table 2-3. Reported child consent across 10 journals from January 2009 to June 2012 

 

Reported Type of Child Consent Total          % 

None Documented 409 80.8 

Not Specified 43 8.5 

Verbal 25 4.9 

Verbal, Non-Verbal 14 2.8 

Written 6 1.2 

Verbal, Written 4 0.8 

Non-Verbal 3 0.6 

Verbal, Non-Verbal, Written 2 0.4 

Total      506        100.0 

 

Overall, 409 articles (80%) did not document any form of consent from child 

participants. While mentioning consent, 43 articles (approximately 9%) did not include 

enough information to determine how that consent was obtained. Verbal consent from 

child participants was mentioned in just under 5% of articles. Both verbal and non-

verbal consent (via body language cues) was mentioned in approximately 3% of 

articles. Some form of written consent, such as via drawings, colouring of happy/sad 

faces or writing simple words, was mentioned in 1% of articles. Verbal/written consent; 

non-verbal consent; and verbal/written/non-verbal consent were each recorded in less 

than 1% of the articles.    

Reported Institutional Approval 

Table 2-4 presents documented instances of institutional ethics approval overseeing 

each of the published studies. Eighty articles (16%) reported some form of institutional 

ethics approval.  Rates of reporting institutional approvals varied across the 10 journals, 

ranging from 6% to 23%. Overall, 417 articles (82%) did not document institutional 

ethics approval and a further nine articles (just under 2%) did not include enough 

information to determine whether approval was provided by an official institution or 

not.   

 

Table 2-4. Reported institutional ethical approval across 10 journals from January 2009 

to June 2012 
 
 

Reported Institutional Ethical Approval Total        % 

None Documented 417 82.4 
Yes 80 15.8 
Unclear 9 1.8 

Total      506      100.0 
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Discussion 

This is the first study to investigate the ethics reporting practices in early childhood 

education research literature. We found low rates of reported parent consent, child 

consent and institutional ethics approval, with wide variations across the 10 journals 

surveyed. The rates of reported parent consent from the current study (49%) are similar 

to those reported in medical journals: 53% (Schroter et al., 2006) and 49% (Rotenberg 

& Rudnick, 2011). However, the rates of reported institutional ethics approval (18%) 

are much lower than those reported in general medical articles: 69% (Schroter et al., 

2006) and 27% (Rotenberg & Rudnick, 2011). The wide variation in reporting found in 

medical journals was also reflected in the current study.  

 

Reported parent consent was the most commonly recorded type of consent (49%), 

followed by reported child consent (19%) and reported institutional ethics approval 

(18%). These results indicate that the recording of parental consent is viewed, by 

authors, as more than twice as important as reporting child consent or institutional 

approval. Parent consent and institutional ethics approval are both mandated as part of 

the standard research ethics process; however, obtaining consent from children is not 

obligatory. The equally low reporting rates of child consent (19%) and institutional 

ethics approval (18%) could indicate that reporting rates are not directly related to ethics 

regulations, but to the perceived value of reporting the information.  

 

Eight of the 10 journals included in this study did not require details of ethics to be 

included in manuscripts that were submitted for publication. Ethics was mentioned in 

‘Instructions for authors’ in the remaining two journals, providing clear standards for all 

manuscripts being submitted for review. The two main ethics standards specified in 

these two journals were: (1) a statement detailing approval by the appropriate human 

ethics committee, along with an assurance that the research was conducted in 

accordance with the ethical standards described in the Declaration of Helsinki; and (2) a 

statement that all persons gave their informed consent prior to their inclusion in the 

study. Both journals also specified that the identity of the participants should be kept 

confidential. While one of these journals was at the high end of parent and institutional 

reporting rates, the other was at the low end. Both of these journals had rates of reported 

child consent below the overall rate of 19%. This would imply that although ethical 

standards have been included in instructions to authors in these two journals, the 

inclusion of ethics details in manuscripts is treated by authors and reviewers more as a 
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guide than as an absolute requirement. In addition, as the majority of journals omit any 

mention of ethics in their instructions to authors, it would appear that the early 

childhood research community as a whole has not yet identified ethics reporting as 

being intrinsically valuable. No journal mentioned ethical standards regarding reporting 

of research with child participants.  

 

The Declaration of Helsinki requires that informed consent and institutional ethics 

approvals are obtained prior to the commencement of data collection. The process of 

informed consent remains central to the protection of vulnerable research participants, 

with the key elements including an explanation of the purpose of the research, a 

description of what participation would involve, an explanation of potential risks and 

benefits, and information regarding the dissemination of results. Informed consent also 

requires participants to understand that participation is voluntary, that refusal to 

participate will not have any negative repercussions, and that he or she may discontinue 

participation at any time (Myles & Tan, 2003). Considering the complex nature of the 

informed consent process (particularly when translated to the early childhood context) 

and despite the underlying importance of this process to the well-being of participants, 

limited detail was reported in the reviewed articles. For research involving young 

children, the minimum requirement is written consent from the child’s parent or 

guardian. In this study only 23% of articles provided enough information to indicate 

that ‘written’ parent consent was obtained. While recognising that reporting is complex, 

the ethics process forms the essence and foundation of a research project and is not 

merely a legal requirement. 

 

The UNCRC provided the foundation for a more participatory image of the child (K. 

Smith, 2009), and acknowledged that children have the right to express their opinions 

and to have those opinions heard and acted upon (James & Christensen, 2008). These 

UNCRC core values have begun to filter down to the early childhood research 

community where there is a growing awareness and desire to uphold the best interests 

of the child in research. Subsequent shifts in attitude towards young children’s 

involvement in research have resulted in a growing realisation that the research process 

is as important as the results. At the same time, young children are beginning to be 

viewed as active participants and social actors in their own right with child-centred 

researchers turning to children's views as a way to better construct knowledge about 

children and childhood issues (Alderson, 2008; Broström, 2012; Harcourt et al., 2011). 
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The overall result is a move away from an adult-centric worldview, towards recognising 

the value of the child’s own account of the world (Darbyshire, Schiller, & MacDougall, 

2005; Harcourt & Conroy, 2005; James & Christensen, 2008). Despite this shift in 

research practice, reporting of child consent was almost non-existent with only 11% of 

articles clearly mentioning details of consent obtained from child participants. This 

could imply that ‘blanket style’ parent consent for child participants is still the preferred 

option for early childhood researchers. Thus, being a highly skilled and complex area of 

research, one possible reason for this low figure is that researchers do not yet feel 

confident or equipped to engage young children directly in the ethics process.  

 

There is little doubt that research involving young children as active participants is 

gaining recognition, however the practice of ‘ethics’ associated with this is still in its 

infancy. Despite the willingness of researchers to engage young children in the ethics 

process, this can be particularly complex given the diverse capacities of young 

participants and intrinsic issues of power imbalance. In addition, the ethics process is 

often grounded in the relationship between the young participant(s) and the researcher, 

and involves not only “what children say, but how they, and those around them act and 

the contexts in which these words and actions are located” (Dockett, Einarsdóttir, & 

Perry, 2012, p. 246). Merely mentioning that informed consent was obtained or 

institutional ethics approval was granted diminishes the true purpose of ethical protocols 

in research. After all the ethics underpinning a project are not a set of rules that can be 

explained by a single phrase, but are complex and should be responsive to each 

individual child and research situation.  

 

Implementing more detailed reporting of ethics procedures in early childhood journals 

would serve not only to uphold the welfare of the children involved, but could also 

benefit the early childhood research community by providing a visible standard of 

ethical practice to inform future studies. The inclusion of ethical details in published 

articles could also promote an international sharing of ideas to support ethical practice 

and build a community of informed research practitioners. An increase in the rate and 

quality of ethics reporting would model best practice, draw together collective wisdom, 

encourage discourse in relation to the value of the child’s ‘voice’ in participatory 

research, and could promote innovation and revolutionary thinking in the area. As F. G. 

Miller and Rosenstein (2002, p. 1326) point out,  “discussion of such matters would 

make the [research] community accountable, and … investigators might plan and 
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conduct their research in a way that improves the protection of [participants]”. In some 

situations, researchers omit ethics details from their manuscripts, not from a deliberate 

non-compliance with regulations, but rather from a ‘non-awareness’ that an ethical 

dilemma exists. Increased reporting of ethics could not only make researchers 

accountable to themselves, but also to the parents and children involved in their 

research, and to the readers of the published article.    

 

Implications for policy 

This study highlights the need for stronger direction in the reporting of ethical protocols 

in early childhood journals. It is suggested that journal editors consider introducing an 

ethics safety net which would include ethics details in instructions for authors, and 

make ethics reporting mandatory, rather than optional.  Editors could also consider 

providing explicit ethics reporting instructions for research involving children.  Further, 

policy-makers could promote discussion around the value of ethics in reporting with a 

view to informing and even re-educating the research community. 

 

Ultimately, making reporting of ethics procedures a requirement in manuscripts could 

‘raise the bar’ in terms of advocating for the wellbeing of child participants and could 

promote ethics in its intended sense. The reporting of ethics details could become an 

intrinsic part of early childhood manuscripts with instructions for authors requiring 

ethics details of how the research was conducted and how participants provided 

informed consent. In addition, there is a danger that without revised author guidelines, 

even exceptional child-centred articles might overlook the value of sharing details of the 

exemplary ethics processes used. Both reviewers and editors have a role to play, 

potentially promoting research integrity through their appraisals, thereby influencing 

adherence to ethical guidelines.  Publishing ethics information could help to inform, 

support and equip researchers to engage young children in a more participatory and 

meaningful role in research.   

 

Limitations 

This meta-analysis deals only with the ethics information documented in each journal 

article. No authors were contacted and no cross-checking occurred to ascertain whether 

or not ethics protocols were actually followed in those studies not containing ethics 

details. Therefore, the focus of this article is on the reporting of ethics in published 
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journal articles. We also acknowledge that the different rates of reporting included in 

this review can be attributed to the unique nature of each individual study, its global 

setting and the institutional protocols and expectations under which the research was 

carried out. These differences in no way reflect the quality of the research.  

  

Conclusion 

The degree of detail describing informed consent and institutional ethics approval 

present in a published study, or the ticking of ethical boxes, will not in itself protect a 

vulnerable research participant. Rather, the extent to which researcher and participant 

engage in a sensitive and ongoing dialogue around participation is the key to ethical 

reporting in early childhood educational research. This is an ongoing process worthy of 

being documented and published, serving as evidence that the research was conducted 

ethically. Reporting the ethics of a study is but a small part; it is the enacting of genuine 

ethical principles at the heart of the project that needs to shine through each article as it 

is read. 
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Chapter Three:  How far have we come in respecting young children in 

our research? A meta-analysis of reported early childhood research 

practice from 2009 to 2012 

 

 

Foreword 

Chapter Three provides the second part of the systematic literature review. It examines 

how young children are currently being involved in research as participants, whether an 

ideological shift towards more participatory approaches is filtering through to early 

childhood research practice, and whether a rights-based summary of expectations can be 

devised to guide researchers in their research design and to move toward more targeted 

rights-based research in the future. 

 

This chapter was published as: 

Mayne, F., & Howitt, C. (2015). How far have we come in respecting young children in 

our research? A meta-analysis of early childhood research practice from 2009 to 2012. 

Australasian Journal of Early Childhood, 40(4), 30-38.  

 

Some words and phrases have been modified from the original paper to enhance the 

flow of the thesis.  
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Chapter Three:  How far have we come in respecting young children in 

our research? A meta-analysis of reported early childhood research 

practice from 2009 to 2012 
 

 

Abstract 

This paper summarises the reporting of early childhood research practices through a 

meta-analysis of 10 scholarly international early childhood education journals. 506 

peer–reviewed primary research articles published between 2009 and 2012 (inclusive) 

involving young children between the ages of 0 and 8 years were reviewed for ‘child 

status’ within research, ‘researcher perspective’ of children involved in research and 

‘respectful research culture’ within early childhood research. This review provides a 

broad picture of how young children are currently being involved in research and 

whether an ideological shift towards more participatory approaches is filtering through 

to early childhood research practice. The results indicated that for child status 96.6% of 

articles positioned young children in traditional roles as non-participant ‘objects’ of 

research (64.6%) and semi-participant ‘subjects’ (32.0%). Only 3.4% of studies 

positioned children in inclusive, participatory roles as ‘social actors’ (3.0%) and ‘co-

researchers’ (0.4%). Similarly, for researcher perspective 70.2% of articles were 

identified as research conducted ‘on’ children, with the remaining 29.8% as research 

‘with’ or ‘by’ children. In terms of research culture, 89.7% of articles were non-

respectful by focusing on what children could do for the research, rather than valuing 

the children themselves. These results highlight a gap between rights-based early 

childhood research literature and the way in which research is being reported with 

young children. A new Rights-based Research Accountability Framework is presented 

to assist researchers in understanding how well their research upholds children’s rights 

principles, and what areas need to be addressed to transition towards more inclusive 

approaches. 

 

Introduction  

Notions of ‘childhood’ have changed profoundly throughout history. Currently, early 

twenty-first century children are being afforded rights that would have seemed 

inconceivable merely a generation ago. Today’s ideas about childhood regard children 

in light of who they are now, rather than who they will become (Palaiologou, 2012). 
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With this postmodern perspective comes a refocusing of attention on the child’s 

“existing and emerging competencies”, instead of the more negative “adult-like 

qualities they still lack” (Broström, 2012, p. 258). Young children are regarded as 

experts on their own lives (Clark & Moss, 2011) with specific communication skills and 

competencies (Morrow, 2008). Generally speaking, less attention is being paid to the 

differences between adults and children as belonging to distinct groups, and more 

emphasis is being placed on children as ‘people’ (Kirk, 2007).  

 

At the same time, there is a growing focus on children’s rights to participation as a 

result of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) (1989). 

Now widely recognised as the foundation on which to build future practices that uphold 

the best interests of children, the Convention promotes children’s autonomy, agency, 

empowerment, voice and participation (Loveridge & Cornforth, 2013). Looking back, 

the adoption of this Convention was a defining moment in the sociology of childhood 

and now empowers children as holders of rights (United Nations Committee on the 

Rights of the Child, 2006a). This has led to children’s rights policy maturing to open the 

way for young children to be included in research as genuine participants and social 

actors in their own right, rather than merely ‘objects’ of research (Woodhead & 

Faulkner, 2008). In research practice, children are considered capable of making valid 

contributions about their “perceptions, expectations and experiences” and should be 

involved, not as future citizens, but as citizens (Perry & Dockett, 2011, p. 232). 

 

The Convention also forms the foundation for a rights-based approach to early 

childhood participatory research. It establishes the principles of self-determination 

(Article 1), non-discrimination (Article 2), the best interests of the child (Article 3), 

right to life, survival and development (Article 6), freedom to participate and be heard 

(Article 12) for all children as basic human rights (Beazley & Ennew, 2006). In 

addition, a rights-based perspective of research participation requires that young 

children are supported and guided by adults (Article 5) and have the right to seek, 

receive and communicate information (Articles 13 and 17) (Lundy & McEvoy, 2012) in 

“formats appropriate to their age and capacities on all issues of concern to them” 

(United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, 2009, p. 20). Such rights-based 

approaches to research reflect young children’s right to have their opinions, agency, and 

ability to make sensible decisions taken seriously (Dockett, Perry, & Kearney, 2013). 

Seen as appropriate for young children, a rights-based participatory methodology 
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positions children, regardless of age, as competent to become collaborators in the 

research journey (Harcourt & Hägglund, 2013). This brings with it a range of ethical 

complexities which include the need for consent to become a continual process of 

negotiation between researcher and child (Loveridge & Cornforth, 2013) and an 

understanding that children’s rights, research methods and research ethics are 

intrinsically connected (Morrow, 2008). 

 

The message from rights-based early childhood literature is that a shift in the nature and 

application of research involving young children has occurred (Dockett et al., 2012, p. 

244), however to what extent this is evidenced in published papers has not been 

documented to date. The purpose of this paper is to present the results of a meta-

analysis of 10 international scholarly education journals to provide a broad picture of 

reported early childhood research practices. Such results will shed light on how young 

children are currently being reported as being involved in research and whether an 

ideological shift towards more participatory approaches is filtering through to early 

childhood research practice. Additionally, this paper draws together what is known 

about the status afforded to children in research, the way children are positioned by 

researchers and the unique culture that develops within research projects, and introduces 

a Rights-based Research Accountability Framework for assisting researchers to navigate 

the accountabilities inherent in conducting early childhood research. 

 

Literature Review 

In this paper, research involving young children is described through three dimensions; 

the ‘status’ afforded to child participants that is determined by the researcher’s view of 

‘childhood’, the researcher’s ‘perspective’ of how children can be engaged in research, 

and the degree to which a respectful research ‘culture’ shapes attitudes and interactions 

between adult and child. In each dimension, children are positioned differently 

according to the way children’s right of participation is enacted in research practice. 

Child status 

Research can involve young children in a myriad of ways with approaches being 

strongly influenced by the researcher’s views about children and their personal image of 

childhood (Woodhead & Faulkner, 2008). Traditional approaches tend to involve 

children as ‘objects’ or ‘subjects’ to be studied. More recently, children are being 

involved as ‘social actors’ and ‘active participants’ (Harwood, 2010). Thus, if research 
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approaches are viewed in terms of a spectrum, at one end we would see traditional 

approaches that focus on “concepts, experimental approaches, theories or interventions” 

(Harwood, 2010, p. 4) and at the other, approaches that focus on children’s perspectives 

and agency (Johnson, Hart, & Colwel, 2014). The four classifications that have emerged 

in published literature view the child as an object, subject, social actor or participant 

(also referred to at times as active participant, co-participant and co-researcher). 

According to Christensen and Prout (2002, p. 480), each view is not necessarily 

exclusive and should not be regarded as occurring as a “neat progression”. However, 

there is a danger that lines can be blurred when “ethical implications of newer 

approaches are not consistently thought through” (p. 480). 

 

With the more recently emerging fourth role, the terms participant, co-participant 

(Harwood, 2010), active participant (Kirk, 2007) and co-researcher (Kellett, 2005) are 

often interchanged in published research. The term active participant is one of the more 

common terms used for the fourth category, however this term is also often used to 

describe children who are ‘participating actively’ in research. In contrast, the term 

participant or active participant in the context of a child’s status within research means 

that the child is explicitly involved in planning, conducting, analysing and/or 

disseminating research. This has resulted in conflicting and inconsistent use of the term, 

resulting in confusion about the meaning and level of child participation in certain 

contexts (Kellett, 2010). Given that ‘co-researcher’ is also widely used (Powell, 

Graham, Taylor, Newell, & Fitzgerald, 2011), we suggest it as the most appropriate 

term for the fourth category of child status, and have used it consistently throughout the 

paper. 

Children as objects 

Traditional approaches to research tend to treat children as “unknowing objects of 

research” (Powell et al., 2012, p. 13), where children are not asked for their consent and 

where it is unlikely that they are aware that they are the focus of research (Alderson, 

2005). Here, adults document and interpret children’s “journeys to adulthood” using 

paternalistic methods that largely ignore what the children themselves can contribute 

(Mason & Hood, 2011, p. 490). The role of the child is limited, with children typically 

being viewed as dependent, vulnerable, and lacking in competence and credibility 

(Harwood, 2010). Adult researchers who view children in this way tend to believe that 

they are not capable of understanding the purpose of research. Children are perceived as 
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“lacking the ability to consent to it or have a voice in its design, implementation and 

interpretation” (Christensen & Prout, 2002, p. 480). In essence, children as objects are 

regarded merely as a means to collecting data without consideration of the children 

themselves (Thompson, 1990). 

Children as subjects 

Evolving alongside the child as object perspective, the second, more ‘child-centred’ 

approach on the child-research spectrum views children as subjects. Levels of 

involvement tend to be dependent on the child’s age, development and maturity, and on 

the researcher’s perception of their cognitive and social competence (Christensen & 

Prout, 2002). Children tend to be aware that they are being researched and may be asked 

for their informed consent (Alderson, 2005). Adults include children as passive semi-

participants, with the role of the child being limited to surveys and questionnaire-based 

interviews that support the researcher’s original objectives (Harwood, 2010). By 

default, children as subjects are not afforded opportunities to influence decisions or 

relationships or to make personal contributions affecting the direction of this largely 

‘adult-centric’ approach to research (Mason & Hood, 2011). 

Children as social actors 

A relatively recent orientation on the research spectrum is that of children as social 

actors. Here adults base their approach on the new sociology of childhood and 

children’s rights theory, and seek out children’s own perceptions and opinions. Children 

are viewed as co-constructors of their own learning (A. B. Smith et al., 2005) and 

capable of interpreting their world and participating in decisions that affect them 

(Mayall, 2002). Flexible methods of data collection such as semi-structured interviews, 

“exploring topics through focus groups or drama, diaries, photos or videos, paintings or 

maps”, provide opportunities for children to contribute their own personal narratives 

(Alderson, 2005, p. 30). Thus, research with children as social actors involves 

acknowledging children as capable of social action, and identifying areas where 

children can base interactions in and through relationship (Hendrick, 2008). This shift in 

thinking moves children away from being perceived as passive objects towards being 

viewed as active and competent participatory agents in their own right (Mayall, 2000).  

Children as co-researchers 

The fourth and most progressive approach places children on the research spectrum as 

co-researchers (Christensen & Prout, 2002). This perspective builds on the idea of 
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children as social actors by including them as an integral part of all aspects of the 

research process: involvement in “defining the research question, method, analysis, and 

dissemination” (Harwood, 2010, p. 5). Article 12 of the UNCRC supports the idea that 

children be “involved, informed, consulted and heard” in active roles as co-researchers 

(Christensen & Prout, 2002, p. 481), and can begin to exercise their rights of 

participation through both verbal and non-verbal interactions (United Nations 

Committee on the Rights of the Child, 2006a). Thus, the perception of children as 

objects or subjects of research is gradually being replaced by an image of young 

children as capable of genuine participation (Woodhead & Faulkner, 2008) and 

influence within the research process.  

Researcher perspective 

Researcher perspective relates to how researchers engage children in research. Research 

can be conducted ‘on’ children, ‘with’ children and ‘by’ children (Clavering & 

McLaughlin, 2010). The way this is applied is largely dependent on the researcher’s 

perspective of how adults and children should be positioned within the research.  

Research on children  

Both quantitative and qualitative research methodologies employ research on children, 

where the adults in the child’s world, such as parents and teachers, define and interpret 

children’s perspectives. Here, children continue to be viewed as objects, with adult-

centric perspectives guiding the research approach (Clavering & McLaughlin, 2010). 

From the researcher’s perspective, children are regarded as lacking rational capacity and 

are subsequently denied agency (Hendrick, 2008). Despite only engaging children at a 

superficial, non-participatory level, historically much has been learned about children 

through research on children. However, it is particularly important to note that this 

perspective does not address the rights of children afforded under the UNCRC and 

children’s concerns are “filtered through multi-lenses of adult-orientated concerns” 

(Clavering & McLaughlin, 2010, p. 606).  

Research with children 

Researching with children involves some level of partnership and collaboration between 

researcher and child participant, and provides children with opportunities to speak out 

and be heard (O'Kane, 2008). According to Mason and Hood (2011, p. 493), the 

researcher’s perspective is two-fold; adopting a theoretical position that is interested in 

listening to children and enabling children’s agency. Research is repositioned as an 
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empowering process with researchers as facilitators who seek “information-sharing, 

dialogue, reflection and action” (O'Kane, 2008, p. 138). In order for research with 

children to be successful, opportunity for children to co-construct knowledge, respect 

for children’s developing capacities and reflexive researcher relationships, are all 

essential (Mason & Hood, 2011). 

Research by children 

Research by children is characterised by empowering children to become involved in 

setting up and implementing their own research agenda. This perspective largely stems 

from children’s participation rights mandated by the UNCRC. As a result, rights-

orientated researchers are engaging child researchers more holistically in “selecting 

topics, questions, samples and observation sites through data collection to analysis and 

reporting, dissemination and policy discussions” (Alderson, 2001, p. 146). 

A respectful research culture 

At the heart of respectful child research is a research culture grounded in the belief that 

young children are “entitled to be involved, are competent to make a valid and valuable 

contribution, can provide a unique contribution based on their own experience and 

operate as active agents influencing the world around them” (Lansdown, 2005, p. 19). 

The child’s research experience should be based around reflexive, reliable and 

affectionate researcher-child relationships, along with respect for the child’s personality, 

talents and mental and physical competencies (United Nations Committee on the Rights 

of the Child, 2006a). Christensen and Prout (2002, p. 482) describe involving young 

children in research in a genuinely respectful manner by acknowledging the value of 

their voices, encouraging participant autonomy and providing appropriate support. 

Further, they refer to ‘ethical symmetry’ where the same ethical standards are applied to 

all participants, both adults and children. Ultimately, a respectful research culture relies 

on a genuine listening attitude where researchers are aware of, and willing to act upon, 

ethical considerations such as issues of informed consent and dissent, power, access and 

relationship.  

 

Methodology 

Full details of the meta-analysis methodology on which this current paper is based can 

be found in Chapter Two, where ethics reporting practices across 10 international early 

childhood education journals were presented. Education-based peer-reviewed primary 
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research articles published between January 2009 and June 2012 (inclusive), involving 

young children between the ages of 0 and 8 years as participants, were examined. Of the 

1542 articles reviewed, 506 articles were identified as relevant. Information on each 

article was collected to determine child status, researcher perspective, and whether or 

not the article reported a respectful research culture.  

Child status 

The child participants in each article were coded into one of four categories of child 

research status: child as object, child as subject, child as social actor or child as co-

researcher. Descriptions for each approach have been adapted from the summary in the 

literature review and are presented in Table 3-1.  

 
Table 3-1. Descriptions of child research status 

 

Child’s Status                                                   Description 
 

Child as 
Object  

• Child is typically regarded as dependent, vulnerable, incompetent 
and lacking credibility  

• Child is unlikely to be aware of research involvement or asked to 
consent  

• Child is observed by the researcher and makes no personal 
contribution 

• Data is obtained with a strongly adult-centric bias  
 

Child as 
Subject  

• Child is regarded as a semi-participant based on the child’s 
age/ability 

• Child may be asked to provide informal agreement to participate 

• Child is personally involved in some way (e.g. is interviewed) 

• Data collection supports the researcher's focus  
 

Child as  
Social Actor  

• Child is regarded as equal to an adult participant, and as a co-
constructor of learning capable of interpreting their world  

• Child is likely to have some understanding of the purpose of their 
involvement  

• Child is actively involved, willingly participates and makes some 
decisions 

• Data collection is likely to be flexible with children’s personal 
contributions being encouraged  

 

Child as  
Co-
researcher  

• Child is regarded as a co-researcher and as capable of genuine 
participation  

• Child understands the purpose of the research and begins to 
exercise rights of participation  

• Child contributes to defining the research question, method, 
analysis, and dissemination of results 

• Data collection is overseen by the adult who is sensitive to the 
child’s preferences and focus 
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The child’s status was determined by reviewing each article for information about the 

role of child participants within the project and the level of agency afforded to them by 

the researcher(s). Judgements were made by scrutinising the language used to describe 

the child’s involvement based on the established definitions presented in Table 3-1. This 

included reviewing descriptions of methodology and approaches to data collection. For 

example, articles that described data collection in terms of standardised instruments and 

observational measures, with no knowing contribution from the child participants, were 

generally coded as child as object. Studies that engaged children in ‘special tasks’ or 

interview assessments, where decisions to include child participants came exclusively 

from their adult carers, were generally coded as child as subject. Articles that included 

information about children’s personal contribution or agency were coded as child as 

social actor. Studies that involved children in planning, conducting, analysing or 

communicating were coded as child as co-researcher.  

Researcher perspective 

The way researchers engaged children in research was categorised as research on, with 

or by children according to the descriptions presented in Table 3-2. The arrows included 

in Table 3-2 illustrate the relationship between the researcher and child participant. The 

methodology and/or data collection methods for each article were reviewed for 

information about the researcher’s perspective towards children’s involvement in the 

research. Where necessary, the article as a whole was considered.  

 

Table 3-2. Descriptions of researcher perspective 
 

Researcher perspective                                         Description 

Research On children (↓) • Typically involves researcher observations of child. 

• Characterised by researcher ‘looking down’, with child 
unaware of the reasons for his/her involvement. 

• Generally consistent with child as Object of research. 

Research With children (↔) 

 

• Typically involves researcher-led interviews or testing. 

• Characterised by researcher and participant interacting 
‘horizontally’, with child having some understanding of 
reasons for his/her involvement. 

• Generally consistent with child as Subject or Social Actor. 

Research By children (↑) 

 

• Typically involves researcher guiding and supporting children 
to plan, conduct data collection, analyse and disseminate 
their own findings. 

• Characterised by the child participant ‘looking up’ with child 
intimately aware of his/her role and purpose of the research. 

• Generally consistent with child as Social Actor or Co-
researcher. 
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Articles that conducted research on children were those characterised by an adult-

centric approach, with the researcher focused on statistical techniques or numerical data 

(Mason & Hood, 2011). Research that omitted information about consultation of child 

participants, described data being interpreted based on adult perspectives, or with child 

participants’ involvement supporting adult agendas were also coded as research on 

children.  

 

Articles that conducted research with children were those characterised by more of a 

collaborative approach on behalf of the researcher towards the child participant, “where 

both adults’ and children’s voices influence the research” (Bitou & Waller, 2011, p. 65). 

Studies that recognised children as competent research partners by engaging children in 

dialogue and positioning them as contributors of valid data were regarded as conducting 

research with children.  

 

Articles that conducted research by children were those characterised by children being 

supported to plan and conduct their own investigations (e.g. making decisions about the 

research design, analysis of data and/or dissemination of results) (Willumsen, Hugaas, 

& Studsrød, 2014). This included studies that described children as researchers who 

were acknowledged as the primary source of knowledge about their own views and 

experiences (Alderson, 2001). A key aspect of research by children included self-

initiation where child participants were empowered to take action, and were not merely 

responding to an adult-defined agenda (Lansdown, 2005). 

Respectful research culture 

Based on the information from the literature review, a respectful research culture was 

defined as a listening approach that acknowledged young children’s voices, supported 

agency, encouraged autonomy and/or sought to uphold the overall ideals of the 

UNCRC. A more thorough description of a respectful research culture in relation to 

children and the researcher is presented in Table 3-3. The researcher’s approach was 

categorised either as respectful or non-respectful in line with the description provided in 

Table 3-3. Evidence supporting a respectful approach was identified from text that 

referred to the rights of the child, listening to the child's voice, explaining the research 

to the child and/or their role as a participant, providing the child with choices and/or 

opportunities to make decisions, or seeking to address issues of power imbalance. For 

example, articles that described how researchers adapted to meet the needs of their 
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young participants (e.g. using flexible methods of data collection), and sought to 

minimise power relationships, were coded as respectful.  

 

Table 3-3. Description of respectful research culture 

 

A respectful research culture acknowledges that: 

Children • are entitled to be involved as genuine participants 

• are competent to make a valid and valuable contribution 

• provide a unique contribution based on their own experience 

• can operate as active agents influencing the world around them  

• have the right to be informed and to provide autonomous consent  

Researchers • acknowledge and value young children’s voices 

• encourage autonomy and provide appropriate support 

• are aware of (and willing to act upon) ethical considerations such as 
issues of access, consent/dissent, power, research roles, and 
researcher/participant relationship 

A respectful 
research 
culture  

  

is based on:  

• reflexive, reliable and affectionate researcher-child relationships 

• respect for the child’s personality, talents, and mental and physical 
competencies  

• ‘ethical symmetry’ and an adherence to principles mandated in the 
UNCRC (1989)  

 
 

Analysis 

Tables of totals and percentages were generated to summarise the number of articles 

categorised in relation to child status, researcher perspective and respectful research 

culture across all 10 early childhood journals. This meta-analysis deals only with the 

information reported in each journal article. While the material analysed was open to 

our interpretation, this was strictly based on our presented definitions which were 

underpinned by published literature. All category decisions were made taking a holistic 

view of each journal article, and were checked by two persons independently as 

summarised in Chapter Two.  

 

No authors were contacted and no cross-checking occurred to ascertain further 

information about how studies were conducted. We acknowledge the different early 

childhood research practices included in this review can be attributed to the unique 

nature of each individual study and the global setting under which the research was 

conducted. Such differences in no way reflect the quality of the authors’ research.  
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Results 

Of the 506 articles surveyed, all categories of child status, researcher perspective and 

research culture were identified. Table 3-4 presents the number of articles categorised in 

relation to child status and researcher perspective. The most common child status was 

that of an object of research with 327 (64.6%) studies, followed by 162 (32.0%) studies 

involving children as subjects. All 10 journals published both child as object and child 

as subject articles. Only 15 (3.0%) studies included children as social actors, these being 

distributed over eight journals. Only one journal published two (0.4%) articles that 

described young children being included as co-researchers.  

 

Table 3-4. Number of articles coded in relation to child status and researcher 

perspective (n = 506) 

 

 Researcher Perspective  

Child status On With By Total 

Object 327 (64.6%)   327 (64.6%) 

Subject 28 (5.6%) 134 (26.5%)  162 (32.0%) 

Social Actor  15 (2.9%)  15 (3.0%) 

Co-researcher   2 (0.4%) 2 (0.4%) 

Total 355 (70.2%) 149 (29.4%) 2 (0.4%) 506 (100.0%) 

 
 

 

The most common researcher perspective was research on children, with 355 studies 

making up 70.2 percent of articles surveyed (see Table 3-4). Research with children was 

the second most common researcher perspective with 149 studies (29.4%). All 10 

journals had articles representing both the on and with categories. Particularly 

uncommon was research by children, with only two (0.4%) studies categorised with this 

perspective. 

 

Research was more likely to be conducted on children who were positioned as objects 

of research, with 327 (64.6%) articles categorised as such (see Table 3-4). In 

comparison, research was conducted on children in only 28 studies (5.6%) in which the 

children were positioned as subjects. For research conducted with children, 134 studies 

(26.5%) were identified where children were categorised as subjects while 15 studies 

(2.9%) positioned children as social actors. Research by children (2 studies, 0.4%) only 

occurred where children were positioned as co-researchers. 
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Table 3-5 presents a summary of the number of articles coded in relation to child status 

and respectful research culture. A respectful research culture was evident in only 52 

articles (10.3%), with 454 articles (89.7%) making no mention of respectful approaches. 

Studies that positioned children as objects and subjects tended to be coded as non-

respectful. In contrast, studies that positioned children as social actors and co-

researchers tended to be coded as respectful.  

 

Table 3-5. Number of articles categorised in relation to child status and respectful 

research culture (n = 506) 
 

 Respectful research culture 

Child status No Yes 

Object 320 (63.2%) 7 (13.5%) 

Subject 132 (26.1%) 30 (57.7%) 

Social Actor 2 (0.4%) 13 (25%) 

Co-researcher  2 (3.8%) 

Total 454 (89.7%) 52 (100%) 
 

 
 

Table 3-6 presents the number of articles using a respectful research culture that were 

categorised in relation to child status and researcher perspective. This table highlights 

that a respectful research culture is not exclusively limited to participatory approaches. 

Seven studies (13.5%) where research was conducted on children as objects of research 

were categorised as respectful. These studies were concerned with recognising and 

valuing the child's experience, considering ethical issues, acknowledging children as 

both vulnerable and competent, minimising intrusion by researchers into the ‘everyday’ 

operation of the research setting, and reporting of data in non-judgemental ways. 

 

Table 3-6. Number of articles using a respectful research culture that were categorised 

in relation to child status and researcher perspective (n = 52) 

 

Respectful Research Culture Researcher Perspective  

Child status        On      With       By         Total 

Object 7 (13.5%)   7 (13.5%) 

Subject 1 (1.9%) 29 (55.8%)  30 (57.7%) 

Social Actor  13 (25.0%)  13 (25.0%) 

Co-researcher   2 (3.8%) 2 (3.8%) 

Total 8 (15.4%) 42 (80.8%) 2 (3.8%)  52 (100.0%) 
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Discussion 

The first intention of this paper is to ascertain how research with young children is 

currently being reported and to compare this with rights-based early childhood research 

literature. The second is to introduce a Rights-based Research Accountability 

Framework to assist researchers in moving towards rights-based participatory early 

childhood research. 

Reporting of research practice 

 It is likely that what early childhood researchers choose to report does not fully reflect 

the care and attention afforded to the best interests of their participants. However, 

results of this meta-analysis indicate a significant gap between what is perceived by the 

early childhood research community as desirable research practice, and how research is 

being reported. This omission of rights-based information from published manuscripts 

sends a conflicting message about a child’s right to participate with respect, 'voice' and 

agency.  

 

Nearly 97 percent of the 506 articles surveyed reported young children in non-

participant roles as objects or subjects of research, with 70 percent of articles reporting 

research on children. A respectful research culture was only identified in 10 percent of 

articles. Do these results reflect a common view that research on children as objects is 

easier with this age group, driven by time constraints, or linked to young children’s 

perceived lack of competence? In terms of time, objectives and resources, not all 

research is suited to studies with or by young children, and not all young children will 

benefit from becoming co-researchers. Research from all genres will continue to be 

required, but it is conceivable that aspects of research practice could be adjusted to 

move towards a more rights-based respectful approach, especially in the area of 

informing and consent processes. For example, research that is conducted on children 

could include some form of information-sharing and researcher/child dialogue as part of 

a respectful research culture. To this end, a Rights-based Research Accountability 

Framework is introduced to assist this move to a respectful culture.   

A Rights-based Research Accountability Framework 

Given the wealth of theoretical literature available to researchers on the importance of 

rights-based research, but limited guidance available on how to achieve it, researchers 

may find the transition from non-participatory to participatory approaches challenging. 
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In their international study of ethical issues in research with children, Powell et al. 

(2011) reported that many researchers are not aware of standards, guidelines or research 

requirements to “help guide and inform their work” (p. 6). Critical strategic choices are 

required at both planning and implementation stages of research. Thus, in terms of 

upholding rights-based ideals, a framework that enables researchers to easily view the 

various dimensions of their project could help address this need. To assist in this regard, 

Figure 3-1 presents a Rights-based Research Accountability Framework based on the 

three dimensions of research discussed in this paper. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1. Rights-based Research Accountability Framework 

 

By comparing the attributes of child status, researcher perspective and research culture 

that characterise their own research, with the definitions discussed in this paper, 

researchers can use the Framework to more easily identify how a study is positioned in 

terms of upholding children’s rights. Researchers can ask, “How are children’s 

capabilities viewed in this project (status)?”, “How have I positioned the children in 

relation to myself (perspective)?” and “What value do I place on listening to the child’s 

voice, and how is this demonstrated (research culture)?” 

 

It is also important to note that decisions about child status impact all other aspects of a 

research project. How the child is viewed (object, subject, social actor or co-researcher) 

determines whether the child holds rights in the project and to what extent the child’s 

existing and emerging competencies are valued. The researcher’s perspective then 

determines ways the child can be engaged as a participant in research practice; whether 

the researcher engages the child from a position of power (on), more equally (with), or 
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lifts the child into a position of influence (by). The research culture that permeates all 

interactions between researcher and child participant influences the child’s ability to 

seek, receive and communicate information throughout their research journey. Each 

dimension is of value in its own right, influences each of the other dimensions, and 

contributes to the ‘whole'.  

 

Given that the idea of rights-based research has not traditionally been easy to quantify, 

this Framework can act as a tool for reflection, and can provide a broad indication of 

how well a study engages with children’s rights in research, and embraces respect, 

participation and inclusion. For projects still in the planning stages, the Framework can 

assist early childhood researchers to design research that reflects their desired approach 

in a consistent, accountable and holistic manner. Referring to the Framework at points 

throughout the research process could also assist in determining how well a project 

conforms to its original intentions, and could serve to remind researchers of the ongoing 

connection between children’s rights, research methods and research ethics. 

 

Conclusion 

This meta-analysis has highlighted a gap between rights-based early childhood research 

literature and the way in which research is being reported with young children. In 

general, reported early childhood research practices are not keeping pace with 

significant ideological changes underpinning early childhood literature. Research that 

upholds the rights-based ideals of the UNCRC does not just happen by chance, but 

requires strategic choices at both planning and implementation stages of a research 

project. By understanding how a study is positioned in terms of young children’s status 

in research, the way researchers engage them and the research culture that develops, 

researchers can be empowered to more effectively identify, intentionally plan and 

implement rights-based research. The Rights-based Research Accountability 

Framework, used in conjunction with the explanations of its three dimensions described 

here, can assist in enabling holistic planning, reflection and realigning of early 

childhood research. 
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Chapter Four:  Meaningful informed consent with young children: 

Looking forward through an interactive narrative approach 

 

 

Foreword 

Understanding gained from the systematic literature review and conclusions drawn from 

Chapters Two and Three gave rise to the development of a conceptual model of 

meaningful early childhood informed consent and a new holistic integrated approach to 

early childhood consent, known as an ‘interactive narrative approach’. These are 

presented in this chapter.  

 

This chapter was published as: 

Mayne, F., Howitt, C., & Rennie, L. (2015). Meaningful informed consent with young 

children: Looking forward through an interactive narrative approach. Early Child 

Development and Care, 1-15. doi: 10.1080/03004430.2015.1051975 

 

Some words and phrases have been modified from the original paper to enhance the 

flow of the thesis.
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Chapter Four:  Meaningful informed consent with young children: 

Looking forward through an interactive narrative approach 

 

 

Abstract 

Ideas about ethical research with young children are evolving at a rapid rate. Not only 

can young children participate in the informed consent process, but researchers now 

also recognise that the process must be meaningful for them. As part of a larger study, 

this paper reviews children’s rights and informed consent literature as the foundation for 

the development of a new conceptual model of meaningful early childhood informed 

consent. Based on this model, an ‘interactive narrative’ approach is presented as a 

means to inform 3-8-year-old children about what their participation might involve and 

to assist them to understand and respond as research participants. For use with small 

groups, this approach revolves around an informing story based on research-related 

factual images and delivered via interactive (re)telling. This narrative approach to 

informed consent is unique in its holistic design which seeks to address the specific 

needs of young children in research.  

 

Introduction 

Over two decades ago Hughes and Helling (1991) identified many of the same problems 

that today’s researchers face when seeking to engage children between 3 and 8 years of 

age in the informed consent process, with the main challenge being that young children 

“may not be able to understand the research process and be truly informed” (Hughes & 

Helling, 1991, p. 228). These authors explained that even though the same ethical 

standards apply equally to both young child participants and their adult counterparts, 

“children’s limited experiences and developmental level make it difficult for them to 

understand long-term goals of research, the concept of risk, and the meaning of self-

determination”, with the “notions of voluntary consent and freedom to withdraw” being 

equally difficult (p. 227).  

 

Since Hughes and Helling’s formative work in 1991, research with young children and 

ideas about their role in the consent process have undergone a significant ideological  
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shift in which “children’s voices have become the catalyst for engagement” 

(Palaiologou, 2012, p. 1). The rights of the child movement now advocates for young 

children to be valued for who they are, rather than who they will become (A. B. Smith, 

2011), and to be ethically and respectfully involved in research as active contributors in 

their own right (Kirk, 2007). This paradigm shift, which has evolved alongside our 

modern concept of ‘childhood’, encourages researchers to embrace participatory 

research methods.  

 

It is important to highlight that the informed consent process has two separate parts: 

‘informing’ and ‘consenting’. It is only when potential participants understand their role 

and the purpose of the research project, and signify that consent, that the two aspects are 

combined to become ‘informed consent’. Cocks (2006) noted that meaningful informed 

consent is made up of three essential components; the information provided by the 

researcher, the child’s understanding of the research and what it means to be involved, 

and the child’s response to the information provided.  

 

Despite attempts to address the best interests of children in research, obtaining 

meaningful informed consent from young participants remains one of the key issues for 

researchers (Christensen & James, 2008). Bourke and Loveridge (2013) also noted that 

involving young children in the informed consent process “presents particular 

challenges for researchers and accentuates some of the problems that are inherent in the 

concept of voluntary informed consent” (p. 154). The first of these challenges is how to 

adequately inform young potential participants, so that they have enough information to 

make an informed choice about being involved. The second lies in finding meaningful 

ways for young children to signify their agreement or non-agreement to participate. As 

established by Hughes and Helling (1991, p. 227), involving young children actively in 

the informed consent process has long been regarded as difficult to do well and can 

cause “problems for researchers of young children”.  

 

This paper provides the foundation for a larger study focusing on early childhood 

research ethics and explores the meaning of informed consent in the context of 

children’s rights. We elucidate the complex challenges that face early childhood 

researchers and explore issues related to early childhood informed consent processes. 

Based on a conceptual model of meaningful early childhood informed consent, we take 

a forward looking stance and introduce an interactive narrative approach as a means to 
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communicate information, and assist young children in understanding and responding to 

this information.    

Rights of the Child  

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) (1989) provided 

the basis on which to build a new, more participatory image of the child (K. Smith, 

2009). This was the first legally binding international instrument to incorporate the full 

range of human rights for children in terms of civil, cultural, economic, political, and 

social rights and set a fundamental precedent by stating that basic human rights 

principles should now also be applied to children. The Convention’s four core principles 

encompass the following: “non-discrimination; devotion to the best interests of the 

child; the right to life, survival and development; and respect for the views of the child” 

(UNICEF, 2003, para. 4). Children are now legally entitled to the full range of human 

rights: they have the right to survival; to develop to the fullest; to protection from 

harmful influences, abuse and exploitation; and to participate fully in family, cultural, 

and social life (UNICEF, 2011). These principles contributed to a shift of thinking from 

children being considered “objects of adult work, to being competent, contributing 

social actors” (Mayall, 2000, p. 248), and provide a firm mandate for children “to 

consent (or not) to participate in research, as ‘subjects’, rather than as ‘objects’, of 

research” (Loveridge & Cornforth, 2013, p. 460). 

 

This subtle, yet dramatic, redefinition of ‘the child’ was not intended to be restricted to 

governments but to engage all of society, and by implication, affects ways in which 

research involving children should be conducted (UNICEF, 2011). UNCRC principles 

now underpin guidelines on ethical conduct in human research that universally dictate 

that the child’s best interests should be upheld at all times.  

 

There are four key rights relevant to involving children in research: Article 2 – Non-

discrimination, Article 3 – The best interests of the child, Article 12 – Respect for the 

views of the child, and Article 13 – Freedom of expression (United Nations, 1989). 

These rights influence all aspects of research with young children, with meaningful 

participation in research dependent on affording children sufficient ‘space’ to express 

their views, ‘voice’ where their opinions are heard, ‘audience’ in which more powerful 

others are prepared to listen, and ‘influence’ where action is taken on their behalf 

(Lundy, McEvoy, & Byrne, 2011).  
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Article 12, known as the ‘participation’ article (Reynaert, Bouverne-De Bie, & 

Vandevelde, 2009), is particularly significant to the way research is carried out, “not 

only for what it says, but because it recognises the child as a full human being with 

integrity and personality and the ability to participate freely in society” (Freeman as 

cited in Lundy, 2007, p. 928). In simple terms, Article 12 requires that research 

involving children should be conducted appropriately, and respect must be given to the 

child’s developing capacity to be involved in decisions about participation.  

 

Despite this, a number of potential barriers exist regarding the implementation of 

Article 12 with regard to young children’s participation in research. According to Lundy 

(2007), children’s participation is wholly dependent on the commitment and interest of 

adults. This can be shaped by scepticism of children’s capacity, concern about the 

undermining of adult authority, reluctance to expend the effort required, and limited 

awareness of the existence or scope of Article 12. Lundy goes on to caution against 

complacency, where initial good intentions soon evaporate once practical 

implementation becomes inconvenient. Thus, despite the real-world complexities of 

early childhood research, children’s rights should not be regarded as merely the “gift of 

adults but a legal imperative which is the right of the child” (p. 931). This highlights the 

need, as suggested by Harcourt and Hägglund (2013, p. 297), for a “genuine partnership 

between researcher and child” founded in the rights afforded to children through 

Articles 2, 3, 12 and 13.  

 

Thus, as mentioned in the introduction to this paper, a significant ideological change has 

occurred in terms of children’s rights to research participation. Early childhood 

literature reflects the view that no longer can young children be considered “too young 

to form an opinion about decisions that affect them” (Theobald, Danby, & Ailwood, 

2011, p. 19), instead they can be capable and competent authorities in their own lives 

(Harcourt, 2011). These ideas move away from questioning young children’s 

participation in research, toward involving them as social actors and co-researchers 

(Theobald et al., 2011), where they can contribute to research planning, gathering data 

and disseminating findings (Gray & Winter, 2011b). As a result there is growing 

interest in exploring how young children’s perspectives can inform about children’s 

lives (Swadener & Polakow, 2011).   
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With this redefining of the sociology of childhood within social science research, there 

is a great deal of discussion about how best to translate the UNCRC into ethical 

participatory research practices (Powell et al., 2012). What is widely agreed is that 

young children have the right to be ‘heard’ and should receive the same ethical rights as 

their adult counterparts, albeit under the broad legal protection of adult consent (Green, 

2012). The following discussion builds on children’s rights principles and explores the 

process of informed consent in early childhood research. 

Informed Consent 

Given young children’s status as minors, it is the legal requirement that a parent or 

guardian provides consent prior to their child’s involvement in research. While it is 

common to secure permission from parents, the sole use of ‘proxy’ consent does not 

“fully meet the requirements of informed consent for young research subjects” (Hughes 

& Helling, 1991, p. 226) where it is typically the “adult gatekeepers”, and not the 

children being researched, who are consulted (Dockett et al., 2013, p. 802). In countries 

that have ratified the UNCRC (1989), researchers also have non-negotiable ethical 

“obligations to accord children their rights” and must ensure that all children are 

“involved in decision-making processes on matters that concern them” (Harcourt & 

Sargeant, 2011, p. 423). As a result, researchers are beginning to involve young children 

in the informed consent process (Kirk, 2007). By introducing this additional layer of 

child consent to the process, which allows young children to make decisions about their 

own involvement, researchers not only conform to the legal requirements of the 

Convention, but also demonstrate respect for child participants (Dockett et al., 2013). 

This respectful approach involves young children actively in the informed consent 

process and seeks their permission via assent or consent. Obviously, the agreement to 

participate needs to be ongoing throughout the child’s involvement and must include 

provision for children to freely withdraw their consent whenever they choose (Green, 

2012). 

 

In early childhood literature, the terms consent and assent are often interchanged. Some 

authors prefer to use the term ‘assent’ to indicate agreement by minors (those below the 

legal age to provide fully independent consent) (Hurley & Underwood, 2002; Powell et 

al., 2012). Here, assent is often associated with lower levels of understanding than that 

of consent (Balen et al., 2006). Despite this, assent is based on the same principles as 

consent and is regarded as “a relational process whereby children’s actions and adult 
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responses taken together, reflect children’s participation decisions” (Dockett & Perry, 

2011, p. 231). Other authors prefer to use the term consent for both adults and young 

children to signify that children are capable of making an informed decision about 

research participation (Alderson & Morrow, 2004). It is thought that when the term 

consent is used for adults and assent is used as a less important label for the child’s 

agreement, the power differential between adult researcher and child participant 

increases (Gray & Winter, 2011a). However, by using consent equally for both adults 

and children, power shifts toward respecting the child’s developing capacity and 

valuing their perspectives. Researchers may choose to employ both terms, with consent 

being used to describe a deliberate decision on behalf of the child, and assent being used 

in situations where the child demonstrates more passive acquiescence (Bourke & 

Loveridge, 2013). Both terms can involve written, physical, and verbal signals of 

agreement or disagreement (dissent) (Powell et al., 2012) and can form part of a 

renegotiable, ongoing process. For the purpose of this paper, the term consent will be 

used to describe all forms of young children’s agreement to participate. 

 

Informed consent is considered to be the basis of morally valid decision-making and 

hinges on universal principles of respect for individuals, mutual benefit, and justice 

(Faden et al., 1986). These principles seek to ensure that a person is not treated as a 

“mere means” to an end, “but always as ends in themselves”, with the common goal 

being to ensure that individuals “are not subjected to coercion, deception, or other kinds 

of manipulation” (Árnason, Li, & Cong, 2011, p. 107). Further, for informed consent 

(or informed dissent) to be deemed valid, the participant must have made an entirely 

autonomous, self-determined choice (B. Miller, Keane, & O'Toole, 2003).  

Dilemmas of informed consent with young children 

With a delicate balance existing between providing protection and allowing autonomy, 

translating the informed consent process to the early childhood research context is not 

an easy task (Dockett et al., 2013). Difficulties range from practical implementation (for 

example, helping young children to understand the purpose of the research) to broad 

theoretical differences. For some researchers, the act of providing informed consent is 

nothing more than a formality, while others uphold it as an essential safeguard, with 

some even considering the issue of free choice as more important than the option that is 

chosen (Alderson & Goodey, 1998). This, along with issues of privacy, the nature of a 

true volunteer, child competence, free choice, and responsibility for one’s actions 
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(Faden et al., 1986), all influence the way informed consent procedures are 

implemented with young children. 

 

As participants, even young children have the right to understand the rules which 

govern their participation; namely, what is expected of them, that they are free to 

withdraw at any time, whether there are any potential risks, how the data will be used, 

and the nature of the potential audience (MacNaughton, Rolfe, & Siraj-Blatchford, 

2010). Although a uniform standard has not yet been established, the general approach 

for engaging young children in informed consent tends to be based on the model used 

with adults, with the language and method of delivery being simplified and adapted to 

suit the age and abilities of those involved; the research project might be explained to a 

group of children, with unfamiliar terms (such as ‘research’) discussed, followed by 

opportunities for the children to signify their consent. How well such approaches equip 

young children to understand what their consent actually means remains unclear, 

especially when informed consent becomes “a hurried process with little emphasis 

placed on ascertaining whether children are being empowered to make an informed 

decision” or not (Harcourt & Sargeant, 2011, p. 426). Thus, making the process 

meaningful for young children requires considerable skill on behalf of the researcher, an 

investment of time and building of trusting relationships, researcher reflexivity, and an 

ability to communicate with children (Harcourt & Sargeant, 2011).   

Information, understanding, and response 

As mentioned earlier, meaningful informed consent is made up of three essential 

components: the information provided by the researcher, the child’s understanding of 

the research and what it means to be involved, and the child’s response to the 

information provided (Cocks, 2006). Even in adult informed consent, the “quality of 

understanding in a consent”, the rights of the individual, and their need for information 

are often not given due consideration (Beauchamp, 2011, p. 519 ). Some of the specific 

issues of informed consent in relation to young children include describing how best to 

support young children to understand what is being explained, providing them with the 

right information, ensuring they are free to choose, reducing any researcher/child power 

imbalance, and facilitating the child’s response. These issues are discussed in relation to 

the three components of meaningful informed consent. 
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The first component of informed consent is information. The act of informing is often 

deemed sufficient for understanding, but even with adult participants “mere disclosure 

is seldom evidence of an informed consent” (Beauchamp, 2011, p. 517). Thus, the way 

in which information is presented to young children is particularly important, as even 

simplified text-based information may not be easily understood and may not convey 

sufficient context for the child to feel comfortable participating. The child’s developing 

“language skills and familiarity with research may partly explain difficulties” in relating 

to information that is presented and “may create expectations that are not always 

fulfilled” (Ruiz-Casares & Thompson, 2014, p. 8). Providing the appropriate amount of 

information is another area of contention. A delicate balance is required, as the 

deliberate omission of information is regarded as undermining autonomy (Blumenthal-

Barby, 2013; Holm & Ploug, 2013) while disclosure of too much information could 

result in information overload (Árnason et al., 2011).  

  

Understanding is the second component of informed consent. If young participants do 

not understand the purpose of the research and what is required of them, their consent is 

of little value (Abramovitch et al., 1991). Issues of understanding can arise when 

researchers seek to ‘benevolently deceive’ young participants by shielding them from 

information that might adversely affect them. This paternalistic stance questions a 

child’s capacity to understand, and relies instead on the trust and obedience of the child. 

The basic ethical premise of informing young children can be compromised when 

researchers deliberately mislead young potential participants in order to facilitate their 

involvement, or omit information they believe to be unnecessary or too difficult for 

them to understand (Will, 2011b).  

 

The third component of informed consent is response. Providing space for young 

children to be “free to choose and act without controlling constraints imposed by 

others” (Faden et al., 1986, p. 8) is an area of informed consent that requires sensitivity 

and restraint. Well-meaning researchers may unknowingly engage in ‘choice 

architecture’ where they might guide a potential participant’s behaviour in a predictable 

manner by omitting or including certain information (Cohen, 2013). By influencing 

behaviour in this way, participants might be ‘nudged’ toward a particular option in 

much the same way as a caring parent might encourage a child towards the ‘correct’ 

choice. Nudging influences choice by “appearing trustworthy and projecting optimism” 

or by making the desired choice easier or more appealing for the individual (Cohen, 
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2013, p. 6). In the informed consent process with young children, choice architecture 

might occur due to tone of voice and facial expressions, or by making one choice appear 

more desirable than another. Even a researcher’s encouragement or descriptive language 

that implies participation can place pressure on a child’s decision-making (Conroy & 

Harcourt, 2009).  

 

A range of methods to present research information to children have been developed 

across different disciplines with varying levels of success. These have included written 

documents with simplified language (Sand, Eik-Nes, & Loge, 2012), information 

delivered using multimedia that can incorporate both sound and visual elements 

(Synnot, Ryan, Prictor, Fetherstonhaugh, & Parker, 2014), one-on-one researcher/child 

explanations (Flory & Emanuel, 2004), storyboards (Kumpunen, Shipway, Taylor, 

Aldiss, & Gibson, 2012), participatory visual methods (Ruiz-Casares & Thompson, 

2014), and the use of cartoon images (Dockett et al., 2013). Results have indicated that, 

in general, the way children relate to ethics information is dependent on culture, context, 

and their perception of free choice; and that the form and content of the ethics 

information can affect the way children respond. Further, it was found that visual 

representations combining images and texts can promote understanding, encourage 

researcher/child discussions, provide opportunities for children to practice decision-

making, and additionally, that children value being consulted about research 

participation. These results highlight the importance of using a child-orientated 

approach when presenting information to children.  

 

If children are to be acknowledged as autonomous agents and capable of making an 

intelligent choice, then they must also be regarded as best equipped to make their own 

judgements (Will, 2011a). Providing young children with opportunities to make 

authentic choices about participation, requires that they signify their response in a 

manner that is both accessible and meaningful for them. Current strategies for obtaining 

consent include forms of written agreement; for example, asking the child to write their 

name, colouring a ‘smiley face’, taking the child’s thumbprint (Harcourt & Conroy, 

2005), or by writing the word ‘OK’ (Harcourt, 2012). Other verbal and non-verbal 

methods for obtaining children’s consent include children responding to invitations to 

participate by answering ‘yes’ or ‘no’, facial expressions, body language (walking 

away) and deliberate signals (such as thumbs up or thumbs down) (Dockett et al., 2012). 

For young children, some of whom are likely to be pre-literate, the manner in which 
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they are asked to record their consent requires special consideration. While all of these 

strategies are workable, it is not necessarily clear that children truly understand to what 

they are giving their consent. This issue can be compounded when informing and 

consent documents are limited in educational value, use complex language, and are not 

visually appealing (Wright, 2012). A transparent strategy that makes clear that children 

understand their choices prior to consent (or dissent) is essential. 

 

An interactive narrative approach to informing young children  

The following theoretical discussion draws together current thinking on children’s 

rights and informed consent, and presents a forward thinking approach and conceptual 

model to informing, understanding, and response with children aged 3 – 8 years of age. 

This approach has been developed for use with a small group of children, or a single 

child, where opportunity exists for relationships between the researcher and children to 

develop. While this approach aims to support children as active research participants, it 

is acknowledged that in rare situations adults may be required to override a participation 

decision in the best interests of a child, and that not all research will be appropriate for 

children’s active participation. 

 

As part of an holistic early childhood informed consent strategy, we propose the use of 

a new ‘interactive narrative approach’ to informed consent for young children. Narrative 

is regarded as a valid meaning-making instrument, and a successful and appropriate 

method for engaging children in discussion about issues that affect them (McIntosh & 

Stephens, 2011). As narrative is already a familiar part of young children’s lives, and is 

used effectively in other contexts to engage and inform young children, we suggest that 

it now be incorporated into the informed consent process. This new approach uses 

narrative to support inclusive participatory research practice, and seeks to build on key 

interactions between adult and child. With children’s rights and human ethics 

obligations as its foundation and embedded throughout, the narrative approach also 

seeks to engage young children, and be reflexive enough to enhance individual levels of 

competency. In essence, the interactive narrative approach aims to address the multi-

layered and complex needs of young children during research involvement in relation to 

adequately informing them, supporting their understanding and gaining their 

meaningful consent or dissent. 
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As a basis for obtaining meaningful informed consent from young children, the 

interactive narrative approach involves the use of an informing story that combines text 

and images that relate to the research project. The story (narrative) is based on fact 

(nonfiction) and is delivered via (re)telling (interactive). It tells a story about the 

research and is made up of two sections. The first section of the story informs the child 

about the research project, while the second section describes what participation would 

involve and how the child might signify consent or otherwise. For example, in the first 

section, the context of the research would be presented to allow the child to help define 

the research problem and to suggest what might be done to address this problem. The 

second part of the story would provide details of what the child’s participation would 

involve, including how data would be collected, what might be done with it, and the 

potential audience for the results. The final pages of the story would provide value-

neutral information about making a participation choice and signifying consent. Factual 

images are key to describing the research and this story would include photographs of 

people involved in the research and the research setting. The story would be delivered 

using computer technology or as a hard copy storybook. Using the former, interactive 

technologies such as a ‘touch-screen’ and sound effects can be utilised to enhance the 

child’s engagement with the story. The reading of the story can be done individually or 

with small groups of children. For example, the researcher and child could engage in 

conversations about the story, providing opportunities for clarification. A hard copy of 

the storybook could be taken home for retelling with family and, depending on the 

context, the child’s decision to participate in the research could be delayed to allow this 

to happen. 

 

‘Narrative nonfiction’ plays an important part in this approach as it meets the 

requirements of ethical informing. Narrative nonfiction typically follows a story format 

or step-by-step procedure and has the feel of a story. This type of text has “information 

about the real world to impart [within] the logical sequence of a narrative” (MacDonell, 

2007, p. 16). MacDonell explained that even very young children are capable of 

constructing meaning from this type of informational (factual) text and that despite a 

wide variation in skills and ability, research indicates that young children actually enjoy 

and desire informational texts. In terms of supporting young potential participants in the 

informed consent process, the use of nonfiction picture books is particularly appropriate 

as they can provide a purpose for learning, a platform from which to develop common 
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knowledge, and a method of making abstract concepts more concrete and accessible 

(Schoch, 2012). 

 

Figure 4-1 presents a conceptual model of the interactive narrative approach to 

meaningful early childhood informed consent. In this holistic model, the outer four 

concepts (children’s rights, human ethics protocols, child’s level of competence and 

participatory research) are considered necessary for rights-based research with young 

children. We are suggesting that these, together with the inside two concepts in Figure 

4-1 (interaction and narrative) provide an innovative approach to making the informed 

consent process meaningful for young children.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-1. Conceptual model of the interactive narrative approach to meaningful early 

childhood informed consent 
 

 

The outer circle of this figure represents children’s rights. The narrative approach 

supports children’s rights by respecting children’s developing capacity for 

understanding and their right to be involved in decisions that affect them. The 

underlying principle of engaging young children around a narrative, or storybook, of 

informed consent is based on a desire to uphold children’s best interests (Article 3). A 

research story that uses both text and images appropriately supports diversity, can be 

adapted to meet the varying needs of children (Article 2), and is particularly suitable for 
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pre-literate or indigenous groups whose culture is strongly story- or image-based. A 

narrative that has the potential to evolve along with the child’s involvement by 

incorporating the child as a character in a ‘living’ informed consent story, respects the 

child’s views (Article 12) and provides the child with a forum to express these views 

(Article 13).  

 

The narrative approach has much potential to support human ethics protocols, as 

represented by the second circle in Figure 4-1. Using a child-friendly story that is based 

on fact and includes photographic images can provide the child with the information 

they need to make a meaningful decision about participation in a research project. By 

weaving into a storybook photographs of the people the child will meet, images of the 

research setting, ways in which the child might be involved, images of how the research 

may be presented to others, along with other essential information about research 

participation, the child receives information in a manner that is accurate, interesting, and 

easily understood. This approach has the potential to present abstract concepts in a 

respectful manner that is accessible to the child, provide a concise overview of the 

project (including research context and aims), and scaffold the child to understand the 

rules that govern their participation. 

 

The third circle in Figure 4-1 represents the child’s level of competence. Informing 

young children using factual narratives respects children as capable and competent, and 

supports children to actively construct their own learning through play-based 

experiences with the story. Visual and multimodal texts have become a common 

component of early childhood education (Soundy & Drucker, 2010), with the 

combination of narrative and images providing flexibility in delivery to support children 

at their individual level of understanding. Young children naturally make meaning 

through a combination of what they see and hear (Clark, 2011), with images serving to 

support good communication, promote understanding, and stimulate discussion 

(MacDonald, 2009). Storybooks with images enable children to learn about the real 

world, especially those aspects that they have not experienced directly (Woolley & Cox, 

2007). Photographic images in narrative are particularly valuable as they support oral 

and written explanations, add depth to the child’s understanding, promote discussion of 

complex concepts, depict ideas that are not easily articulated (Ruiz-Casares & 

Thompson, 2014), and stimulate children’s visual thinking (Soundy & Drucker, 2010). 

‘Playfulness’ can also be incorporated when interactive digital devices with sounds and 
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moving images are integrated into the narrative, or when puppetry or role play is used to 

support the meaning of the informed consent story. The incorporation of playfulness 

into the story can assist children to engage with ‘dry’ concepts, such as the rules of 

research participation, which might otherwise be of little interest to them. The use of a 

storybook can enable researchers to meet the specific requirements of young children 

and respect their level of competence while navigating complex ethical concepts.  

 

Effective informing using a narrative approach can also support children’s meaningful 

participation by involving them in “talking, thinking and deciding” about those aspects 

of research depicted in the story (Alderson, 2008, p. 79). Participatory research is 

represented as the fourth circle in Figure 4-1. The storybook supports children to 

become active in their participation from the outset, rather than becoming passive 

receivers of information. By engaging with a visual, participatory story, power 

inequality between child and adult researcher can be reduced through mutual 

engagement and by providing opportunities for researchers to respond to children’s 

questions and listen to their views (Theobald et al., 2011). The sharing of a story about 

the research provides opportunities for a trusting and supportive ongoing partnership to 

develop between researcher and child. This approach also assists in moving children 

toward becoming social actors and co-participants in research, and away from being 

viewed as merely objects to be studied, by enabling young children to understand what 

their participation means. 

 

This story-based approach to informed consent supports interactions between the 

researcher (or other adults) and child, as represented by the fifth circle in Figure 4-1. 

This can be achieved through ‘sustained shared thinking’, ‘dialogic reading’ and ‘cycle 

telling’. Sustained shared thinking (Siraj-Blatchford & Manni, 2008) enables the 

researcher and child to work together to develop ideas about participation, to clarify 

these ideas through open-ended questions, extend and challenge children’s 

understanding of the concepts presented, and provide opportunities to revisit the 

messages depicted in the story. The use of sustained shared thinking demonstrates 

genuine interest and commitment on behalf of the researcher and allows a trusting 

relationship to develop. By sending the storybook home to be shared over again with 

family and friends, parents become an integral part of the informing process by helping 

to extend and consolidate their child’s understanding, and children are supported to 

make connections in their understanding. Dialogic reading involves several changes in 
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the way adults typically read stories (Flynn, 2011; Puroila, Estola, & Syrjälä, 2012). 

Whitehurst (2012) described the adult’s role in dialogic reading as helping the child 

become the teller of the story, with the adult taking the role of “listener, questioner and 

audience” (para. 12). MacDonell (2007) explained that learning is more likely to occur 

through this interactive technique, in which the details of stories are brought to life 

through “commenting, clapping, movement, laughing, and questioning” (p. 24). Of 

particular significance in using an interactive narrative approach to inform young 

children is that these benefits are “true of not just storybooks but informational texts as 

well” (p. 24). ‘Cycle telling’ and retelling also support understanding in the informed 

consent process by presenting the informing message many times in a range of contexts, 

with a range of people, in a range of ways. According to Cortazzi and Lixian (2007), 

cycle telling provides layered opportunities for developing metacognitive features of 

planning, remembering, understanding and reflecting on storytelling. This allows young 

participants to tell and retell their story with the researcher and other members of their 

social circle. Interactive techniques, such as dialogic reading, cycle telling and sustained 

shared thinking have the potential to bring stories about research participation to life 

and assist children in developing multiple layers of meaning in relation to their role in 

the research process.  

 

Conclusion and further research 

The changing nature of childhood and the children’s rights movement now seek to 

include young children actively and respectfully in research. The complex nature of 

research involving young children and the multifaceted issues inherent in the consent 

process mean that it can be difficult to obtain informed consent that is meaningful to 

young participants in relation to information, understanding and response.  

 

This paper has introduced an interactive narrative approach to informed consent that 

seeks to convey to young children factual information about research participation, in a 

manner that respects their capabilities, and also meets their requirements for 

engagement and practical accessibility. This approach is designed to provide young 

children with factual background information about the setting and purpose of a 

research project so that they can contextualise their understanding and build a mental 

picture of what they will be doing and why they have been asked to do it.  
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There are five significant innovations in using the interactive narrative approach 

described. First, this approach to informed consent is based on the conceptual model 

presented in Figure 4-1. Second, the research context and purpose, rules of participation 

and information about signifying a response are all presented together in the form of a 

factual narrative, supported by photographs of real people, places and events. Third, the 

child participant can become part of an evolving (living) informed consent story by 

becoming one of the characters. Fourth, interactive techniques, such as dialogic reading, 

cycle telling and sustained shared thinking are used to deliver the story to promote 

multiple layers of understanding of informed consent concepts. As a final point, 

potential exists for the child’s understanding to be broadened and consolidated through 

a copy of the story that is taken home to be shared with family and friends. 

 

Whether or not the suggested interactive narrative has the benefits claimed must be 

tested empirically. We have successfully field-tested the approach with 3- and 4-year-

old children in community playgroups. The findings of the pilot trial are presented in 

Chapter Five, while those in the larger trial are presented in Chapter Six. This research 

will result in recommendations for wider use of the strategy together with generic 

guidelines for the development of interactive non-fiction narratives to suit the needs of 

those researchers who may wish to use this approach in their own work. We believe that 

such an approach has the potential to address Hughes and Hellings’ (1991) long 

standing challenge of moving young children toward understanding research goals, 

facilitating free choice and enabling young participants to more fully meet the 

requirements of meaningful informed consent.
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Chapter Five:  Using Interactive Nonfiction Narrative to enhance 

competence in the informed consent process with 3-year-old children 

 

 

Foreword 

Based on the interactive narrative approach to early childhood informed consent as 

presented in Chapter Four, this chapter introduces and trials the Interactive Nonfiction 

Narrative as a means to enhance young children’s capacity to provide meaningful 

informed consent.  

 

This chapter has been accepted for publication as: 

Mayne, F., Howitt, C., & Rennie, L. (2016). Using interactive nonfiction narrative to 

enhance competence in the informed consent process with 3-year old children. 

Manuscript accepted for a special edition [special ethics issue: Researching ethically 

with children and young people in inclusive educational contexts]. International 

Journal of Inclusive Education.  

  

Some words and phrases have been modified from the original paper to enhance the 

flow of the thesis. Additionally, references to appendices have been inserted as a means 

to further clarify aspects of the methodology.
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Chapter Five: Using Interactive Nonfiction Narrative to enhance 

competence in the informed consent process with 3-year-old children 

 

 

Abstract 

Ensuring young children’s competence to participate meaningfully in the informed 

consent process is a troublesome ethical issue. Evolving recognition of the influence 

of context and relationship, researcher perspective, and researcher responsibility to 

provide adequate support has advanced understanding of how this might be achieved. 

Here we report the findings of the pilot trial of a new approach that used an 

‘interactive nonfiction narrative’ to enhance young children’s capacity to provide 

meaningful informed consent. This innovative approach employs (re)telling strategies 

and technology (interactive) to convey factual information about the research 

(nonfiction) via a story (narrative) to promote participant understanding. Case studies 

of two 3-year-old boys and their mothers captured participants’ understanding of the 

informing and consent process. Data collection in the child’s home took place over 11 

weeks and included conversations with children and semi-structured interviews with 

parents on three occasions, together with videos of children interacting with the 

informing story. We found children understood many of the key concepts, including 

the research problem and how they could ‘help’ (participate). Children also understood 

that they could cease their participation, with one boy exercising his right to opt out 

towards the end of the study.  

 

Introduction  

This paper reports the implementation of a unique approach to informed consent in 

educational research involving young children. It addresses ethical issues surrounding 

young children’s competence to make informed decisions about their participation. 

The paper presents the findings of a pilot trial of a new holistic, integrated approach to 

informing and consent designed to enable 3-year-old children to participate 

meaningfully in the informed consent process. As part of this approach, ‘interactive 

nonfiction narrative’ (INN) is introduced as a tool for obtaining meaningful informed 

consent from young children. The INN, which is essentially an informing story, 

employs interactive reading strategies such as sustained shared thinking and dialogic 
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reading, along with touch-screen technologies (interactive) to deliver factual 

information (nonfiction) about a research project and how children might participate 

using a story format (narrative). The INN was developed to convey information about 

the context of the research, its purpose, the role of the researchers, data collection 

methods, dissemination of the outcomes, and the voluntary nature of research 

participation to young children using an engaging format. The theoretical foundation 

for the development of the ‘interactive narrative’ approach is presented in Chapter 

Four. This paper introduces an Interactive Nonfiction Narrative (INN) as a tool for 

obtaining meaningful informed consent. It employs reading strategies such as 

sustained shared thinking and dialogic reading, and uses touch-screen technologies 

(interactive) to deliver information about a research project (nonfiction) and how 

children might participate using an informing story (narrative). 

 

The use of an INN in the informed consent process was trialled as part of a larger 

research project investigating the effectiveness of a science centre’s travelling early 

childhood science program for 0- to 4-year-old children delivered into community 

playgroups. The aim of the 1-hour program was to engage young children in everyday 

science and provide an avenue for scientific discovery through play. The program 

included five activity centres: light energy, sound energy, movement energy, animals 

and smell. The design for evaluation of the program included video-recording children 

and parents interacting with the activities, with follow-up discussion employing 

images taken from video to stimulate children’s recall of their participation in the 

activities. While the children and parents were involved in evaluating this science 

program as research participants, the main focus of the research reported in this paper 

is on the young participants’ understanding of the purpose of this research, their role 

as participants and their consent (or otherwise) to be involved in the evaluation. It 

describes how the INN was used with two 3-year-old children and how their 

competence to provide meaningful informed consent was supported as a result.  

 

Competence in the informed consent process 

Young children’s competence in the informed consent process is dependent on 

whether they are capable of making a rational, self-determined decision about their 

participation based on understanding (Hein et al., 2012). This requirement gives rise to 

key ethical issues that stem from questions about whether young children are capable 
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of expressing their views or mature enough to participate meaningfully in informed 

consent (Lundy, McEvoy, & Byrne, 2011). These questions are not easy to answer as a 

number of considerations must be taken into account. These include historical views 

of young children’s capacities, evolving ideas related to competence and potential 

competence, children’s rights to express a view whether competent or not, and the 

practical side of supporting young children to acquire necessary skills and 

understanding in their role as research participants.  

 

Historically, children were perceived as weak and vulnerable, and in need of 

protection (Hurley & Underwood, 2002), lacking the ability to form opinions or make 

reasoned decisions (Theobald, Danby, & Ailwood, 2011), and unable to understand 

the role of a research participant (Thompson, 1990). Traits that were thought to 

impede young children’s ability to provide meaningful consent included 

developmental issues related to being influenced by fantasy, ego-centric tendencies, an 

underdeveloped sense of time, dependence on concrete objects, lack of knowledge and 

experience (Hughes & Helling, 1991), limited communication skills (Kirk, 2007), and 

an inability to read (Clavering & McLaughlin, 2010). Such perceived weaknesses tend 

to be discriminatory in terms of how well young children are listened to in research 

(Christensen & Prout, 2002).  

 

Children’s competence in research participation has been explored by a number of 

authors. For example, Harcourt and Sargeant (2012, p. 68) suggested that children’s 

capacity to participate in research and to make an informed choice is more “contextual 

and relational” than developmental. This thinking, according to Harcourt and Conroy 

(2005, p. 567), is informed by an evolving sociology of childhood where young 

children in research are increasingly being regarded as “sophisticated thinkers and 

communicators” who have presence and are capable of reporting on important issues. 

In a study by Darbyshire, Schiller, and MacDougall (2005), children as young as 5 

years were found to be capable of providing valuable information about aspects of 

their lives and therefore should no longer be regarded as too young or lacking 

developmental capacity to contribute to research as active participants. This is 

consistent with the findings of a study by Abramovitch, Freedman, Thoden, and 

Nikolich (1991) which focussed on 5- to 12-year-old children's developmental  
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capacity to consent to participation in psychological research. These authors noted that 

while most children tend to agree when asked to participate, they are capable of 

expressing preferences, weighing choices, making decisions, and that their ability to 

consent to research is largely underestimated. Abramovitch et al. (1991) also found 

that despite not readily understanding the implications of their involvement, children 

as young as 5 and 6 years were capable of understanding what they must do to 

participate if explanations were made clear. Similarly, Alderson (2009) suggested that 

while young children are not developmentally ready to form or express complex 

legally valid decisions, they are able to gradually acquire the language required to 

“analyse, reason and express complex experiences and decisions” (p. 95). Collectively, 

these authors suggest that young children are capable of participating in research at a 

basic level, are likely to agree when asked to participate and may not be expected to 

understand the implications of their involvement. However, it is also implied that 

young children’s capacity to understand and contribute as research participants can 

evolve towards more complex levels of understanding if appropriate support is 

provided. 

 

Also requiring consideration are the rights of children to express their views, without 

first being required to prove their competence (Lundy et al., 2011). Lundy (2007) 

explained that “children’s right to express their views is not dependent upon their 

capacity to express a mature view; it is dependent only on their ability to form a view, 

mature or not” (p. 935). Lundy et al. (2011) drew attention to United Nations General 

Comment No. 12 (2009) which stated that children must be considered to be holders 

of rights from the earliest stage and must be presumed capable of forming and 

expressing their own views through both verbal and non-verbal means. This supports 

the idea that age need no longer be regarded as a barrier to research participation, as 

children’s ability to make informed choices “will occur at differing chronological 

ages” (Bowman, Spicer, & Iqbal, 2011, p. 18). Thus, even though young children have 

the right to express a view that is consistent with their level of competence‒to express 

a view that is not necessarily fully mature‒this does not preclude young children from 

being able to form a carefully considered, rational or informed view. 
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From a practical perspective, dilemmas persist for researchers who wish to engage 

young children meaningfully in the informed consent process. It is not easy to enable 

young children to understand how they might be involved as participants, that they can 

opt out without any negative consequences, and how they might cease their 

participation (Abramovitch, Freedman, Henry, & VanBrunschot, 1995). Much of the 

responsibility for supporting young children’s understanding rests with the researcher 

who must ensure that the children “understand the research process and [are] truly 

informed” (Hughes & Helling, 1991, p. 228). Children need to be supported to make 

contributions and autonomous choices throughout the research process (Christensen & 

Prout, 2002), and to move towards increased agency (Formosinho & Araujo, 2006). 

However, a balanced approach is required, as the emphasis should not be on complete 

understanding of all aspects of the research, but the focus should instead be on 

supporting children to acquire sufficient understanding to form personally meaningful 

views (United Nations, 2009).  

 

Gray and Winter (2011), who believe that when children’s competence is valued, the 

manner in which children are included in research shifts towards greater participation. 

Thus, when children are regarded as competent they are more likely to act as 

“competent interpreters of their everyday worlds” and demonstrate increased capacity 

to take part in research in a meaningful way (Danby & Farrell, 2004, p. 35). With this 

in mind, the purpose of this research was to trial the INN in terms of its ability to 

enhance young children’s competence to provide meaningful informed consent. 

Specifically, we asked: How does the INN support 3-year old children to participate 

meaningfully in the informed consent process in relation to a) purpose of research, b) 

participatory rights, and c) consent?  

 

Methodology 

Interactive nonfiction narrative (INN) 

The INN was based on the story of a ‘toymaker’ who made science toys (activities) 

and wanted to find out how effective his toys were in assisting young children learn 

science. The informing story is unique in that the imaginative narrative included  
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photographs of actual people who were involved in the research project, with the 

primary aim being to provide the children with accurate information that was delivered 

in an engaging format. Hence, the story depicts a person from the science centre 

workshop as the toymaker character and members of the early childhood science 

outreach program as helpers. Roles in the story were based on the person’s role at the 

science centre. Another key character in the story is the helper who asks the important 

question “But toymaker, how will you know if you have made the right toys for the 

little children?” Her character presents the research problem and sets the scene for the 

children to become involved. Thus, there was a conscious effort to include a balance 

of gender throughout the informing story, with women and men both being depicted in 

significant roles. Other photographs in the story included program presenters, program 

activities, ways to be involved in data collection, the researcher, how to opt out of the 

research, and how data could be used.  

 

As described in Chapter Four, the INN encouraged interaction between children and 

researcher through three separate, yet interrelated strategies. First, a developmentally 

appropriate delivery style known as ‘dialogic reading’ was used to enhance participant 

understanding during the informing process. Dialogic reading involved helping the 

children become the teller of the story, with the adult taking the role of listener, 

questioner and audience (Whitehurst, 2012). Second, with a view to supporting young 

participants during the unfamiliar ethics process, ‘sustained shared thinking’ enabled 

both the children and researcher to work together over an extended period of time to 

clarify ideas (Siraj-Blatchford, 2009), with genuine interest and encouragement on 

behalf of the researcher promoting trust and the building of relationship. Third, ‘cycle 

telling’ and retelling was used to support the children’s understanding by presenting 

the informing message more than once to provide layered opportunities for 

remembering, understanding and reflecting (Cortazzi & Lixian, 2007). Children have 

the opportunity to tell and retell their story in a range of contexts with the researcher, 

and also with family and friends. 

 

An electronic version of the INN was developed using the visual and interactive 

features of PowerPoint, a presentation program developed by Microsoft. Digital 

photographs, clip art, sounds, automatic slide transitions, active buttons, and text 

were integrated to form a seamless interactive story experience suitable for gaining 

informed consent from young children. It was designed for use with a touch-screen 
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computer or tablet to enable children to interact directly with the story without 

having to be concerned with operating a standard literacy-based keyboard. When 

interacting with the story, children moved from one page (slide) to the next by 

touching the screen, made choices by tapping visual options, and ‘drew’ directly onto 

the screen with their fingers.  

 

The story comprised 27 slides, with the first 15 dedicated to the ‘informing’ process 

and the following 12 providing children with information about their ‘consent’ 

options. The purpose of slides 1 – 15 was to inform and introduce the story of the 

‘toymaker’ and his science toys to the children and their parents. This narrative 

section provided the context and purpose of the research, allowed children to identify 

the research problem for themselves, and provided opportunities for them to make 

suggestions about how to solve it. Slides 16 to 27 explained the research process, 

described what their participation might involve, and guided the children through the 

consent/dissent process by choosing between two ‘smiley’ (consent/dissent) faces.  

 

These faces were developed specifically for this research to be as intuitive for the 

children to use as possible, and were designed to represent facial expressions that are 

often used when children wish to convey ‘yes’ (smiling) or ‘no’ (eyebrows slightly 

raised and lips pressed together). The ‘no’ face was deliberately designed not to 

depict a sad face, but rather shows an expression that is likely to accompany the 

shaking of the head in a common ‘no’ gesture. Likewise, the ‘yes’ face is not only 

happy, but is intended to be that of a person thinking of an idea (eyebrows raised and 

eyes at the side) and thinking ‘yes, I could do that’ (smiling confidently). As the 

faces were also developed in the same colour, so as to reduce bias and appeal of one 

face over the other, it was, on occasion necessary to refer to the faces as ‘the happy 

face’ and ‘the sad face’. These labels were used sparingly and only on occasions 

when it was necessary to distinguish between the two faces when asking the children 

what each face represented. Given that the children were only 3-years-of-age, though 

not ideal, these labels seemed to be the easiest for the children to relate to given their 

developing vocabularies.  

 

A description of the development of the smiley faces can be found in Appendix 4 on 

page 191. The INN story showing how the faces became part of the story is also 

presented in Appendix 2 on page 175, and an overview of research components and 
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key ethics ideas for various slides from the INN can be found in Appendix 5 on page 

197. 

 

As data collection progressed, the INN story evolved to include data from the 

children’s research journey (such as how the child documented their consent and how 

they interacted with the science activities), resulting in the child becoming a character 

in the story. With the initial part of the story involving the toymaker remaining the 

same, and the child’s contribution extending the story, the final personalised version 

was printed for the child to keep. This storybook provided a tangible record of the 

child’s research experience to be shared with their family and friends.  

Research design and participants 
 

A case study research design was used to capture how the INN developed participants’ 

understanding of the informing and consent process. Case studies provide holistic and 

detailed descriptions of phenomena in context from multiple perspectives, and can be 

an effective means of highlighting children’s voices in research (Merriam, 2009).  

 

Participants in this pilot study included two 3-year-old boys, Peter (3 years 11 months) 

and Toby (3 years 9 months) (self-selected pseudonyms), and their parents who 

regularly attended an Australian regional community playgroup. Each child/parent 

dyad was regarded as one ‘case’. Child/parent dyads were selected via purposeful, 

convenience sampling (Merriam, 2009) based on those who agreed to participate from 

the playgroup. The playgroup typically met once per week during school terms for 2-3 

hours and consisted of 10 adults and 15 children. 

Data collection 

Data collection occurred over a period totalling 11 weeks from November 2012 to 

February 2013 at the children’s homes. Data included conversations with children and 

semi-structured interviews with parents, observations and field notes. The detailed 

timeline for data collection is presented in Table 5-1., with Week 0 corresponding to 

the week that the science outreach program visited the playgroup. Two researchers 

were present for all data collection. 
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Table 5-1. Data collection timeline (pilot trial) 

 

Week # Week-2 Week-1 Week 0 Week+2 Week+9 

Purpose Introduction 
to research 
using the 
INN 

Informing and 
documenting 
of parent 
consent and 
child consent 

Science 
Centre 
Outreach 
Program  

Review of child’s 
informing story 
understanding 

Parent reflections 
on process and 
child’s 
understanding 

Review of child’s 
informing story 
understanding 

Parent reflections on 
process and child’s 
understanding 

Who 
was 
involved 

Playgroup 
parents and 
children  

Parents and 
children who 
were 
interested 

Playgroup 
parents and 
children  

Child/parent dyads Child/parent dyads 

Location Playgroup Child’s home Playgroup Child’s home Child’s home 

Data 
collected 

Contact 
details 
collected 
from 
interested 
families 

Audio 
recording of 
child engaging 
with electronic 
INN 

Digital 
photographs of 
child’s consent 
record  

Audio 
recording of 
interview with 
child’s parent 

Digital 
video of 
participating 
child/parent 
dyads 
interacting 
with science 
‘toys’ during 
the 
outreach 
program 

Video recording of 
child engaging 
with electronic 
informing story 
and related 
conversations 
about how the 
child played with 
various outreach 
program science 
‘toys’. 

Audio recording of 
interview with 
child’s parent 

Audio recording of 
child engaging with 
cards and personalised 
printed storybook3. 

Audio recorded 
conversations about 
how consent was 
documented, what the 
child said in previous 
conversations in terms 
of research 
participation and the 
outreach program 
science ‘toys’ 

Audio recording of 
interview with child’s 
mother 

 

 

An introductory visit to the playgroup occurred approximately two weeks prior to the 

playgroup’s participation in the outreach program. Following a group reading of the 

generic version of the INN to all attending children and parents (see photograph 

Appendix 6 page 199), an information pack about the research was given to each 

family. This included the parent information booklet (see Appendix 1 page 169) and a 

paper copy of the generic story see Appendix 2 page 175). Three subsequent 

conversations around the INN were held at the children’s homes: one week prior to the 

playgroup’s participation in the outreach program (Week-1), two weeks after the 

outreach program (Week+2), and 9 weeks after the outreach program (Week+9). A 

parent was present during all researcher interactions with her child.  

 

                                                 
3
 At Week+4 an individualised storybook was printed and posted to each child’s home. This storybook 

was used as the basis for discussion at Week +9 
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At Week-1, audio recordings of children’s conversations and semi-structured interviews 

with mothers took place. The following week, during the playgroup outreach program 

(Week 0), video recordings were made of both child/parent dyads interacting with the 

science toys. At Week+2, video-recorded conversations occurred at home with the children 

as they engaged with the electronic version of the story. The story now included images of 

how the children participated in the research (by playing with the toys) during the outreach 

program. Audio recorded semi-structured interviews were then held with mothers.  

 

The final meeting (Week+9) began with games using cards that depicted aspects of the 

child’s research experience. These cards were individualised for each child and were 

developed to re-establish rapport after the long break and to stimulate conversation about the 

research. The researcher and child engaged with the child’s individualised toymaker story 

(printed and mailed to the child in Week+4), which included images of how the child 

‘helped the toymaker’, along with comments made by the child in previous research 

conversations. This individualised story served to (a) illustrate how the child (and his 

mother) had participated in the research from beginning to end, (b) provide opportunity to 

explore the child’s understandings more deeply, and (c) verify that the child agreed with 

what had been recorded about him. Semi-structured interviews with the child’s mother, 

which focused on her child’s research experience, were also conducted. All conversations at 

Week+9 were audio recorded.  

 

In total, 187 minutes of audio and 79 minutes of video were recorded for the two cases. 

Conversations with children ranged from 20 - 30 minutes, while semi-structured 

interviews with mothers ranged from 15 - 25 minutes. A full description of Peter’s 

interaction with the INN can be found in Appendix 7 on page 201. 

Ethics Approval 

Institutional ethics approval for the research was sought and obtained. Initial contact 

was made with the playgroup leader by the science centre’s early childhood outreach 

program coordinator who sought permission to be approached by the researchers. Upon 

receiving authorization, contact was made with the playgroup leader to seek permission 

to attend playgroup to present the research to its members. The initial visit to the 

playgroup used the INN to describe the research to the children and provided parents 

with an information booklet. The following week, those parents who wished to 
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participate in the research had an opportunity to ask additional questions and provided 

signed consent forms to the researcher.  

 

For children who had parental permission and wished to participate in the research, 

consent/dissent was documented by choosing between two smiley faces (see page 186). 

Ongoing consent was sought from participating children each time they met with the 

researcher using these faces. Throughout the research, a respectful research culture was 

fostered between researcher and participants, as introduced in Chapter Three, where 

children’s opinions and insights were treated with respect, body language and other 

visible signs of motivation were closely monitored, and dialogue between researcher 

and children was actively promoted. 

Data analysis 

The children’s understanding of the informed consent process was evaluated in terms of 

purpose and context of the research, participatory rights and consent. As the children 

engaged with the story, pages (slides) that dealt with aspects of research purpose and 

participatory rights were scored according to the information (key words and 

understandings) the children were able to articulate, their supporting gestures (body 

language), and observations by the researcher of the conversation as a whole. Two 

points were awarded when all key points conveyed on the slide (full understanding) 

were provided. One point was awarded when some of the information conveyed on the 

slide (partial understanding) was articulated. No score was entered when no information 

was provided. The six slides that described the research purpose and context (see Table 

5-2.) were scored out of 2 points, giving a possible total of 12 points. Similarly, each of 

the seven slides that described the children’s participatory rights was scored out of 2 

points, giving a possible total of 14 points. The children’s understanding of the consent 

process using the smiley faces was evaluated in terms of links to participation, 

significance, ease of use and consistency with body language, resulting in four criteria 

that were each scored out of 2 points and giving a possible total of 8 points. 

 

Child/parent case studies were developed to highlight significant points of 

understanding/misunderstanding and consent/dissent. These provided insight into the 

ethical issues surrounding the capacity of 3-year-old children to understand their rights 

and make informed choices about participation through the use of the INN. 
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Findings 

Table 5-2. presents a summary of Peter’s and Toby’s understanding of the research 

process as presented through the INN. For each child, understanding is described in 

relation to purpose of the research, participatory rights and consent.   

 

Table 5-2. Summary of children’s understanding of the research process 

Slide content 

Peter Toby 

Week-1 Week+2 Week+9 Week-1 Week+2 Week+9 

Purpose of 
the research 

Slide 03 – context 1 2 2 2 2 — 

Slide 04 – context 1 2 2 1 2 — 
Slide 05 – research purpose 1 2 2 1 2 — 

Slide 06 – research purpose 1 2 2 1 2 — 

Slide 12 – research purpose 2 2 2 1 2 — 

Slide 13 – research purpose 2 2 2 2 2 — 

 Possible Score 12 8 12 12 8 12 0 
  66% 100% 100% 66% 100% — 

Participatory 
rights of the 
child 

Slide 16 – researchers — 2 2 1 2 — 
Slide 18 – observing 1 2 2 1 1 — 

Slide 19 – conversing 1 1 — 1 2 — 

Slide 20 – parent 
participation 

2 2 — 1 2 — 

Slide 21 – withdrawal 2 2 — — — — 
Slide 22 – respect 2 — — — — — 

Slide 23 – use of data 1 1 — — — — 

 Possible Score 14 9 10 4 4 7 0 
  64% 71% 28% 28% 50% — 

Consent  
(Slide 24) 
 

Participation and face 
choices linked 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

Significance of face 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Ease of use  2 2 2 2 2 2 

Choice consistent with body 
language 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

 Possible Score 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
  100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

Case study 1: Peter “I’m still helping!” 

Peter was calm, confident, willing to engage and remembered many details of the story 

across the three visits. The interactive nature of the story presented on the computer 

captured Peter’s interest and was instantly accessible to him. Using the touch-screen, 

Peter intuitively controlled the progression of the story which became a joint journey, 

rather than having the story told to him.  

Purpose of the research 

At Week-1, Peter had seen and heard the electronic version of the story once at 

playgroup the previous week. Peter and his mother had read the printed version together 
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at home. On this occasion, Peter was able to articulate some information from each of 

the slides dealing with the context and purpose of the research. Slides 03–04 introduced 

Peter to the toymaker and the science centre, and provided information about the 

science ‘toys’ produced by the science centre (see Appendix 5 on page 197). Peter knew 

that the story was about “science” and “the toymaker”, and demonstrated understanding 

of the nonfictional nature of the story by telling the researcher that the toymaker could 

not come himself because “the toymaker had to stay at [the science centre]” (Week-

1/Slide03). It was not until the second visit (and continuing at the third visit) that Peter’s 

answer expanded to include the two critical background elements: that the story was 

about a toymaker who made toys. At the final visit Peter knew that the “toymaker” 

makes “toys” and went on to explain “that’s why he was the toymaker” 

(Week+9/Slide03). 

 

Slides 05–06 related to the research purpose and provided opportunities for Peter to be 

involved in identifying the research purpose. At Week-1, Peter knew that there were “no 

toys” for the little children and that the toymaker should “make some boxes with toys” 

(Week-1/Slide05). At Week+2, Peter’s understanding broadened. At both this second 

and subsequent third visit, he was able to articulate all the major elements of the 

research problem: the toymaker was concerned (“sad”) that there were “no toys for the 

little children” (Week+2/Slide05) and that the toymaker should “make some [science 

centre] toys and give them to the children to play with” (Week+2/Slide06). Peter had 

grasped the concept of the toymaker being involved in producing the toys (e.g. making, 

painting), establishing that he understood that there was a real dilemma that required his 

help. 

 

Slides 12–13 provided additional information about the purpose of the research and 

introduced the research problem. Peter understood all the critical details of these slides 

across the three visits. At Week-1, Peter knew that the toymaker’s helpers would “go to 

playgroup” and added “Them are going to bring a red bus like that”. By making this 

comment as he pointed to Slide 12 (showing the toymaker’s helpers unloading boxes of 

toys from the science centre van), Peter demonstrated that he understood that the events 

depicted in the story related to his own playgroup. At Week-1, Peter could also 

articulate the research problem: that the toymaker wanted to know whether he had 

“made the right toys for the little children” (Week-1/Slide13). Peter continued to 

remember these details at subsequent visits. 
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Participatory rights 

The participatory rights section (Slides 16–23) provided information about the 

researchers, data collection methods, right to withdraw, right to be heard and how data 

might be used. Peter’s confidence with the content of the story appeared to reduce as the 

story moved from focusing on the toymaker and his toys to more abstract information 

about the research project and rules of participation. At the first visit, Peter made a 

connection between the researchers depicted in the story and those currently in his home 

by turning and pointing. As he did not articulate anything, a score was not recorded 

(Week-1/Slide16). At subsequent visits he named both researchers and articulated that 

they had come to find out “how [he] played with the toys” (Week+2/Slide16) and “how 

the kids play” (Week+9/Slide16).  

 

Peter also understood many of the details about how data would be collected. At Week-

1, he understood that the researcher might take a video or a photo, but he could not 

articulate who the picture would be taken of. At subsequent visits (after he had been 

filmed) he knew that he would “help” by being in a “photo video” (Week+2/Slide17) 

and reflected on the process by asking, “Did you get all the kids in the photo?” 

(Week+9/Slide17). 

 

Week+9 Slides 19–23 showed a marked reduction in Peter’s engagement with the story. 

During this visit, Peter was keen to get to the second half of the story that included 

images of himself interacting with the science toys. Peter appeared to have lost interest 

in repeating the same information again. Hence, no score was recorded for Slides 19–23 

at the final visit. 

Consent 

Scoring of the consent process was based on four criteria. Peter related intuitively to the 

consent/dissent faces and fulfilled each of the criteria across all three visits. The 

following excerpt highlights Peter’s immediate understanding of the two faces in  

Week-1. 

 

Researcher: (Pointing to the consent face) What do you think this one means?  

Peter: [I can] help 

Researcher: (Pointing to the dissent face) What do you think this one means?  
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Peter: Don’t [help] 

Researcher: That’s right. So the smiley face means help and the sad face means you 

don’t want to help. 

Peter: (Excitedly) I’m going to do this one! (Peter points to the smiley face) (Week-

1/Slide24) 

 

Peter remained confident with the meaning of the faces across all visits. At Week+9, 

Peter explained the faces in the following way: 

 

Researcher: … before I talk to you, I've always asked you if you want to choose the 

happy or the sad face.  Do you remember that? 

Peter: Yes. 

Researcher: Do you know why I ask you about the happy and the sad face? 

Peter: Yes, so if you don’t want to help and if you want to help. 

Researcher: What are you choosing today? Can you show me?  

Peter: (Peter holds up the happy face card) (Week+9) 

 

These excerpts demonstrate that Peter understood the link between his participation and 

his choice of face and what each face signified. He was able to use the touch-screen 

(Week-1 and Week+2) and face cards (Week+9) to document his consent. Peter’s body 

language was consistent with his choice of face and he seemed comfortable using the 

faces to signify his choice. When viewing his personal story at Week+9, he commented 

“I'm still helping” (Week+9).  

 

Peter’s mother summed up her son’s understanding of his participation and usefulness 

of the INN by saying, “They [young children] are so capable. It just takes people to sit 

down and really listen. I am just blown away by how much they pick up. It just needs to 

be presented in the right way and they know exactly what’s going on” (Week+2). 

Case study 2: Toby “No thanks!” 

Although quietly spoken, Toby was excited and keen to engage. He found the touch-

screen easy to use and directed the progression of the story in a thoughtful manner.  
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Purpose of the research 

At his first visit, Toby was able to recall many of the details from the initial reading at 

Week-2. Toby knew that there were “no toys” for the little children and that the 

toymaker needed to “make them” (Week-1/Slides05–06) and demonstrated that this was 

a factual story when he asked, “Does he really make them?” (Week-1/Slide05). Toby 

considered himself part of the story when he pointed to an image of a cartoon boy 

wearing a thinking cap, saying, “That’s me!” (Week-1/Slide06). As the story 

progressed, Toby appeared to connect with the research problem by stating that the 

toymaker needed to find out if he “made the right toys” (Week-1/Slide13). Toby’s 

understanding of research context and purpose at his second visit increased to include 

all critical elements conveyed by this section of the story. Toby opted out of 

participation at the third visit and no scores could be awarded for this section at 

Week+9. 

Participatory rights 

At the first visit, Toby’s enthusiasm continued as the story progressed to describe his 

rights as a participant. He was able to tell the researcher that the toymaker planned to 

send “his friends” (the researchers) to playgroup (Week-1/Slide16) but was not able to 

articulate the reason. He recognised the photos of the researchers in the story. Toby 

remarked, “Mummy and I are going to help” (Week-1/Slide16), demonstrating his 

understanding that the story related to his (and his mother’s) participation in the 

research project. 

 

During the first visit, Toby listened to the researcher explain Slides 18–23 on data 

collection methods. Following this, he remarked “but I don’t know much about science” 

(Week-1/Slides 18–20), demonstrating that he was thinking about what would be 

required of him as a research participant and that he was not sure if he would be able to 

meet expectations.  

 

At the second visit (Week+2), Toby appeared tired and turned to his mother for support. 

The researcher reverted to reading the story rather than asking Toby to help tell the 

story, however he remained interested. Toby’s understanding of Slides 16–20 improved 

from the previous visit. However, across both visits, Toby chose not to respond to 

Slides 21–23. At Week+9, Toby chose not to respond to this section and no scores were 

awarded. 
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Consent 

Toby related well to the consent/dissent faces and fulfilled each criterion across all three 

visits. At Week-1, Toby demonstrated an intuitive understanding of each face as 

presented on Slide 24. 

 

Researcher: These are the choices. What do you think this one might mean? (Pointing to 

the consent face) 

Toby: Happy 

Researcher: It does look happy. It also means yes you would like to help the toymaker. 

So what do you think the sad face might mean? 

Toby: No (Week-1/Slide24) 

 

At Week+2, Toby demonstrated ease with the consent process. At the beginning of the 

second visit, the researcher asked Toby if he would like to talk to the researcher that 

day. When asked, “How could you show me?”, Toby pointed to the consent (smiling) 

face on screen and without prompting used the computer’s drawing function to circle it. 

When the researcher asked, “So does that mean you would like to talk to [the 

researcher] today?”, Toby smiled and nodded happily. 

 

Before proceeding with the third visit, the researcher engaged Toby in the consent 

process using cards showing the two faces. Toby appeared not to want to talk about the 

toymaker story again, and when asked if he wanted to ‘help’ (participate in the 

research), Toby held up the dissent card. Toby’s wishes were accepted without question 

by the researcher and his mother.  
 

Summary 

Overall, the two case studies presented here suggest that the interactive narrative 

approach is effective in fostering competence in 3-year-old children to participate 

meaningfully in the informed consent process. Findings highlight how the INN 

provided the children with an overview of the research and was effective in informing 

about what their participation would involve. Notably, the children’s understandings 

persisted over the period of data collection. The two children also found the 

consent/dissent faces meaningful, easy-to-use and highly intuitive. Additionally, the 

take-home version of the story allowed the boys’ families to engage with their child’s 

experience of the research process and consolidate understandings.  
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Discussion 

The major ethical dilemma at the heart of this paper is whether or not young children 

are capable of making an informed choice about their participation. The findings of this 

research suggest that when ethics processes are approached from a contextual 

perspective, many of the inherent issues around informed consent are addressed, and 

children are empowered as a result. It appears that use of the INN was successful for 

three main reasons. First, the INN was useful in building the children’s autonomy and 

competence as participants. This was evident in the level of the children’s 

understanding of the research and the consent process. The children understood that the 

story was true and that it was asking for their assistance. They were able to identify 

many of the key elements of the research, including the purpose, their role and rights as 

a participant, the researchers’ role, the various forms of data collection, and how the 

data would be used. Importantly, the process was significant in that it provided a way 

for one child to opt out of his final data collection session. This was significant, as 

children do not tend to assert their participatory rights due to the belief that adults will 

be unhappy with them if they refuse to participate (Abramovitch et al., 1991). Most 

children are quite submissive when faced with an authority figure, but on this occasion 

the process had provided this child with a ‘safe’ way to opt out. This ability to withdraw 

from research is regarded by Bourke and Loveridge (2013, p. 158) as an indication that 

the child is engaged as a participant and is sufficiently informed to consider dissent as a 

“legitimate and valid action”. 

 

Second, from their initial interaction with the INN, the participants were encouraged to 

take control of their progression through the story by turning the pages and making 

choices along the way. This increased the child’s confidence and helped develop a 

pattern of ‘choosing’ and being in control. It also resulted in the researcher becoming 

less ‘powerful’ in the relationship and served to increase the child’s agency and 

perception of power. This process was valuable in equipping the child with the skills to 

consciously decide and therefore to make the important consent choices that occurred 

towards the end of the story. 

 

Third, presenting information as a narrative helped the children make sense of research 

in context, without needing to remember facts in isolation. Further, the  
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inclusion of images of the researchers in the story assisted in promoting relationship 

between participants (child and mother) and the researchers. The narrative, which 

became the children’s favourite storybook for a period, enabled the whole family to 

become involved, and provided a purpose for learning about the research and a forum to 

discuss abstract participation concepts. 

 

It is important to note that in this pilot study the third visit was used to confirm the 

effectiveness of the INN in promoting children’s competence in the process of informed 

consent/dissent. We found that one participant did not wish to repeat his understanding 

of the research again at the third visit. Therefore, a new strategy, such as a role play, 

may be required to confirm children’s longer term understanding of the research and 

consent process. We are conducting further research to test the implementation of the 

INN and if children’s understanding persists then we may conclude that in future 

research, the third visit is redundant. Given the time-consuming nature of data collection 

with young children, this will be an important consideration in future use of the INN as 

an integrated informing and consent tool. 

 

Conclusion 

In this pilot trial, children were positioned as holders of rights who were capable, 

mature enough to participate meaningfully in research, and able to understand what was 

expected of them as research participants. The INN supported young children’s 

developing capacities by building on their prior knowledge and experience, reducing 

reliance on literacy skills and creating opportunities for them to communicate at their 

own level and in their own way. As suggested by Hein et al. (2012), the approach 

focused on providing opportunities for the children to express their views and be heard, 

and to make self-determined, autonomous decisions based on their understanding. The 

children involved in this pilot study were supported by the INN to acquire the 

communication skills (both verbal and non-verbal) necessary to express their decisions 

and to describe the complex concepts depicted in the story. 

 

We suggest that the interactive narrative approach embraces young children as capable 

research participants with the right to be informed about, and understand, the rules 

which govern their involvement in research. It highlights the researcher’s  
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responsibility to support young children’s meaningful research participation and to  

work with children to build their capacity as participants. Our findings encourage 

researchers to be innovative in how young children are engaged in the informed consent 

process and offers Interactive Nonfiction Narrative as an effective rights-based 

informed consent option. 
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Chapter Six:  Innovation in informed consent: Enhancing quality early 

childhood research participation through an interactive narrative 

approach 

 

 

Foreword 

Feedback from the pilot trial presented in Chapter Five fed into a second, larger trial 

that is presented in this Chapter. This chapter determines what the children knew about 

the INN. It also presents the results of the cross-case analysis which highlights those 

characteristics of the INN that enhanced the children’s participation. 

 

This chapter has been formatted as a paper, but at the time of thesis submission had not 

yet been submitted to a journal. 
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Chapter Six:  Innovation in informed consent: Enhancing quality early 

childhood research participation through an interactive narrative 

approach 
 

 

Abstract 

This paper aims to promote conversations from a children’s rights perspective around 

enhancing young children’s participation in research. The research context comprised 

a 1-hour early childhood science outreach program delivered into playgroups, where 

children were asked to evaluate the components of the program. An interactive 

narrative approach to informing was used to convey the purpose and context of the 

research to nine young children (aged 3 to 4 years), and to help them understand what 

would be required of them as participants. Data collection occurred during 2013-2014 

at the child’s home and included conversations with children and semi-structured 

interviews with parents on three occasions, along with videos of children interacting 

with outreach program activities and with the informing story over a period of time 

ranging from 11 to 16 weeks. The children were found to understand the context and 

purpose of the research, understood their participatory right to opt out, and 

successfully documented their consent by choosing between two ‘smiley’ faces. The 

Interactive Nonfiction Narrative (informing story) was found to positively impact 

children’s participation through rich understanding generated during the informed 

consent process. Following cross-case analysis, six aspects of meaningful research 

participation, as a consequence of using the interactive narrative approach, were 

identified: engagement, journeying, authenticity, consequence, ownership, and 

identity. Consideration of these six aspects can support researchers as they seek to 

translate theoretical ideas about participation into implementation of real-world early 

childhood research. Results also suggested that the informed consent process is not 

only an essential component of children’s rights, but can add to the quality of early 

childhood research and has the potential to enhance research outcomes with young 

children. 

 

Introduction 

United Nations General Comment No. 7 reminds researchers that historically, 

insufficient attention has been afforded to the rights of young children under 8 years of 
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age and that respect for their voice and agency is frequently overlooked (United Nations 

Committee on the Rights of the Child, 2006b). The general comment goes on to 

acknowledge that young children are “best understood as social actors” (p. 4) with adult 

ideas about what they can understand and achieve continuing to evolve as their rights 

are more broadly recognised. The Committee also acknowledges the far-reaching value 

of early childhood research, along with the need to broaden research capacities 

especially from a participatory, rights-based perspective. Such research encourages the 

positioning of young children as co-researchers of their own lives (Theobald et al., 

2011) with the right to participate and to make informed, autonomous choices about 

their own participation (Lansdown, 2009). Along with this shift in perspective, young 

children's views are being recognised for the insight into childhood issues they provide, 

and for their potential to become research partners and active contributors in their own 

right (Harcourt & Conroy, 2011). Thus, taking a children’s rights perspective to early 

childhood research opens the way for innovation in a number of areas: how young 

children can be involved in research, how information about research participation can 

be presented to young children and how much young children can be expected to 

understand about their participation. 

Background: Interactive narrative approach trial 

The potential for innovation in taking a children’s rights perspective to early childhood 

research led to the development of a conceptual model of meaningful informed consent 

for young children as presented in Chapter Four. The model forms the basis of an 

interactive narrative approach to engage young children in the informed consent 

process. An Interactive Nonfiction Narrative (INN), also known as the informing story, 

was developed to explain a research project to the children and to invite their 

participation (see Chapter Five for details). This story was used to introduce the 

researcher, and to convey the context, purpose, data collection methods, dissemination, 

and the voluntary nature of research participation as part of an evaluation of an early 

childhood science outreach program that was delivered to playgroups. Specifically, the 

INN was delivered using interactive reading strategies such as cycle telling, dialogic 

reading and sustained shared thinking. It was presented to the children on a ‘touch-

sensitive’ computer screen to encourage interaction with the story and was designed to 

portray the details of the science outreach program evaluation as accurately as possible, 

yet in a manner that the children could easily understand. The informing story revolved 

around the concept of a ‘toymaker’ who made science toys (activities) for young 
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children. He wanted to find out if he had made the right toys to assist young children to 

learn science and asked the children to help him find out. The story used photographs of 

a real toymaker (a member of the science centre’s workshop team), program presenters, 

program activities, ways to be involved in data collection, the researcher and her role, 

how to opt out of the research, and how data could be used. The approach included a 

‘take-home’ version of the informing story that allowed parents to engage with their 

child’s research experience and to help consolidate their child’s understanding.  

 

The trial of this approach was undertaken in two phases. The first phase involved a pilot 

trial of two 3-year-old children from a playgroup in Australia and is reported in Chapter 

Five. Results of the pilot indicated that the interactive narrative approach was effective 

in fostering competence in 3-year-old children to participate meaningfully in the 

informed consent process; was successful in explaining the research context, purpose 

and what the children’s participation would involve; and offered an intuitive means of 

documenting consent (via choice between two ‘smiley’ faces to indicate their consent or 

dissent). 

  

In the second phase of the trial, reported in this paper, the interactive narrative approach 

was used in a similar fashion to inform nine 3- and 4-year-old children from three 

additional playgroups about participation in the science outreach program evaluation. 

The current study asks the following questions: 1) How much do young children 

understand their participation in informed consent through the INN? and 2) How does 

the use of an INN during informed consent enhance young children’s research 

participation?  

 

Literature Review 

Despite Article 12 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) 

supporting children’s right of participation (United Nations, 1989), the importance of 

participatory research into key early childhood learning areas was slow to be 

recognised, with typical techniques including surveys, interviews, worksheets and 

multiple choice questions (Charlton, 2003). However, the benefits of using more 

inclusive techniques such as re-telling, demonstrations and role play (Pramling, 2015), 

and digital video, photographs and voice recordings are being recognised. Such 

strategies are more sensitive to developing children’s capacities and place greater 

emphasis on children’s active participation.  
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As outlined in Chapter Three, the effectiveness of the informed consent process in early 

childhood research is influenced by the way researchers view young children’s 

competencies, how children are positioned as participants and the value that is placed on 

listening to children’s voices. This in turn impacts the way researchers fulfil their 

responsibility to help young children understand their role as participants, the degree of 

participation afforded to children, and the way informing and consent are approached 

and carried out. Typically, researchers tend to be concerned with the act of gaining 

consent rather than the quality of young children’s understanding or the “ongoing nature 

of ethical issues” encountered along the way (Powell & Smith, 2006, p. 125).  Thus, if 

young children fail to understand the purpose of the research and what is required of 

them, then consent becomes meaningless (Abramovitch et al., 1991) and their rights of 

participation are undermined.  

Participation 

Theobald et al. (2011) defined ‘participation’ as the way young children take part in the 

varied contexts of their lives. Participation in the context of the United Nations 

Committee on the Rights of the Child (2006a, p. 93) is when young children are afforded 

opportunities to “express their views and relate their experiences” and where these views 

“are given weight in the decision-making process”. Alderson (2008) described 

‘participation’ as a broad concept related to “taking part”, and in terms of research 

participation, she believes it has two distinct components: being consulted and making 

decisions. Here, the emphasis is typically on “talking, thinking and deciding” rather than 

doing (p. 79). Hart (1992) regarded participation as a skill that can be acquired through 

involvement in meaningful projects. He explained that gaining experience in participating 

builds confidence and competence, with young children being most likely to participate 

when they are intrinsically motivated and experience a sense of ownership. However, 

“young children’s true competencies are only revealed in situations which make sense to 

them” (Woodhead & Faulkner, 2008, p. 26), and when experience, context and point of 

view enables them to relate to the problems presented (Fleer & Pramling, 2015). 

Ultimately, participation is “more than ‘taking part’; it is a cumulative, planned and 

resourced process leading to improvement and change that is understood by children” 

(Groundwater-Smith et al., 2015, p. 33). 

 

Child agency and child autonomy are fundamental concepts in children’s active 

participation (Ghirotto & Mazzoni, 2013). Adults play a critical role by either 
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supporting the development of young children’s agency and autonomy in participation 

through caring, trusting relationships, or by reinforcing “a sense of dependency” (p. 

301). Involving young children in participatory research requires constant interplay 

between young children’s right to participation and their right to protection, with these 

challenges often being compounded by questions about young children’s capacity to 

provide valid consent (Lambert & Glacken, 2011). 

 

The nature of participation is thought to have a profound and lasting impact on young 

children’s self-confidence, and personal and social development (Batsleer, 2009; 

Harcourt & Hägglund, 2013), with successful research participation from a child’s point 

of view being influenced by the degree to which adults allow them to “contribute, 

influence and make decisions” (Alderson, 2008, p. 79). Theobald et al. (2011) also 

suggested that the quality of participation for young children in research is dependent on 

adult agendas within the consultation process; namely, who is given the power to speak, 

who listens and what action is taken as a result.   

Degrees of participation  

Given that young children’s participation is also dependent on the purpose, structure 

and desired outcomes of research (Aruldoss & Davis, 2015), and that participation is a 

‘multi-dimensional’ process, open to interpretation (Theobald et al., 2011) and 

dependent on adult responses (Alderson, 2008), it is helpful to refer to the hierarchy of 

children’s participation as described by Roger Hart. Hart’s (1992) ladder of 

participation (see the left hand column of Table 6-1) can be used to identify the quality 

of young children’s research participation. Of the eight levels, the first three ‘rungs’ are 

regarded as non-participatory that include children as 1) manipulated individuals, 2) 

‘decoration’ or 3) token participants. Here, children are afforded little or no agency and 

are unlikely to understand what their participation is about or why they are involved. 

The five higher levels describe increasingly complex participant initiative and 

responsibility, and include; 4) assigned but informed where young children volunteer 

for a project and understand why they are involved and adults respect their views, 5) 

consulted and informed where children have a full understanding of the process and 

their opinions are taken seriously, 6) adult-initiated, shared decisions with young 

children where children are involved in every step of planning and implementation, 7) 

child-initiated and directed where children have the initial idea and decide how the 

project is to be carried out, and 8) child-initiated, shared decisions with adults where 
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children have the ideas and set up the project. In these higher rungs children can be 

involved in gathering data, discussion about aspects of research design and 

dissemination, and ultimately, can share decision-making equally with adults (Greig et 

al., 2007).  

 

Table 6-1. Hart’s hierarchy of children’s research participation expanded and adapted to 

reflect the requirements of UNCRC Article 12 

 

 
   Participation rights 

 
Rung 

on 
Hart’s 
ladder 

Hart’s 
participation 

categories 

Hart’s participation 
categories expanded and 

adapted for early childhood 
research participation 

Information 
provided to 

the child: 
Information 

Appropriate to 
the child’s 
capacities:  

Understanding 

Express 
views and 

relate 
experiences: 

Voice 

Carries 
weight in 
decision-
making 

processes: 
Influence 

R
ig

h
ts

-b
as

ed
 P

ar
ti

ci
p

at
io

n
 

8 Child-initiated 
and directed, 
shared 
decisions with 
adults 

Child-initiated and directed, 
decisions shared with 
adults. Adults oversee, with 
children’s voices having 
greatest influence 

Information 
created by 
children  

Understanding 
greater than 
adults’ 

Voice equal 
to that of 
adults’ 

Significant 
influence 

7 Child-initiated 
and directed 

Child-initiated and directed, 
but facilitated by adults. 
Significant scope for child 
voice and influence 

Information 
greater than 
adults’ 

Understanding 
equal to that of 
adults’ 

Significant 
voice 

Selected 
influence 

6 Adult-
initiated, 
shared 
decisions with 
children 

Adult-initiated, decisions 
shared with children. 
Scaffolded influence 

Information 
equal to that 
of adults’ 

Significant 
understanding 

Selected 
voice 

Scaffolded 
influence 

5 Consulted and 
informed 

Consulted, informed with 
understanding, heard. 
Volunteers with a measure 
of voice and influence 

Significant 
information 

Selected 
understanding 

Scaffolded 
voice 

Restricted 
opportunities 
for influence 

4 Assigned but 
informed 

Assigned, informed with 
understanding. Volunteers 
but restricted to a practical 
yet symbolic role 

Selected 
information 

Scaffolded 
understanding 

Restricted 
opportunities 
for voice 

Negligible 
influence 

N
o

n
-p

ar
ti

ci
p

at
io

n
 

3 Tokenism Assigned, somewhat 
informed. May offer 
opinions but no action is 
taken  

Scaffolded 
information 

Restricted 
opportunities 
for 
understanding 

Negligible 
voice 

No influence 

2 Decoration Assigned, largely unaware, 
not consulted  

Restricted 
opportunities 
for 
information 

Negligible 
understanding 

No voice No influence 

1 Manipulation Assigned, unaware, 
possibly misled to facilitate 
involvement  

Negligible 
information 

No 
understanding 

No voice No influence 

 

 

According to Shier (2001), the minimum level of participation required to address the 

rights embodied in Article 12 of the UNCRC is at Level 4 where children’s views are taken 

into account. Despite this, Groundwater-Smith et al. (2015) suggest that the first three 

rungs of the ladder can serve as preparatory stages that may in turn lead to higher levels of 
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engagement in participation. This acknowledges that young children’s capacities and 

motivation to participate vary widely and may evolve as they develop their participation 

skills. Thus, it is not necessary for researchers to expect children to operate on the highest 

rungs of the ladder, but to design research programs that maximise a child’s opportunities 

“to choose to participate at the highest level of his ability” (Hart, 1992, p. 11).   

 

While Hart’s levels of participation are useful in categorising “the degree of power and 

control that children and adults assume in a project” (MacNaughton, Smith, & Davis, 

2006, p. 170), the ladder can also be expanded to reflect children’s rights to information, 

understanding, voice and influence referred to in Article 12 (as shown in  the right hand 

side of Table 6-1). Referring to Article 12, General Comment No. 7 explains that as rights 

holders, young children are to be “consulted in matters that affect him or her 

[information]… in ways appropriate to the child’s capacities [understanding]”. General 

Comment No. 7 goes on to quote Article 12, saying: 

 

As holders of rights, even the youngest children are entitled to express 

their views [voice], which should be “given due weight in accordance 

with the age and maturity of the child [influence]” (United Nations 

Committee on the Rights of the Child, 2006b, p. 7). 

 

In order to clarify children’s rights to information, understanding, voice and influence 

in terms of research participation, Hart’s participation levels are initially expanded and 

adapted for early childhood research participation (see the middle column of Table 6-

1). A description of what the four participation rights might look like in practice for 

each of Hart’s levels is presented on the right hand side of Table 6-1. This 

interpretation of the knowledge-power dynamics of research participation illustrates its 

complexity. The table also suggests that research participation is hierarchical in two 

dimensions. On the vertical axis, the child’s power within participation (Hart’s 

hierarchy) increases as the child’s knowledge increases. On the horizontal axis, 

efficacy of participation rights decrease as the child’s agency decreases. Overall, 

participation rights are restricted by how much agency adults are willing to afford to 

children and due to natural dilution that occurs in translating one participation right to 

the next. For example, a child can be given information but there may be gaps in 

understanding, a child might have understanding but may not be able to articulate all 

of it, and a child may voice an opinion but external factors come into play that 
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determine how much influence the child can exert. When viewed in this way, the 

quality of information provided to the child directly affects the quality of the child’s 

subsequent understanding, which in turn influences how informed the child’s voice 

will be and the degree of influence that can be afforded to the child’s wishes in 

decision-making processes. Table 6-1 also illustrates that although often considered 

together, information, understanding, voice and influence have different functions in 

participation and are not likely to be the same at any one level. It also emphasises the 

importance of the informing part of the process as this directly influences the quality 

of each of the other participation rights. 

 

This interpretation of young children’s rights-based research participation also 

supports the multi-dimensional view of participation of Theobald et al. (2011) and 

validates MacNaughton et al. (2006) who caution that there is no simple way of 

enhancing children’s participation in research. MacNaughton et al. (2006) also note 

that researchers and children have differing agendas and that in practical terms, all 

formal research involving young children will require some level of adult direction. 

Thus, as a process that needs to evolve continually to meet the needs of each child and 

research situation, the challenge for researchers is to find ways in which the quality of 

young children’s participation can be enhanced. Tisdall (2016, p. 84) supports 

acknowledging children’s participation rights in research but notes that this 

necessitates finding “new ways of working and research with children, which still 

have much further to go”. 

 

The research literature has indicated that young children’s meaningful research 

participation is complex, open to interpretation, and hierarchical, with differing 

priorities for both researchers (who seek to balance research agendas and children’s  

best interests) and children (who have the right to information, understanding, voice 

and influence). These issues of participation are relevant for children’s participation in 

research generally and also for their participation in the informed consent process. 

 

Methodology 

Research design  

Qualitative case study research was used to focus on the contemporary phenomenon of 

young children’s understanding of informed consent (Yin, 2009). Case studies provide 
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an holistic means of describing and interpreting phenomena in context, from multiple 

perspectives (Merriam, 2009). An interpretive multiple case study design was chosen to 

allow more refined descriptions and explanations of how the INN performed as an 

informing and consent tool across a range of young children.  

Participants 

Participants included nine 3- and 4-year-old children and their parent from three 

playgroups in Australia (see Table 6-2). Dates for data collection can be found in 

Appendix 8 on page 211. Typically, the mother was present, but in two situations 

the father replaced the mother. Each child/parent dyad was regarded as one ‘case’. 

Child/parent dyads were selected via purposeful, convenience sampling (Merriam, 

2009) based on those who agreed to participate from the playgroup. This resulted in 

eight boys and one girl participating. Playgroups typically met once per week 

during school terms for 2-3 hours and comprised approximately 10 adults and 15 

children. Each child/parent dyad was assigned a reference code based on their 

playgroup (see left hand column of Table 6-2). 

 

Table 6-2. Description of participants and their provision of consent/dissent  

 Dyad Child Parent Child’s Age Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 3 

 BAL1 Boy Mother or Father 3 years 07 months  Unsure Consent Consent 

 BAL2 Girl Mother 3 years 07 months  Consent Consent   

 BAL3 Boy Mother 3 years 01 month  Dissent     

 WAN1 Boy Mother 4 years 08 months  Consent Consent Consent 

 WAN2 Boy Mother 4 years 08 months  Consent Consent Consent 

 WAN3 Boy Mother or Father 4 years 07 months  Consent Consent  Dissent 

 WAN4 Boy Mother 3 years 11 months  Consent Consent Consent 

 WAN5 Boy Mother 3 years 08 months  Unsure Consent Consent 

 YAR1 Boy Mother 3 years 05 months  Dissent     

 

 

As shown in Table 6-2, of the nine children who showed initial interest in 

participating in the research, two declined to be involved during the first home visit 

(BAL3 and YAR1). Of the remaining seven consenting children, one child (BAL 2) 

was not able to continue beyond Visit 2 due to family circumstances, but was still 

included in this study. Two children (BAL1 and WAN5) were unsure about 

participating and were offered additional time to consider if they wished to be 

involved. Both chose to opt in. One child (WAN3) chose to invoke his right to opt 
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out at Visit 3 which meant that limited data were recorded for him on that final 

occasion.  

Research context 

The research was conducted in an informal science education context: a travelling early 

childhood science outreach program developed by an Australian science centre. The 

outreach program was delivered into playgroups and aimed to engage young children 

(birth to 4 years) in everyday science. The program introduced the children to ‘senses’ 

through activities based on sight, sound, movement, smell and touch. The children’s 

role in the research program was to help evaluate these science activities (toys). 

However, the focus of the current research is on the informed consent process and how 

the use of an INN during informed consent can enhance young children’s research 

participation. 

Data collection 

Table 6-3 presents the typical timeline for data collection that spread over a period 

ranging from 11 to 16 weeks. Data collection occurred during 2013-2014 at the child’s 

home and included three conversations with children and three semi-structured 

interviews with parents, indicated in Table 6-3 as Visits 1, 2 and 3. At Week -2, an 

introduction to the research using the generic electronic version of the INN was 

conducted at playgroup, approximately two weeks before the playgroup’s participation 

in the outreach program. Information packs were distributed to each family and contact 

details were recorded from those who were interested in finding out more about the 

research. Approximately a week later (Week -1) the first data collection home visit 

occurred, at which time the generic electronic version of the INN was read with the 

child to clarify understanding and formal consent/dissent to participate was obtained 

from both parent and child. The following week (Week 0), during the outreach program, 

participating children were videoed as they interacted with the activities. Two weeks 

later, Visit 2 (at Week +2) comprised video-recording the child’s ongoing consent and 

his/her interactions with the modified electronic INN, which now included photographs 

of the child at the outreach program and how they used the smiley faces to record their 

consent at Visit 1. Photographs and portions of the child’s transcribed comments from 

Visit 1, the outreach program and Visit 2 were integrated into the story to create a 

record of the child’s research experience (See example Appendix 9 page 213). This 

personalised INN was printed, wrapped as a gift and posted to the child’s home at Week 

+5. At Week +10, approximately five weeks after the storybook was posted, the 
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researcher visited the child for a third time. Visit 3 was audio recorded and began by 

playing a game with the child using a set of personalised INN-based cards to re-

establish rapport and to illicit the child’s ongoing understanding of their research 

participation. The researcher and child then read the child’s personalised storybook 

together. Lastly, the researcher and child used small wooden figures to role play the 

child’s research experience and to explore the depth of the child’s understanding. See 

Appendix 10 on page 225 for a photograph of the wooden figures and how they were 

used during data collection. Parent interviews were audio-recorded at each visit and the 

child’s parent was present during all researcher interactions with their child. Field notes 

were also recorded after each visit.  

 

Table 6-3. Typical data collection timeline (second trial) 

Week # Week -2 Week -1 Week 0 Week +2 Week +5 Week +10 

Visit # 
 

Visit 1 
 

Visit 2 
 

Visit 3 

Location Playgroup Child’s home Playgroup Child’s home   Child’s home 

Purpose Introduce 
research 
using INN 

Consent and 
Data collection 

Science 
Outreach 
Program 

Data collection Post book to 
child 

Data collection 

Data 
collected 

Contact 
details 
collected 
from 
interested 
parents 

Audio 
recordings of 
child engaging 
with generic 
electronic 
story (INN) 

Digital 
photographs 
of child’s 
consent 
record  

Audio 
recording of 
interview with 
child’s parent 

Video 
recordings of 
participating 
child/parent 
dyads 
interacting 
with science 
‘toys’ during 
the outreach 
program 

Video 
recordings of 
child engaging 
with updated 
electronic 
story (INN)  

Digital 
photographs  

Audio 
recording of 
interview with 
child’s parent 

Child’s 
personalised 
storybook 
(containing 
photographs 
and 
transcribed 
text from Visit 
1, Science 
Outreach 
Program and 
Visit 2) posted 
to the child’s 
home  

Audio recording 
of child engaging 
with playing 
cards, role play 
of the child’s 
research 
experience (using 
small wooden 
figures) and 
reading of 
personalised 
printed 
storybook. 

Digital 
photographs  

Audio recording 
of interview with 
child’s mother or 
father 

 

Data Analysis   

A total of 44 recordings of interviews and conversations were obtained and transcribed. 

This data set was analysed in two ways: to obtain children’s understanding of the 

informed consent process as delivered through the INN, and to determine common 

themes from a cross-case analysis relating to how the use of the INN enhanced young 
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children’s research participation. For both analyses, data were coded using an inductive 

approach that allowed concepts to emerge as coding progressed. The use of NVivo, a 

software package designed to aid analysis of text-based data, facilitated the emergence 

and refinement of coding themes.  

 

Similar to the pilot trial of the INN described in Chapter Five, children’s 

understanding of the informed consent process was evaluated in terms of three ethics 

concepts: purpose and context of the research, participatory rights, and consent. For 

each dyad, the transcripts, the videos and research field notes from all three visits were 

interrogated to identify evidence of children’s understanding of the key ethics 

concepts. Such understanding could be demonstrated through what the child said, a 

child’s gesture, what the parent said, and/or was observed by the researcher. These 

were coded through NVivo. In keeping with the topics discussed during the role play 

at Visit 3, coding of children’s understandings of purpose and context focussed on 

whether children could identify the toymaker character, knew that he wanted to make 

toys for children their age and that he wanted to find out if he made suitable toys. 

Similarly, in keeping with the topics discussed during the role play at Visit 3, coding 

of children’s understanding of participatory rights focussed on whether children knew 

that the researcher had been sent by the toymaker to ask them about the toys and that 

they could stop whenever they wanted. Coding of children’s understanding of consent 

focussed on whether they knew that the smiley faces and their choice to participate 

were linked, understood the significance of each smiley face, could document a choice 

using the faces and the choice was consistent with their body language. A summary of 

each child’s understandings for these ethics concepts across the three visits is 

presented in Appendix 11 on page 227. For Visits 1, 2 and 3, the total number of 

children participating was 5, 7 and 5, respectively. The total number and percentage of 

children who demonstrated understanding of the ethics concepts for each visit was 

calculated. This approach allowed evidence of each child’s understandings of the 

informing story to be gathered from multiple perspectives: child articulations, parent 

reflections and researcher observations. This information was collated to provide an 

overall picture of the child’s understandings of the purpose of his or her involvement 

and role as a research participant over the course of data collection. 

 

A cross-case analysis of the data from all child/parent dyads was conducted to identify 

common themes of how the use of the interactive narrative approach enhanced 
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children’s research participation. Analysis began by transcribing interviews within the 

NVivo program and coding text to the 24 themes that emerged. These themes are listed 

in Appendix 12 on page 231 and included categories such as children’s understanding 

of key participation concepts, children’s responses to design elements of the story, their 

engagement with the story, the technology, the researcher and the research purpose, and 

parent reflections on their child’s research experience and suitability of the interactive 

narrative approach for use with their child.  

 

The coded transcripts, consent records and anecdotal notes were then reviewed for a 

second time and patterns were identified amongst the 24 themes. Illuminative 

quotations were highlighted and patterns identified. Subsequent mind mapping, along 

with further reflection and discussion with colleagues of these patterns and emerging 

key ideas provided insight into larger, more global ideas about children’s research 

participation and those aspects that matter specifically to young children. These big 

ideas were then distilled and refined into six major themes that were used to analyse 

ways in which the interactive narrative approach enhanced children’s research 

participation. Appendix 13 on page 233 provides a summary of the six themes, their 

definition and examples. A number of significant quotations by children and parents are 

presented in this paper to illuminate key points. 

 

Ethics 

Following institutional ethics approval and individual playgroup agreement the INN 

was used at playgroup to invite children to participate in the research. Of those who 

were interested, a meeting to explain the research project in greater detail and to obtain 

formal consent or dissent from each child and parent was held at their home. This 

meeting involved conversations based on the child and researcher engaging with the 

informing story (INN). The researchers sought to design and facilitate a respectful 

research culture where participants were afforded respect, voice and agency wherever 

possible. Particular emphasis was placed on informing children about the research and 

their role as participants, checking for understanding and supporting children to respond 

based on their own autonomous choices. Monitoring of children’s body language 

occurred throughout data collection, in addition to obtaining ongoing provisional 

consent or dissent from children prior to all subsequent meetings. This was documented 

using smiley faces via touch-screen computer, tablet or playing cards.  
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Findings 

Findings are presented here as 1) a summary of children’s understanding of their 

participation in informed consent through the INN, and 2) the six major themes that 

emerged that illuminate how the INN enhanced children’s participation in informed 

consent.  

Children’s understanding of their participation in informed consent 
through the INN 

Table 6-4 presents children’s understanding for the three visits in relation to the ethics 

concepts of context and purpose of the research, participatory rights, and consent, as  

presented by the INN. This table highlights that by Visit 3 the majority of children had 

an excellent understanding of the context and purpose of the research, with all five 

children able to articulate who the research was for (the science centre toymaker) and 

identify that the purpose of the research involved a toymaker who wanted young 

children to help evaluate toys (i.e. were they the ‘right’ toys?). Four of the five children 

were able to state what the research was about (new early childhood science toys).  

 

Table 6-4 also highlights that the majority of children understood elements of their 

participatory rights at Visit 2 and 3, namely that the researcher had been sent by the 

toymaker to ask them about their use of the toys. Across all three visits the majority of 

children understood their right to opt out.  

 

In terms of consent, Table 6-4 indicates that the use of the smiley (consent/dissent) 

faces to opt in and opt out was intuitively received by all children. When asked about 

her son’s use of the faces, one mother answered “Yes, I think he gets that totally. Yes, 

he got that straight away” (Mother, WAN1, Visit3). Another mother, when asked about 

the use of the faces in the consent process said “I think it is a great idea. [The children] 

understand. It is a visual prompt for them. And to be able to select [them] is age 

appropriate”. She was also asked whether she felt children might find one face more 

appealing than the other. She explained “judging by the way [my son has] been 

involved, I don't think so. No” (Mother, WAN5, Visit3). 

 

All children understood the connection between the faces and their participation choice 

at Visit 2 and 3. They could articulate the meaning of both faces, were able to use them 

with ease to document their choice, and used the faces in accordance with their body 
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language. In terms of choosing a face to document choice, all children received a 

measure of scaffolding through the faces being readily accessible either electronically or 

on cards, and through the child and researcher discussing their meaning and potential 

use. Given this scaffolding, all children at all three visits chose to use the 

consent/dissent faces when asked to document their participation choices.  

 

Table 6-4. Number and percentage of children who understood the ethics concepts at the 

three data collection visits 

  Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 3 

Ethics 
concept 

Key idea (n = 5) % (n = 7) % (n = 5) % 

Context and 
Purpose of 
the Research 

Could identify the 
‘toymaker’ character  

1 20% 7 100% 5 100% 

The toymaker wanted to 
make toys for their age 
group (toys for little 
children) 

2 40% 4 57% 4 80% 

The toymaker wanted to 
find out if he made the 
‘right’ (suitable) toys  

2 40% 3 43% 5 100% 

Participatory 
Rights 

The researcher had been 
sent by the toymaker to 
ask them about it 

2 40% 6 86% 5 100% 

That they could stop 
whenever they wanted 
and how they might 
show this 

4 80% 7 100% 4 80% 

Consent  Smiley faces and choices 
are linked 

1 20% 7 100% 5 100% 

Smiley face significance is 
clear 

4 80% 7 100% 5 100% 

Child can document 
choice 

5 100% 7 100% 5 100% 

Choice consistent with 
body language 

5 100% 7 100% 5 100% 

 

 

The INN performed well because it supported individual children to participate in 

research at their own level, and enabled them to connect with some of the big ideas that 

make up research participation. One mother captured this when she explained that 

“having the story [telling] as a constant through each visit has helped them recall and 
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having the book here over the past few weeks; they can see that they are part of it and 

they can see their pictures and what you have been talking about has now been 

converted into this actual story” (Mother, WAN5, Visit3).  

 

Findings also indicated that at every stage of involvement, the INN empowered children 

to make autonomous decisions about their participation; two children documented their 

dissent at the first data collection visit and two additional children were unsure and were 

afforded extra time to consider what was being asked of them. Another child opted out 

at the last data collection visit. One reason for this hesitation to participate was because 

children felt anxious. Parents suggested that their children were initially anxious about 

participation for a number of reasons: because “you were a stranger talking to him” 

(Mother, YAR1, Visit1), and “being a perfectionist, he was worried about not being 

able to remember all of [the story]” (Mother, WAN2, Visit3). Another parent 

commented that it was a stressful time of year because her son had just started a new 

school, “he thought there was going to be some sort of test involved” and “he thought 

he would be doing something new away from Mum and Dad” (Mother, BAL1, Visit2). 

When one child was asked “Which bit about helping are you worried about?” the child 

answered “It’s just all the new kids at [pre]school” (Child, BAL1, Visit2) indicating that 

children, as with adults, might choose not to participate for a range of reasons, including 

reasons not directly related to the research. Following discussions with parents and 

explanations as part of the INN process, these children went on to enjoy their research 

involvement. These scenarios add weight to the case for engaging young children in the 

informed consent process as it confirms that young children’s willingness to participate 

in research should not be assumed. Further, the scenarios indicate that young children 

can experience anxiety during data collection and may have a variety of reasons for not 

wishing to be involved, that young children respond to explanations (information) and 

that they are capable of weighing preferences and making decisions for themselves.  

 

A more detailed evaluation of how the children related to various design elements of the 

INN can be found in Appendix 14 on page 239. These findings highlight the design 

elements that were important for the children. The toymaker proved to be a central 

character for the children and helped the children connect with the ideas in the story. 

They particularly enjoyed the ‘just-for-fun’ elements that were included, such as the 

chicken that flew onto the screen squawking and the red Scitech van that zoomed across 

the screen at different points in the story. Shared reading of the narrative was important 
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for building understanding and relationship. The technology that was used to deliver the 

story was valuable in terms of its appeal for the children and played an important role in 

enabling the children to interact autonomously with the informing story. Overall, it was 

found that different design elements were of importance to individual children to 

varying degrees. 

How the INN enhanced children’s participation 

Six major themes relating to how the INN enhanced the children’s participation 

emerged from the cross-case analysis: engagement, journeying, authenticity, 

consequence, ownership, and identity. Each theme is described in turn. 

Engagement – I am interested and enthusiastic 

Children were engaged from their first introduction to the story. Engagement was noted 

in four separate areas: engagement with the informing story (INN), the 

computer/technology, the researcher, and the research project. As children’s 

involvement progressed, their deepening engagement with the story and the broader 

process meant that data collection meetings were consistently a positive experience for 

children and parents.   

 

One mother, reflecting on the initial reading of informing story, was surprised that her 

son “sat there and watched all of [story]” (Mother, WAN2, Visit3). Another mother, 

when asked if she judged her son to be interested in the research process commented 

“Yes, he has been really involved. He likes it. He genuinely has enjoyed it” (Mother, 

WAN1, Visit3). Another child became engrossed in the story experience, as seen in the 

following observation: 

 

[WAN4] had been concentrating on the story for approximately 15 

minutes and had taken control of when to ‘turn’ each page. The new page 

shows how he played with the science toys. Researcher and child talk 

about what he did and the science he understands as a result of playing 

with the toy. He refers to his friends who also appear in the photo. After 

he has finished talking about the content of the slide, [WAN4] turns the 

page himself (without asking for or needing permission). He continues to 

direct the pace of the story as his interest leads him, with the researcher 
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only needing to promote and subtly direct the conversation. (Observation, 

WAN4, Visit2)  

Journeying – We have been on a journey together 

Through the use of the INN a sense of journeying was identified between child, parent 

and researcher in three separate areas: through the story, through the research process, 

and as a character in the story. Journeying centred around the story and became a shared 

experience of discovery and building of relationship, which resulted in increased child 

confidence and participation competence. This was observed with all participating 

children, especially those who were somewhat unsure at the beginning of the process. 

One child began the process at Visit 1 being very shy and requiring his mother to sit 

very close at hand, but became confident with his involvement by Visit 2 (also 

referenced above) (Observation, WAN4, Visit2). Another mother described how her 

son’s confidence grew, saying “[Y]ou know initially he didn't want to be involved. It’s 

not that he didn’t want to, it’s just that he gets a bit self-conscious with new people...but 

it was nice to see him have that self-confidence to be able to [participate in the research] 

on his level and on his terms…It was an opportunity for him to express his opinion and 

to have a say and to feel in control” (Mother, WAN5, Visit2). Further evidence of a 

child having experienced a personal journey was identified in BAL1. Initially this chid 

was worried about participating, however by Visit 3 he reflected on his involvement by 

commenting that helping was "easy" (Child, BAL1, Visit3).   

Authenticity – I am part of real research 

The children’s involvement in the research was authentic; details of the research 

described in the INN were portrayed as accurately as possible and children understood 

that they were participating in real research. Authenticity played an important role in the 

way the children related to the story and to their involvement in the research. 

Everything that was presented to children was carefully reviewed to reflect as accurate a 

picture as possible, and this was motivated by a desire to respect children’s capacity to 

understand, while at the same time presenting the material at a level that made sense to 

them. In addition, the informing message in the story was carefully constructed so that 

all terminology, such as ‘helping’, ‘toymaker’ and ‘toys’, was already familiar to the 

children. This meant that it was not necessary to first establish understandings of 

unfamiliar words such as ‘research’, ‘consent’ or ‘participation’. The following excerpt 

illustrates 1) how conversations that arose from the telling of the INN served to inform 
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children about their participation and consolidate understanding, and 2) that this child 

understood that the story was about real people for an authentic purpose. 

 

Researcher: Who could the toymaker send to find out if he made the right 

toys? 

Child: Maybe some little children. 

Researcher: That’s a good idea. Maybe he could send you? Maybe you 

could test the toys?  

(Child nods…. Pause…)  

And who else could he send? 

Child: You.  

Researcher: He did. The toymaker did send me. I came to playgroup. Did 

you see me at playgroup? 

Child: Yeah. (Child, BAL1, Visit2) 

 

Children also understood that they had a meaningful role in the research and that this 

was to evaluate the early childhood science program activities. When one child asked, 

“Will I get in trouble for saying that it wasn't so good?”, his mother confirmed the 

authenticity of his participation by answering, “No, because they are interested in what 

you have to say so they can make [the toys] better” (Mother, WAN5, Visit3). Another 

mother described her daughter’s understanding, saying “she knows we’re helping you to 

see if the toys work and if they’re the right toys (Mother, BAL2, Visit2), and yet 

another reflected that by “[S]eeing the toys, getting it explained to him and then seeing 

that they were actually real and that it wasn't just a book”, helped her son understand 

that he was part of real research. 

Consequence – When I speak I am heard 

The INN enabled the children to understand the consequence of their participation 

because it was clear to them that what they had to say was being listened to and had the 

potential to make a difference to others. This understanding appeared to impact the 

children’s motivation and self-confidence over time and provided the children with 

opportunities to think beyond their immediate world. Children were aware that consent 

was linked to evaluating the science toys and had consequence related to what was and 

was not allowed to take place (e.g. being photographed). Yet, the children also 

understood that participating in the research, or not, was separate from being allowed to 
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play with the science toys. One mother explained that the children understood that “they 

could still play if they said no [to the research]. It was not like a threat or anything; that 

if you say no, you're not playing” (Mother, WAN2, Visit3). 

 

This understanding was demonstrated during role plays at Visit 3 (see Table 6-3), when 

several children demonstrated that they understood that the concept of providing 

consent also applied to others. For example, following the acting out of consent (using 

wooden figures depicting INN characters and consent/dissent playing cards) when 

WAN4 was asked if the researcher was allowed to photograph him as he played with 

the science toys, WAN4 answered “yes”. This demonstrated that he understood that his 

consent gave the researcher permission to photograph him as part of his research 

participation. Then the researcher and child discussed what would happen if another 

child came to playgroup who did not wish to participate in the research (i.e. who did not 

wish to ‘help’ the toymaker). When asked if the researcher was allowed to take 

photographs of the new child, WAN4 correctly answered “no”, and when asked if the 

child could still play with the science toys, WAN4 paused to consider the conundrum 

and then answered “yes”. Being able to translate his understanding of his own consent 

correctly to another child, represented sophisticated thinking for such a young child who 

had only recently turned 4 years (Child, WAN4, Visit3). 

 

In terms of the consequence of their participation, children understood that the toymaker 

would know which toys they liked and didn’t like, that the toymaker would build better 

toys based on what they had to say and that their participation had the potential to make 

a difference to other children. Two mothers commented on their child’s understanding 

of participation in the research, saying: 

 

He understands his part in it and that you will go back to the toymaker 

and that he will now make good toys and that's great. (Mother, WAN1, 

Visit3)  

 

For [my son] I think [being involved] has made him feel more special. 

He realises that even a little person like him, his opinions are valued and 

he understands that he can make a difference. (Child, WAN3, Visit3)  
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Ownership – I am an important part of this story 

The INN reinforced children’s ownership of their participation experience because the 

informing story had become about them. The personalised version of the INN that was 

posted to the children approximately five weeks after the science outreach program (see 

Table 6-3) was identified as valuable in four ways: the child had become a character in 

the story, the personalised book recorded what they said and did, the personalised book 

made participation tangible for themselves and others, and the book became a treasured 

artefact. Several families reported that this storybook became the child’s favourite 

bedtime story for an extended period, often being placed with other ‘important’ things 

in children’s bedrooms. One mother described the arrival of her son’s personalised 

storybook saying: 

 

[My husband] and I were both, ‘Oh wow!’, and as we went through more 

pages, it was like, ‘Look, there you are [son]’. It was a really nice touch. 

[Our son] was like, ‘Wow! …Wow!’ and we read it to him that night in 

bed and we kept finding other bits, saying, ‘Oh there's a picture of you, 

there's another picture’ (Mother, BAL1, Visit3).  

 

Another mother explained that when the storybook arrived, her son’s initial reaction 

was “Yeah, I know that story”, and it didn’t click that it was personalised until he 

flicked through and saw he was in it. When Dad got home [my son was] excited to 

show him [because] it was 'his' story” (Mother, WAN1, Visit3). In these and several 

other families, ownership was demonstrated not only by the child, but also by other 

family members, with copies of the storybook posted to at least two sets of grandparents 

interstate and overseas.  

Identity – I am the toymaker’s helper 

Through engaging with the INN, children began to see themselves in terms of ‘me as a 

researcher’. In addition, children’s status within the family also appeared to increase as 

parents, siblings, and grandparents recognised that the child was doing something 

important. Further, being involved in research challenged many of the children on a 

personal level in terms of their level of comfort and risk-taking boundaries. Being only 

3 and 4-years-of-age and not yet part of a formal school system, being photographed 

and ‘interviewed’ by an adult outside their familiar circle was a new, and for some, a 
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somewhat daunting experience. For those children who chose to be involved, families 

all reported that it became a very positive and affirming experience for their children. 

 

Discussion 

Using the interactive narrative approach to informed consent, the INN played a major 

role in enhancing the quality of participation of the 3- and 4-year-old children involved 

in the evaluation of the early childhood science outreach program. It also supported the 

children’s participation rights to information, understanding, voice and influence. 

 

As with the pilot trial of the INN, children understood the context and purpose of the 

research, their participatory rights and what consent meant. In this second trial, the 

addition of the role play using wooden figures during Visit 3 enabled the depth of the 

children’s understanding to be more clearly revealed, but it was the quality of the initial 

informing process that remained pivotal to the INN’s success. Therefore, designing a 

medium to convey information accurately to young children, in a manner that is also 

engaging, requires more than simply showing children a series of photographs and 

calling it a story. Though it contained photographs, the INN was more than just a story 

and was particularly successful because it transformed an adult idea about an evaluation 

of science activities into a creative storyline full of fun, colourful toys and a kindly 

toymaker. It engaged children’s imaginations and, through this story, the research came 

to life for the children. Though the INN was carefully crafted to reflect the interactive 

narrative approach to informed consent, and underpinned by considerable theory, what 

came through for the children was information in a form that they could easily relate to 

and wanted to engage with.  

 

Children’s understanding of the ethics concepts embedded in the story remained with 

the majority of children over an extended period of time with no loss of detail between 

the initial reading of the story and the final reading approximately 10 weeks later. In 

fact, it was observed that the children’s understanding of the ethics content of the story 

increased as their participation evolved and the story evolved along with them. The INN 

also assisted children to develop participation skills as they learned how to operate the 

touch-screen to advance the story, about their role as participants, about consent and 

how to signify it, how to opt out, and how to talk with an adult for a particular purpose.  
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These participation skills, along with the growth of children’s autonomy‒based on the 

supportive relationships suggested by Ghirotto and Mazzoni (2013)‒cultivated 

opportunities for children’s voices to develop and grew children’s confidence to ask 

questions and share their understandings. The INN process enabled children’s voices to 

be heard in several ways. They were heard when they drew around the smiley faces to 

signify their willingness to be involved (or not), when they held up a smiley face card, 

when they giggled with delight at some of the funny aspects of the story, through their 

comments during the dialogic reading process, and through the photographs and 

transcribed text that became part of the research and part of their story. 

 

Listening to the children was an important aspect of the INN process design. Also 

important were the principles discussed by Woodhead and Faulkner (2008) and Fleer 

and Pramling (2015) related to participation within a meaningful context. As children 

were enabled to relate to what was required of them and their participation began to 

make sense, their abilities became more evident. This enriched the research and 

broadened opportunities for the children to exert influence within their participation. 

The INN enabled children to exert influence in several ways. Children could influence 

the progression of the story through the touch-sensitive computer screen, they could 

exert their wish to participate or not, they influenced their personalised story by what 

they said and did during data collection, and ultimately, their contribution held potential 

to influence the outreach program for other children. 

 

The cross-case analysis of the INN identified the six aspects of meaningful research 

participation as engagement, journeying, authenticity, consequence, ownership, and 

identity. Each of these aspects has an important role to play in both the informed 

consent process and in research participation in general. Meaningful research 

participation at any level requires: capturing and holding the children’s attention 

(engagement); allowing children to make discoveries for themselves along the way 

(journeying); providing a meaningful context so children have a reason to be involved 

(authenticity); inspiring children to make a difference to something or someone 

(consequence); enabling a personal connection to develop (ownership); and contributing 

something of value to children’s image of themselves (identity). Knowledge that 

participation is made up of these unique aspects, provides researchers with another 

piece of the puzzle of what quality early childhood participation might look like in 

research practice. However, before any of these aspects can make an impact on young 
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children’s participation, children also need to be afforded opportunities to receive 

information, understand, express views and to have adults take account of these views. 

 

Perhaps equally important are the tools the researcher uses to support young children’s 

quality participation. Participation is more than simply involving children. It is a 

“cumulative, planned and resourced process” and depends on skilful research design 

and ongoing attention to children’s needs within this process (Groundwater-Smith et al., 

2015, p. 33). This need for structure is where the interactive narrative approach can be 

of assistance, not simply as an effective informed consent tool, but as the foundational 

structure on which to build high quality research participation. 

Potential of high quality informing for early childhood participation 

In terms of Hart’s ladder of participation (describer earlier), the INN enabled the 

children to participate at Level 5: Consulted and informed, as they volunteered to be 

involved, engaged with the information presented, demonstrated considerable 

understanding of selected aspects of research participation, were supported to 

communicate information about their experience with the science toys and informing 

story, and had their opinions taken into account. This level of understanding, voice and 

influence were significant given that the children were only 3- and 4-years-of-age. Thus, 

the informed consent process, based on the interactive narrative approach, was found to 

be useful in promoting meaningful participation in young children. 

 

Having completed the second trial of the INN, which was found to promote 

participation at Level 5, it is reasonable to suggest that while only in the mid-range of 

the participation hierarchy (depicted in Table 6-1), this level was well suited to the aims 

of the science outreach program evaluation project and to the age and capabilities of the 

children who participated. This validates Hart’s (1992) notion that more complex levels 

of research participation are not necessarily ‘more desirable’ than less complex levels. It 

also confirms that the knowledge-power dynamics in any project should be appropriate 

for the children involved and for the aims of the research.  

 

During this trial of the INN, the connection between information, understanding and 

response (voice/influence) was evident. As the children’s understanding about the 

research and the purpose of their participation increased, their agency increased, and 

they were able to operate at a level of participation that was meaningful to them (as 
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expected by the UNCRC). Results of this research also support the idea that in order for 

young children to move to more complex levels of participation (as depicted in Table 6-

1), they must first be provided with increasingly detailed information and acquire more 

sophisticated levels of understanding. This is where the informing side of informed 

consent assumes great importance, as it is this informing that enables understanding to 

occur. This link between children’s level of understanding and increased participation 

quality suggests that informed consent should not be regarded as separate from the main 

research project, but as pivotal to its success. The findings from this research suggest 

that an informed consent process based on an interactive narrative approach does not 

only uphold children’s rights of participation, but has the potential to add quality to 

early childhood education research and beyond.  

 

Overall, the interactive narrative approach was found to support the type of involvement 

advocated by Alderson (2008): sustained and active. The INN also encouraged open 

dialogue and mutual respect, provided opportunities for children’s views to have 

influence, and took children’s evolving capacities, experience and interests into account. 

Similar to the findings of Lambert and Glacken (2011), it was not the act of 

‘participating’ in the research that was empowering for these children, but the agency 

that resulted from being supported, valued and enabled to express their views within the 

interactive narrative-based research process. 

 

Reflections on the use of the INN 

Practical limitations exist in any approach where 3- and 4-year-old children are required 

to communicate their understanding of abstract concepts. Given young children’s 

emerging capacities, the limitations were not so much in helping the children 

understand, but in gleaning evidence of their understandings. This was the case with the 

interactive narrative approach where the use of the INN as stimulus formed a positive 

starting point. However, this resulted in two minor consequences. First, because the 

INN was presented as a story, the children’s first response was to listen to, rather than 

help tell the story. Second, the children tended to want to repeat the lines of the story 

that they remembered and were less likely to explain what the text meant to them. Thus, 

there are gaps in the data where children chose not to speak or did not have the 

vocabulary to express their understanding. In an attempt to find other ways for the 

children to communicate, when they were familiar with the story, role play with wooden 
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figures (during the third home visit) was used. Here children played out their 

understanding and deeper insight was revealed.  

 

It is acknowledged that the interactive narrative approach to informed consent, as 

reported here, is best suited to research that involves small numbers of children. 

Although this research found that children understood many of the concepts of 

participation from as early as the first playgroup reading, greater understanding can be 

achieved through a one-on-one story reading experience between researcher and child. 

It is also acknowledged that such extended focus on children’s understanding of ethics 

may not always be possible in school situations due to time restrictions, or with large 

groups of children due to resource pressures. However, these pressures are reduced if 

the interactive narrative approach is used as a methodology in its own right. As a 

methodological approach, the INN enables the collection of data through presenting and 

discussing the child’s research participation in the same story that delivered the original 

ethics information. This supports the holistic integration of ethics and research practice, 

and allows the philosophy and principles on which the INN is built to impact early 

childhood research on a wider scale. 

 

It is also important to note that the INN presented here is not intended to be a ‘one-size-

fits-all’ for early childhood informed consent. Rather, the principles of the interactive 

narrative approach have the potential to form the structure for early childhood informed 

consent in a broad range of contexts. Using the key ethics ideas underpinning the  

interactive narrative approach, researchers could develop an INN to meet the informing 

needs of their own research context. A design template to facilitate broad adaptation of 

the approach is planned as a future endeavour. 

 

Conclusion 

This paper explored ways the use of an INN during informed consent can enhance 3- 

and 4-year-old children’s research participation in an informal early childhood science 

education context. Each of the children understood the context and purpose of the 

research, their participatory rights and the meaning of consent. The INN supported 

children’s participatory rights by presenting information to the children in a manner that 

they could easily relate to and was enjoyable, facilitating understanding that persisted 

over an extended period of time, providing opportunities for children to be heard and to 

exert influence in terms of the choices they made and through their contribution to the 
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outreach program research. The research also identified six themes that contributed to 

children’s quality participation: engagement, journeying, authenticity, consequence, 

ownership, and identity. This research is particularly significant for the early childhood 

research community. It has shown that potential exists to challenge traditional thinking 

about the place of informed consent as a process that is separate from the main 

objectives of a research project. By using the interactive narrative approach to facilitate 

high quality understanding, provide opportunities for voice and influence, enhance 

children’s research experience and nurture rich relationships between children and 

researcher, children can move to more advanced levels of participation. As a result, the 

informed consent process becomes a multi-layered opportunity, beyond that of 

traditional ethical requirements, to enhance the quality of children’s research 

participation. Thus, this research suggests that the informed consent process should be 

considered not only an essential component of children’s rights, but as enhancing early 

childhood research and positively influencing research outcomes. 
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Chapter Seven:  Synthesis and Conclusions 

 

 

Introduction 

The overarching aim of the research presented in this doctoral thesis was to determine if 

an effective informed consent approach could be designed for young children that 

focused on understanding and facilitated children’s high quality participation in 

research. It was determined that UNCRC participatory rights expectations, human ethics 

protocols, young children’s competencies, early childhood education principles and 

technology would serve as the foundation for the design of what would become a new 

integrated, holistic narrative approach to early childhood research ethics. To achieve 

this broad aim, the research explored current approaches to early childhood research 

ethics through published literature, examined many of the complexities inherent in early 

childhood informed consent that can inhibit uptake of rights-based research ideals in 

practice, and developed and evaluated the interactive narrative approach and supporting 

interactive nonfiction narrative tool.  

 

In this concluding chapter, findings from each of the studies are summarised and then 

further synthesised by visualising early childhood rights-based informed consent as a 

reinforcing loop. This reinforcing loop then becomes part of the broader picture of early 

childhood rights-based research. Implications for approaches to early childhood 

research ethics, based on this synthesis, are elaborated in terms of the children, the 

researcher, researcher training, and for early childhood research ethics policy. 

Suggestions for future research that builds on the findings of this thesis are presented, 

followed by concluding remarks.  

 

Synthesis of the findings 

The guiding research question of this thesis was to determine if an effective informed 

consent approach could be designed for young children that focuses on understanding 

and facilitates their high quality participation in research. Chapters Two to Six of this 

thesis, representing five papers, contributed significant findings in relation to this 

guiding research question. The following section answers the individual research 

questions through a synthesis drawn from the research findings.  
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Research Question 1 

a. How are ethical practices of research with young children being reported in early 

childhood journals?  

b. How well do these reporting practices reflect the Rights of the Child movement?  

c. What could be gained by better reflecting the Rights of the Child movement 

through the wide reporting of ethical practices? 

 

Research Question 1 was addressed in Chapter Two. This chapter presented the findings 

of a synthesis of 506 peer–reviewed primary research articles that reported early 

childhood research published in 10 scholarly international early childhood education 

journals between 2009 and 2012 (inclusive). The findings indicated that reporting 

practices of empirical early childhood research published during these years do not 

strongly reflect the Rights of the Child movement. Overall rates of reporting of ethics 

were low, with parent consent (49%) being the most common, and child consent and 

institutional ethics approval each being reported in less than 20% of journal articles. 

These low rates of reporting suggested that ethics information is generally not perceived 

as a valuable component of early childhood research dissemination and that parental 

proxy consent remains the preferred informed consent option for early childhood 

researchers. It was suggested that researchers may not yet be confident or 

knowledgeable enough to engage young children directly in the ethics process, which is 

likely to be due in part to the complexities inherent in early childhood rights-based 

research. It is also possible that, in terms of the expectations of the UNCRC, many early 

childhood researchers are not yet aware of the significance and benefits of including 

young children in the ethics process. This highlighted the need for more comprehensive 

reflection of the Rights of the Child movement through the wide reporting of ethical 

practices.  

 

It was suggested that much can be gained by making the details of ethics-in-practice 

visible through inclusion in published manuscripts. For example, by viewing what 

others have done, there is significant potential for dynamic, self-levelling international 

ethics standards to evolve amongst authors and the journals in which they publish. This 

in turn will influence the future of early childhood informed consent practice. In 

addition, more comprehensive reflection of children’s rights in published manuscripts 

has the potential to illuminate, endorse and promote young children’s increased 
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participation in informed consent processes, and increase the prevalence of high quality 

research experiences for young children. Children’s rights can be further supported 

through reporting of these ethics procedures by helping to educate researchers about 

UNCRC expectations that will serve to increase researcher accountability in the areas of 

rights-based ethics procedures. It was concluded that reporting of ethics is more than 

‘ticking a box’ and that the true benefit of more comprehensive rights-based ethics 

reporting will stem from sharing those genuine ethical principles on which exemplary 

research is founded.  

Research Question 2  

a. Within published early childhood journals, how are young children currently 

reported as being involved in research? 

b. How is the ideological shift towards more participatory research approaches 

filtering through to early childhood research practice? 

 

Research Question 2, which focused on how young children’s differing research 

participation is being reported, is addressed in Chapter Three. This chapter was also 

based on the systematic literature review of early childhood research practices reported 

in 10 scholarly international early childhood education journals published between 2009 

and 2012 (inclusive). The focus here was on the child’s status within research, the 

researcher’s perspective of children involved in research and the research culture that 

evolves within early childhood research. Findings indicated that there was a gap 

between the ideologies of participatory research approaches and the way these ideas are 

filtering through to published early childhood research practice. It was identified that, 

despite the progressive ideals of early childhood research literature, young children 

continue to be predominantly reported in traditional roles as non-participants (64.6%) 

with research being largely conducted on children (70.2%), rather than with them. 

Results also found that a non-rights-based research culture prevailed (89.7%) in which 

children were more often included for what they could do for the research, and less 

often because they were valued for who they were.  

 

Based on these insights, and what is known about children’s research participation, a 

new Rights-based Research Accountability Framework was presented to support 

researchers to move towards more rights-based research practice. The Framework was 

devised to make the complex nature of early childhood research easier for researchers to 
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navigate and implement. It brought together ideas about how a study is positioned in 

terms of young children’s status in research, the way researchers engage children and 

the research culture that develops. With all of this information presented together for the 

first time, researchers can more easily identify how well their research reflects UNCRC 

children’s rights principles and what needs to be addressed to transition towards more 

inclusive approaches. The chapter concluded by underlining the importance of the 

strategic choices that are required at both planning and implementation stages of any 

research project, if that research is to reflect the rights-based ideals required by the 

UNCRC. When used in conjunction with the explanations in Chapter Three, the Rights-

based Research Accountability Framework can empower researchers to make informed 

decisions related to more effectively identifying, intentionally planning, reflecting on, 

implementing and realigning rights-based early childhood research. 

 

These two review chapters served a dual purpose. First, they provided a summary of 

current early childhood research practice and the way ethics processes are implemented 

with young children as reported in published journals. Second, they provided context to 

draw together ideas about young children’s involvement in research and develop the 

Rights-based Research Accountability Framework to support researchers to reflect more 

fully Rights of the Child perspectives in their research. 

Research Question 3  

How can a synthesis of children’s rights and informed consent literature be used to 

develop a new conceptual framework of meaningful early childhood informed consent? 

 

The conceptual model of meaningful early childhood informed consent that was framed 

in response to Research Question 3 is reported in Chapter Four. Based on this model, an 

interactive narrative approach is presented as a means to enable young children to make 

an informed choice about being involved in research. This chapter is particularly 

significant as it was the first to propose the use of narrative in this way as a reflexive 

rights-based meaning-making instrument in the informed consent process. This 

approach to informed consent is unique in its holistic design which seeks to address the 

specific needs of young children in research. Children’s rights, human ethics protocols, 

children’s competence, participatory research expectations, interactive education 

strategies and narrative (story-telling) were integrated into this new holistic approach to 

early childhood informed consent.  
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By formalising the components of informed consent into a conceptual model, it 

becomes clear that the process of informing young children requires expertise on a 

number of levels. Drawing each of these components together, so that informed consent 

can be re-conceptualised from the ground up, enabled a number of innovations to be 

suggested. These included: working from an holistic conceptual model rather than 

considering informed consent in isolation; integrating factual information about the 

research, participation and consent into one seamless story; positioning the child as an 

integral character within this (research) story; drawing on interactive teaching strategies 

to promote multiple layers of understanding of informed consent concepts; and using 

family involvement to broaden and consolidate children’s understanding through a copy 

of the story that can be taken home to be shared. 

 

The Interactive Narrative Approach is suitable for small groups of children and uses an 

informing story based on research-related factual images that are delivered via 

interactive (re)telling. The approach is designed to convey information about research 

participation in a manner that respects young children’s capabilities and meets 

requirements for engagement and practical accessibility, enables informed decisions 

about young children’s involvement in research based on accurate background 

information and assists them to contextualise their understanding of what they will be 

doing and why they have been asked to do it.  

 

This chapter served to move the design of early childhood informed consent processes 

into an area of its own where innovation can be considered in a fresh space, rather than 

tied to the traditions of adult-based informed consent processes. It also brings a 

conceptual model to the research ethics conversation, which highlights areas that need 

to be considered by researchers as they plan informed consent processes to use with 

young children. 

Research Question 4 

How does an INN support 3-year-old children to participate meaningfully in the 

informed consent process in relation to: 

a. purpose of research 

b. participatory rights, and  

c. consent? 
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The findings of the pilot trial of the informing story, known as an Interactive Nonfiction 

Narrative (INN) in response to Research Question 4 were reported in Chapter 5. This 

innovative informed consent tool used (re)telling strategies and technology (interactive) 

to convey factual information (nonfiction) about the research via a story (narrative) to 

promote children’s understanding of their participation in a research project. The two 

case studies reported in this chapter captured the understanding of two 3-year-old boys 

and their mothers in relation to the informing process and the consent process. Data 

were collected during three audio- or video-recorded conversations at home with 

children and semi-structured interviews with the child’s parent. Findings revealed that 

the INN empowered young children to make informed choices about their participation 

and that they understood many of the key ethics concepts presented, including the 

purpose of the research, their role and rights as participants, the researcher’s role, the 

various forms of data collection, how the data would be used and how they might 

signify their consent or dissent. Children also understood that their participatory rights 

enabled them to cease their participation at any time, with one child exercising this right 

by opting out of the final conversation (Visit 3).  

 

The INN actively addressed the researcher/child power imbalance that traditionally 

occurs in research with young children; the interactive nature of the electronic story 

promoted ethical symmetry as the child increasingly took control of the progression of 

the interactive story and as the researcher took on the role of guide and fellow traveller. 

In addition, the INN enabled children to make sense of research in context, promoted 

relationship between participants (child and parent) and the researchers, and enabled the 

children’s family to become involved. This effectively positioned young children as 

holders of rights who were capable, mature enough to participate meaningfully in the 

research, and able to understand what was expected of them as research participants. 

The children involved in this pilot study were supported through their engagement with 

the INN to acquire those communication skills (both verbal and non-verbal) necessary 

to express their decisions and to describe the complex concepts depicted in the story. 

 

Chapter Five served to highlight that researchers have a responsibility to actively 

support young children’s meaningful participation in informed consent processes, and if 

innovative rights-based informed consent methods (such as the INN) are used that cater 

for their needs, young children respond in kind. This chapter confirms that it is no 

longer acceptable to discount young children as not being capable enough to participate 
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at a meaningful level and offers INN as an effective option that researchers can modify 

to use in their own research projects. 

Research Question 5 

a. How much do 3- and 4-year-old children understand their participation in informed 

consent through the INN?  

b. How does the use of the INN during informed consent enhance 3- and 4-year-old 

children’s research participation? 

 

Chapter Six presented the second trial of the INN in answer to Research Question 5. 

The trial included nine children aged 3 to 4 years. Data were collected during 2013-

2014 in a similar fashion to the pilot trial. Over a period of time ranging from 11 to 16 

weeks, conversations with children and semi-structured interviews with parents, along 

with videos of children interacting with outreach program activities and with the 

informing story, were held at the child’s home on three occasions. As with the first trial 

of the INN, children were found to understand the context and purpose of the research, 

understood their participatory right to opt out, and successfully documented their 

consent by choosing between two ‘smiley’ faces. One subtle, but important aspect of the 

research is contained in the description of participants and the record of their consent 

and dissent to participate. Of the nine children who showed initial interest in 

participating in the research, two declined to be involved during the first home visit, one 

child was not able to continue beyond Visit 2, two children were unsure about 

participation at Visit 1 and after receiving additional time to consider opted in, and one 

child chose to opt out at Visit 3. Apart from the child who was not able to continue 

beyond Visit 2, all of these decisions to opt in and opt out came autonomously from the 

children themselves. This in itself is powerful and shows, as much as any of the 

collected data, that children are being afforded genuine choices as a result of the INN 

process.  

 

Participatory challenges of early childhood informed consent were effectively reduced 

as a result of the use of the INN. This occurred on several levels. First, by facilitating 

children’s quality understanding as research participants, which comprised the 

scaffolding of children’s participation skills over the course of their research 

involvement, providing an environment where children’s agency was supported and by 

encouraging a culture of ‘autonomy’ through caring, supportive child/parent/researcher 
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relationships. Ultimately, the INN provided children with high quality information that 

they could understand, enabled them to view their experiences in context so that they 

could make sense of their involvement and allowed their true competencies to be 

revealed. Second, participatory challenges were reduced through the six aspects of 

quality participation that were identified through the cross-case analysis. These six 

aspects characterised the interactive narrative approach and supported children’s high 

quality participation by capturing and holding children’s attention (engagement), 

allowing children to make discoveries for themselves along the way (journeying), 

providing a meaningful context so children had a reason to be involved (authenticity), 

inspiring children to make a difference to something or someone (consequence), 

enabling a personal connection to develop (ownership), and contributing something of 

value to children’s self-image (identity). Consideration of the quality of children’s 

research experience in this way also has the potential to support researchers as they seek 

to effectively link theory and practice to real world research with 3- and 4-year-old 

children. The INN (based on the interactive narrative approach) supported research 

practice in two ways. First, by supporting children to engage with the informed consent 

process children were empowered to connect with some of the big ideas that make up 

research participation, and second, by providing the foundational structure for this to 

occur.  

 

Finally, Chapter Six has shown how the informed consent process can be moved away 

from a purely ethics role, and into an entirely new area of significance where informed 

consent becomes the basis for early childhood rights-based research practice. In this 

paradigm, informed consent is not merely an essential component of children’s rights, 

but makes a broad contribution to the quality of early childhood research, and has the 

potential to enhance research outcomes with young children. The key to this new area of 

significance is in the quality of the informing that occurs as part of the informed consent 

process. 

 

Early childhood rights-based informed consent as a reinforcing cycle 

Building on the outcomes of Chapter Six, which suggest that the quality of young 

children’s research participation stems from the quality of their understanding and that 

understanding stems from the quality of informing during the informed consent process, 

it is proposed that the informed consent process be viewed as a reinforcing cycle. This 

cycle is presented diagrammatically in the main circle at the top of Figure 7-1. As shown 
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in Figure 7-1, as children are provided with information (via informed consent) and 

understand the research aims and the purpose of their participation, their agency increases 

as participants. This enables children to participate at a level that is meaningful to them. 

This cycle can repeat; once children’s quality participation has been established and 

children are ready for additional information, more sophisticated levels of understanding  

can be attained, which in turn will enable children to move to higher quality participation.  

 

 

Figure 7-1. Early childhood rights-based informed consent reinforcing cycle 
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As with all reinforcing cycles, the increase in quality of participation will be finite, 

but it is a useful analogy when considering how much information to deliver to 

young children. It may not be appropriate to deliver all the information about 

participation in a particular research project prior to the child beginning their 

participation. For example, discussion about the use of pseudonyms as part of 

dissemination of findings might be better left until after the child is more familiar 

with the research and their role in it. In this way, delivery of information can be 

staggered to first deliver essential information, such as the purpose of the research 

and the child’s role as a participant, and then additional information as is appropriate 

for the child. 

 

The three smaller circles at the bottom of Figure 7-1, titled meaningful participation, 

participation rights and degrees of participation, depict the three components of 

quality participation as identified in this research. Meaningful participation describes 

the six aspects identified through the cross-case analysis in Chapter Six, comprising 

engagement, journeying, authenticity, consequence, ownership and identity. 

Participation rights of information, understanding, voice and influence were also 

discussed in Chapter Six. Degrees of participation are taken from Hart’s hierarchy 

and include the five upper levels that were identified as reflecting the UNCRC. Each 

of these components needs to be considered in its own right, but at the same time all 

interlink to support, guide and enrich the others.  

 

Helping to define ‘early childhood rights-based research’ 

The early childhood rights-based informed consent reinforcing cycle depicted in 

Figure 7-1 does not exist in a vacuum and can only be effective if it is part of a much 

larger research methodology. The reinforcing cycle has, at its foundation, the ideas 

that underpin the Rights-based Research Accountability Framework (presented as 

Stage 1 in Figure 7-2). It is further suggested that the conceptual model of the 

interactive narrative approach to meaningful early childhood informed consent 

provides the practical considerations and structure by which the reinforcing cycle can 

operate (see Stage 2 in Figure 7-2). Together, these three stages provide an overview 

of what is required to implement early childhood rights-based research (see Figure 

7-2).  
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Figure 7-2. Overview of early childhood rights-based research 
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Figure 7-2 encourages researchers to take the whole picture into account. Research with 

young children should not be entered into lightly, but involves commitment on behalf of 

the researcher. Young children often appear happy and willing to be involved, but it 

must be remembered that they are a particularly vulnerable group of participants and 

require special consideration. Researchers may not always acknowledge this sufficiently 

in the ethics procedures that are implemented and in the overall design of their 

methodology. Young children deserve carefully planned and thoroughly informed 

implementation of ethics procedures based on literature and empirical evidence. 

 

It is not enough to engage in research with young children with good intentions; there 

must be several layers of ethical considerations taken into account. First, as described in 

Chapter Three, researchers should start with foundational planning based on the Rights-

based Research Accountability Framework. Researchers can ask, “How are children’s 

capabilities viewed in this research?” (Child Status). If children are viewed as objects of 

research, the rest of the rights-based research ideals and the Interactive Narrative 

Approach are destined to fail. Rights-based research requires the children’s status to be 

at least at the level of research subject, but it would be better to position children as 

social actors or co-researchers. Researchers then need to ask, “What is my perspective 

on children? How will children be positioned in relation to me and other adult 

researchers?” If the researcher’s perspective is that the research will be conducted 

equally with, or by, children, then this sets a positive foundation for a successful rights-

based research project. Next, researchers need to give the potential research culture due 

consideration by asking, “How will respect for children be demonstrated by the adults 

towards the children and how will children’s voices be heard?” These are the 

foundations on which early childhood rights-based research can be built. 

 

Once this groundwork is in place, the second consideration relates to the practical 

structure of the research that can be introduced through the interactive narrative 

approach to meaningful early childhood informed consent presented in Chapter Four. 

This holistic approach includes expectations found in children’s rights theory, 

requirements of human ethics protocols, considerations related to young children’s 

competence and current thinking on participatory research. It also provides researchers 

with the structure of a narrative to deliver research purpose and context to the children 

through a story so that they have an overview of the research project and understand 

their role as participants. These practical considerations combine to assist young 
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children not only to actively participate in early childhood rights-based research, but to 

understand why they are participating. These two stages then feed into the early 

childhood rights-based informed consent reinforcing cycle, as described earlier. 

 

Trustworthiness 

The quality of this research and its findings is grounded in Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) 

four trustworthiness criterion of credibility, transferability, dependability and 

confirmability. These are discussed in turn in the following paragraphs. 

 

Credibility of the findings of this thesis is concerned with internal consistency within 

the research process. This was achieved by collecting data from multiple participants 

over an extended period of time, and the use of a range of data sources such as audio-

recorded conversations with children and their parents, photographs of child interactions 

with the INN, consent records generated as part of the INN process, video recordings of 

retellings of the INN story by children, and anecdotal information collected by the 

researcher. In addition, children were involved at several stages of the research: the 

ethics process, the data gathering stage and also at the member checking stage. Member 

checking was achieved by integrating transcripts of voice recordings and videos of 

children’s interactions with the INN and science resources into an individualised story. 

This story was read by the researcher, parents and the children. Data were deemed 

sufficient and ‘saturated’ once no new information was being collected from 

participating dyads. In addition, internal consistency was enhanced through the negative 

case that was included in the analysis. Researcher reflexivity, the use of 

developmentally-appropriate methods to collect data and an emphasis on upholding the 

best interests of participating children throughout the duration of the research also 

contributed to overall credibility, and were key foundations of the research. This stance 

was explained and supported in the statement of ‘positionality of the researcher’ in 

Chapter One. 

 

Transferability of the information within the thesis is concerned with how well readers 

can transfer the findings into their contexts. This is supported by detailed, multi-layered 

‘thick’ descriptions of participants, their experiences, the research setting and the 

context in which the research was embedded. Strategies to aid transferability also 

included collecting data from a number of different playgroups, drawing participants 
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from a range of socio-economic and geographical areas around Perth, and including 

both metropolitan and regional playgroups.  

 

Dependability is concerned with providing adequate explicit detail of the research 

process to enable its repetition. This was achieved by tracking research activity and 

providing a detailed ‘audit trail’ of processes used to collect data and its analysis. In 

addition to the detailed background and process information included throughout the 

thesis chapters, dependability was increased through the extensive collection of 

appendices. Included are original and individualised INN examples, notes on design of 

‘faces’, photographs of the story being used, data collection dates and times, role play 

information and images, and additional researcher reflections on INN design elements. 

 

Finally, confirmability is concerned with integrity and accountability of research 

processes and researcher interpretation. This is reflected through a desire by the 

researcher to present an open and unbiased perspective of the data and its analysis. As 

with dependability, a detailed audit trail is provided in the body of the thesis and its 

appendices to enable data to be traced to original sources and to confirm the research 

findings. In addition, confirmability was enhanced through careful reflection of data 

collection and analysis procedures and by consulting with expert colleagues throughout 

the research design phase and subsequent research process.  

 

Limitations 

There are a number of limitations to this research. First, research was conducted with 

only a small number of child/parent dyads which resulted in nine case studies, two in 

the pilot trial and seven in the main study. While care was taken to include children 

from both metropolitan and rural settings, this was not representative of all 3 and 4-

year-old children and it is inappropriate to generalise the findings to all young children. 

However, the findings and repetition of children’s understandings and engagement with 

the informing story do provide important insights and several implications that are 

outlined in the next section.  

 

A second limitation is related to the systematic review of literature where the ethics 

information reviewed in each journal article was limited to what had been documented. 

Individual authors were not approached to provide more details of the ethics processes 

they used. Further, the rates of reporting in the reviews were due in part to the unique 
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nature of each individual study, global setting and institutional expectations under 

which each study was conducted and did not reflect the quality of the research.  

 

The third limitation related to difficulties in ascertaining the children’s complete 

understanding due to the limited time available in each data collection visit (roughly 30 

minutes), the children’s finite attention spans, their emerging communication skills, and 

inhibitions related to speaking with an adult outside their familiar circle. These factors 

were often complicated by the nature of collecting data at home, which was beneficial 

in terms of the children’s feeling of security, but limiting in terms of the researcher’s 

ability to control the data collection environment. Some of these limiting factors 

included the presence of older and younger siblings who were keen to join in; 

unexpected events during data collection, such as the arrival of visitors; and fatigue 

from children’s busy lives, such as having just arrived home from swimming lessons, or 

recovering from a ‘sleep-over’ party. Though more explicit consultation with parents 

prior to data collection is likely to reduce some of these factors, it may also reduce 

parents’ willingness to become involved if data collection becomes too complicated. As 

gatekeepers, parents were constantly monitoring how much their children enjoyed the 

data collection experience and how well it fitted in with their regular routines. It will 

also be impossible to eliminate gaps in data due to children choosing not to speak‒as is 

their right‒or not being able to express their full understanding. Here, it is possible that 

more emphasis on role playing understanding would make a positive impact on the 

quality of data collected. 

 

A fourth limitation is related to the context in which the research was carried out. All 

the participants were from a single metropolitan area and were attending playgroups that 

had chosen to book the science outreach program. Each of the families spoke English as 

their first language and there were no indigenous families involved. Participation by 

girls was limited to only one who was not available for the third data collection visit. 

These limitations largely stemmed from the context of the research which focussed on 

children interacting with the science outreach program activities. Participants could only 

be sourced from playgroups that had booked the science outreach program during the 

data collection period and were willing to be involved in the research. Children from 

these playgroups needed to be aged 3 or 4 years with a parent who was willing to allow 

them to be involved and who attended the outreach program on the day it visited the 

playgroup. A longer data collection period might allow more diversity amongst 
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participants to arise, but if replicating this study, it might be advisable not to wait for 

playgroups to book the outreach program, but instead to approach a range of playgroups 

with the offer of the program and include participation in the evaluation study as part of 

the package. 

 

Implications from the research for policy and practice 

The following implications are drawn from the findings in response to the research 

questions and the diagram of early childhood rights-based informed consent as a 

reinforcing cycle (Figure 7-1). The implications are divided into three sections: 

implications for reporting of ethics in published literature, implications for researchers, 

and implications for early childhood informed consent. 

Implications for reporting of ethics in published literature 

This research provides support for the reform of current reporting of ethics in published 

papers. It is suggested that broader reporting of ethics details could increase awareness 

of rights-based research practice and could help to promote ethics in its intended sense.  

 

For researchers, more detailed reporting of ethics in published literature has the 

potential to open up an international platform for the sharing of informed consent 

successes and innovations. This would serve to make the nature of research ethics 

visible to those who wish to increase their knowledge of early childhood ethics and to 

enhance children’s voices within their informed consent practices.  

 

In terms of journal policies related to ethics within published early childhood literature, 

this research highlights the need for stronger direction regarding editorial and reviewer 

expectations for ethics reporting in manuscripts. It was suggested that journal editors 

consider introducing an ethics safety net that would clarify ethics reporting 

requirements in instructions for authors, and make ethics reporting mandatory, rather 

than optional. This would serve to promote discussion around the value of ethics in 

research dissemination generally, with a view to informing and even re-educating the 

early childhood research community. Since publication of the systematic review of 

ethics reporting in early childhood journals, this has been achieved in at least one 

journal.  
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Implications for researchers 

The material comprising this doctoral thesis has important implications for early 

childhood researchers. Given the limited ethics training resources available, this 

research presents a number of resources that can assist early childhood researchers in 

conceptualising and implementing the informed consent component of their research. 

For instance, the rights-based research accountability framework (Figure 3-1), the 

conceptual model of meaningful early childhood informed consent (Figure 4-1), and 

early childhood rights-based informed consent reinforcing cycle (Figure 7-1) are 

designed to provide a synopsis of major components of rights-based early childhood 

research to guide researchers who are unfamiliar with rights-based informed consent 

processes.  

 

Another important implication for early childhood researchers relates to the use of a 

story to help plan children’s participation. By employing a narrative concept in the 

informing and consent process, such as described in this thesis, the story acts as a 

practical framework for visualising how children might be involved as active 

participants. The key concept is that when children are portrayed as characters in the 

informing story-as with the INN where the toymaker needed the children’s help-this 

role naturally flows through to the way the researcher positions children in the research 

project. Thus, by adding children as characters in the informing story, children are 

conceptualised in the research as having a role to play. This will be useful to researchers 

who might wish to move from researching on children, where the story is not really 

about the children, towards researching with children by visualising the children as an 

essential part of the story. Thus, without needing to know all the theory underpinning 

the interactive narrative approach, the use of narrative can provide at least some of the 

structure required for novice or experienced researchers to move toward more inclusive, 

rights-based research practice-starting with an informing story that includes children 

helps children’s rights philosophies fall into place.  

Implications for early childhood informed consent 

The implications of this research for ethics processes in early childhood research are 

important. It is not uncommon for early childhood researchers to employ participatory 

research methodologies that involve young children actively in research. Increasingly, 

researchers who are aware of children’s rights in participation are planning and 

implementing informed consent processes that are meaningful to children. Often 
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participatory research is conducted with children in an early childhood education centre 

where researchers are likely to interact with the same group of children in the same 

research setting. Here, it is common for children to be involved in researching some 

aspect of their own lives. Where the interactive narrative research presented in this 

thesis is relatively unique is in its nomadic quality-it followed the outreach program to 

new research settings, which provided the researcher with only limited time and 

opportunity to gain the trust of parents and the interest of the children. Trust and 

relationships with participants needed to be formed quickly in order to gain access at 

each new playgroup and to complete the research objectives. As a result, this doctoral 

research needed to become ‘child-orientated’‒respectful, engaging, participatory‒but it 

was not child-directed or child-initiated in the way that many researchers understand the 

term child-centred. Thus, the INN research approach is not only applicable to child-

centred research where researchers are likely to be interested in the child's naturalistic 

lived experience, and where the child is encouraged to influence the research design. In 

fact, as was demonstrated through the investigation of science activities for a science 

centre, this research makes meaningful early childhood informed consent possible in 

research situations that are outside the child’s familiar experience, where time for 

explanation is limited and where children are required to fit into (rather than help 

design) an existing research project. 

 

By broadening the types of research context that can be effectively explained to young 

children using a narrative approach, rights-based informed consent processes become 

more broadly accessible to researchers and children. The interactive narrative approach 

is particularly suitable for research projects where the context can be easily portrayed 

using a story. The INN would be useful in education-based research in contexts such as 

science centres, museums, child care programs, and possibly even in evaluations of 

children’s products or toys. Here, the interactive narrative approach is likely to support 

the informed and active participation of young children and would be suitable for a 

wider range of research projects, where a more child-centred approach might be less 

practical. 

 

In addition, the interactive narrative approach opens up possibilities for rights-based 

research to be translated to children’s medical and disability research, where literacy 

skills might not be strong or the scope of the research might lie outside the participant's 

lived experience. Aged participants or those with dementia might also benefit from an 
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interactive narrative approach to informed consent which predominantly uses images to 

convey information and employs repeated readings of the informing story. This ability 

to cross research boundaries, support children’s rights within main-stream research, and 

to be translated into wider non-education contexts makes the research reported in this 

thesis of considerable importance. As a result, it is essential whatever the application, 

that the approach maintains its integrity and places children’s welfare above adult 

agendas. If this can be achieved, this research will indeed make a unique contribution to 

early childhood informed consent and rights-based research in general. 

 

Suggestions for future research 

The current research should be considered a preliminary exploration of the interactive 

narrative approach to early childhood informed consent and further research is required 

to provide a broader analysis of how the INN supports young children’s understanding 

of informed consent and facilitates their high quality participation in research. This 

research demonstrates the usefulness of the INN, as informed consent became 

meaningful for the children involved in this research. Research extending the 

application of the principles underpinning the interactive narrative approach and how 

this approach can be adapted to differing contexts would be a logical development. 

Further investigation is suggested to ascertain the effectiveness of the INN in these 

various research contexts. 

 

Regarding INN design and implementation, it was found that narrative has the potential 

to support young children’s understandings of the ethics process and to enhance their 

participation. However, there were gaps in the data where children tended not to 

articulate their understandings of some of the more abstract concepts depicted in the 

INN, such as how data would be used, or the parents’ role. This suggests that further 

research is necessary to identify exactly which elements of children’s participatory 

rights are necessary in the informing story to meet the requirements of meaningful 

informed consent, how detailed the included information should be and what 

alternatives exist for better presenting abstract ideas within the informing story? 

 

In light of the current research presented in this thesis, it may also be helpful to more 

closely examine the way early childhood research ethics is being enacted in research 

practice. While this doctoral research explored how ethics was reported, investigation of 

the approaches to informed consent that researchers currently take with young children 
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in the field and their willingness to move towards more rights-based processes, would 

be a valuable addition to present knowledge in the area. This may include further 

research into how early childhood researchers can be equipped to better engage young 

children in rights-based ethics processes. It would also be useful to explore the reasons 

for the disparity between rights-based theory and the uptake of rights-based practices by 

researchers and what barriers exist to moving beyond ‘blanket style’ parental proxy 

consent. In terms of ethics training of novice early childhood researchers, the potential 

for the ideas presented in this thesis to be used as the basis for a series of training 

modules, requires further investigation. In addition, further research into the 

effectiveness of ethics training is required to discern whether training impacts 

researchers’ willingness to shift towards the use of rights-based research practice 

philosophies. 

 

Future directions for the INN 

Given that the INN described here is designed for small numbers of young children, it is 

useful to consider how the approach might be adapted for use in formal research in 

schools, action research within early childhood education, and with higher numbers of 

participants. For instance, in a school setting, a research project could be introduced 

using an INN at an information evening for parents, followed by parents and children 

engaging with the story via photocopied storybooks or via electronic devices. Parents 

could assist their children during the consent process and teachers (or visiting 

researchers) could extend and consolidate children’s understanding during class time. 

Further research would be useful to determine the potential of the INN for school-based 

research. 

 

In addition, in projects initiated by the teacher that are intended to be shared, the INN 

could be adapted for classroom use. Further research could assist in the development of 

a template for teachers to use in the classroom. The template could support teachers to 

create a story that accurately reflects their research project. The resulting INN could be 

linked to online survey software so that as children record their consent or dissent, this 

data would be documented. The story could be introduced initially to the whole class 

via an interactive whiteboard and then children might interact individually at their desks 

with the informing story. Classroom research projects could be integrated by teachers 

into educational units of work, covering literacy and other curriculum subjects as 
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applicable to the research. The practicality of using the INN within school settings 

would need to be investigated in detail. 

  

Potential exists for the INN to become suitable for use with larger numbers of children 

if sent to parents electronically as part of an integrated adult/child information package. 

The story could primarily be targeted to children and could also serve to support adult 

understanding. As a self-contained informing and consent package, comprising 

information for both parent and child, it would no longer be necessary for the researcher 

to be directly involved in the informing and consent process, especially as the INN 

provides images describing the research project and what the child would be asked to 

do. This electronic parent-facilitated version would instead be a process of informing 

and decision-making between parent and child, using the researcher only as a source of 

clarification when required. Emphasis would move away from the researcher informing 

the child, towards mutual parent/child discovery, consolidation of understanding and 

decision-making. Although this approach has significant potential to be effective, the 

ability of this mode of INN delivery to uphold the ideals of the interactive narrative 

approach would need to be researched further.   

 

Further investigation into the potential of the INN to be effective for vast numbers of 

participants in medical trials is warranted. Either the parent-facilitated mode of delivery 

could be used (as described above), or for instance, a health-based research platform 

could enable an INN to be used to inform children via an interactive app delivered on a 

smart phone or tablet. For instance, the INN could be integrated into Apple’s ‘Health 

Kit’ to provide participants with the facility to be informed and to record their 

consent/dissent directly through the app. This would also allow participant responses to 

be recorded and collated for the researcher. 

 

Closing statement 

As my personal journey through early childhood research ethics draws to a close, I 

believe the ideas contained in these pages have the potential to inspire many researchers 

to reconnect with the intensity of childhood’s formative experiences, especially when 

considering how young children’s voices might be heard through active involvement in 

the informed consent process. Differing ideas about young children’s research 

participation will continue to persist despite the message coming from General 

Comment No. 7, which asks researchers to afford young children the same rights as 
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adult research participants. With this in mind, it is my hope that this research will 

contribute to a broadening of awareness within the early childhood research community 

and that the Interactive Narrative Approach will provide a new way of enacting 

informed consent with young children. I sincerely hope that this doctoral thesis 

promotes and contributes to this discussion, and that for the young voices that were not 

heard in the past, a new and informed voice will permeate early childhood rights-based 

research in the future.  
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Appendix 1. Parent information booklet (8 pages) 
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Appendix 2. ‘Science Fun for Playgroup’ informing story (generic playgroup version) 
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Appendix 3. Database journal article entry example for systematic review 
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Appendix 4. Notes regarding design of consent/dissent ‘smiley’ faces 

 

The two original consent/dissent faces that were included in the INN were designed by 

the researcher and developed specifically for this study in consultation with children of 

various ages, early childhood educators, academics and ethics experts.  

 

Consultation with the experts resulted in the suggestion to make the choice between the 

two as equal as possible. Experts provided positive feedback and thought the faces were 

suitable because they were easily recognisable and similar faces were commonly used at 

school. They liked the interactivity of faces and commented that this was an engaging 

concept 

 

Development of the faces was also based on a review of informed consent literature, 

current ideas about young children’s competence in the consent process (children’s 

developing capacities), issues/lessons arising from studies involving young children in 

the informed consent process.  

 

Based on this information, the faces were designed as a means to:  

(a) signify the child’s consent – with the emphasis on the act of consenting not on 

the vehicle used to signify consent (I felt that getting young children to choose 

their own means of documenting consent (Harcourt & Conroy, 2005) can 

provide an opportunity for “active collaboration” (p. 574) but that in our context 

it would not be practical and could distract from the major aim of pursuing depth 

of understanding). 

(b) support the developing competencies of pre-literate young children – As the 

design of information-bearing images can influence understandings about 

research participation and the child’s choice to participate (Dockett, Perry, & 

Kearney, 2013), particular emphasis was placed on supporting the competencies 

of pre-literate young children (by sidestepping the need to read/write/operate a 

standard computer keyboard), and by making use of existing competencies 

(touch screen computer), reducing the likelihood of one image appearing more 

appealing than another, and providing sufficient scaffolding to allow the focus to 

be on the act of consent or dissent, rather than on how the child’s decision might 

be recorded. 
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(c) empower young children as partners in research – Supporting children in 

developing an understanding of documented consent follows the same premise 

as the informing process. Making connections to familiar practices, 

contextualising the process and conveying the importance of recording evidence 

of a consent respects children’s developing competence as partners in research 

(Harcourt & Conroy, 2011). 

According to Dockett et al. (2013) the use of images in the consenting process with 

young children requires special consideration, as information-bearing images convey 

meaning, effect engagement, and influence understandings about research participation 

and the child’s choice to participate. Further, when image design is not closely attuned 

to the required purpose, images can be ineffective and can send conflicting messages to 

children. Thus, particular emphasis was placed on designing consent/dissent images that 

were:  

(a) Fit for purpose (Were they easy to connect to the idea of consenting? Were the 

images engaging for young children?) 

(b) Easily understood (Were they simple, with limited potential to be 

misinterpreted? Were they equally appealing, thereby reducing bias?)  

(c) Easy to use (Being aimed at pre-literate children, did the images reduce reliance 

on the need to read, write or operate a standard computer keyboard? Did the 

images support existing competencies of touch-screen-experienced young 

children?)  

(d) A natural expression (Were the faces familiar enough to serve as a natural 

expression of how the child was feeling?) 

(e) Non-distracting (Did they allow the focus to be on the act of consent or dissent, 

rather than on how the child’s decision was recorded?) 

 

Dissent/consent faces used by children during consent process 
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Summary of consent/dissent face design considerations 

 

 Faces design 
based on… 

Criteria big idea Criteria question Literature 

1.  Fit for purpose 
(Were they easy 
to connect to the 
idea of 
consenting?) 

Linking 
participation to 
consent faces 

Could the child 
make a 
connection 
between the 
consent/dissent 
faces and their 
participation? 

How could you validate that the 
consent given by the child is in fact 
what the child’s intended meaning 
was? (Harcourt & Conroy, 
2005)571 

Necessary to clarify What a 
signature is and what that signifies 
in relation to consent? (Harcourt & 
Conroy, 2011)46 

2.  Easily understood 
(Were they 
simple, with 
limited potential 
to be 
misinterpreted? 
Were they equally 
appealing, 
reducing the 
likelihood for 
bias?)  

What did the face 
mean? 

Did the child know 
what the faces 
were intended to 
represent? 

There are clear advantages in 
providing information for children 
in formats that are familiar to 
them. (Dockett et al., 2013)805 

From their extensive study of 
primary school children’s 
responses to picture books, Arizpe 
and Styles (2003) have concluded 
that children demonstrate 
considerable skill in analysing visual 
images, engaging not only with 
elements of colour, positioning, 
framing devices and visual 
metaphors, but also with layers of 
meaning within images and the 
interconnection of narratives from 
different contexts (intertextuality). 
On the basis that the style of 
information provided is likely to 
influence decisions to participate, 
providing information to children 
about research participation is 
most likely to be effective when 
the nature of the images, the text 
and their interaction are 
considered (Dockett et al., 
2013)805 

3.  Easy to use (Did 
they support 
existing 
competencies of 
touch-screen-
experienced 
young children? 
Being aimed at 
pre-literate 
children, did the 
faces reduce 

Physically / 
Developmentally 
appropriate? 

Were the faces 
physically and 
developmentally 
appropriate? 

Kim, Young, Neimeyer, Baker, and 
Barfield (2008) also note that 
designers of interactive consent 
tools need to be aware that visual 
technologies are not ‘transparent’ 
and bear the imprint of the 
worldview of the developer.  This 
raises ethical concerns about both 
the design process and the design 
itself, and requires continual 
reflection on ways to optimize the 
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 Faces design 
based on… 

Criteria big idea Criteria question Literature 

reliance on the 
need for to read, 
write or operate a 
standard 
computer 
keyboard?) 

strengths of technology.  It must 
also be acknowledged that the 
users will draw on their own 
understandings in their 
interpretation and that there is 
potential for the viewer to be 
swayed by the visual character and 
tone of the tool.  Specific dilemmas 
include ensuring that the visual 
attractiveness of the graphics does 
not influence the nature of the 
informed consent process or 
misrepresent any power 
differentials that might exist.   

4.  A natural 
expression (Were 
the faces familiar 
enough to serve 
as a natural 
expression of how 
the child was 
feeling?) 

Consistent with 
Body language 

Did the children 
use the faces in a 
manner that was 
consistent with 
their body 
language? 

Informed dissent needs to be 
prioritized in much the same way 
as informed consent, partly 
because children are more likely to 
express dissent through non-verbal 
body language which may be less 
easily  ‘heard’.(Bourke & Loveridge, 
2013) 

The research team also remained 
alert to the nonverbal cues children 
use to communicate dissent (see 
Skanfors 2009, for an excellent 
review of the body language 
children use to display dissent). 
(Gray & Winter, 2011) 

5.  Non-distracting 
(Did they allow 
the focus to be on 
the act of consent 
or dissent, rather 
than on how the 
child’s decision 
was recorded?) 

Empowering the 
child 

Were the faces 
useful in 
empowering the 
child? 

Fiona’s idea – the main aim here is 
to empower young children to 
have a voice – not to get distracted 
with finding an appropriate means 
of recording consent. 

…who do not feel empowered to 
consent to research, young 
children who have not yet 
developed the skills to agree to 
research … who are not considered 
to be competent. This would assist 
researchers in moving towards a 
resolution Roberts observes, that 
‘There are some groups of children 
literally or metaphorically without 
a voice’ (Cocks, 2006)263 

It respected their levels of 
competence and allowed them to 
demonstrate their abilities to 
communicate (Kumpunen, 
Shipway, Taylor, Aldiss, & Gibson, 
2012)25 

Empowering children enabled 
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 Faces design 
based on… 

Criteria big idea Criteria question Literature 

them to feel comfortable admitting 
when they were unsure about a 
response: ‘He found the word 
“study”. I asked him if he knew 
what a study was. He said “yes,” 
but was unable to put it into 
words.(Kumpunen et al., 2012)25 

… some dissenting children may be 
coerced into continuing to 
participate. Either because parents 
impose their will on the child or 
children do not feel empowered to 
speak out.(Hagger & Woods, 
2005)65 
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Appendix 5. Overview of research components and key ethics ideas for specific slides 

of the INN 

 

Research component Slide  Slide content Key ethics ideas 

Informing: Research 
context 

Slide03 

 

The science centre develops science 
activities for children 

 Did the child name the ‘toymaker’? 

 Any other background 
information?  

Slide04 

 

 

  

The science centre caters for older 
children  

 The toymaker made toys for ‘big’ 
children 

 to have fun/learn about science 

Informing: Research 
purpose 

Slide05 

 

The science centre recognises that 
activities are not available for young 
children 

 No toys for the little children 

 Toymaker was sad 

Slide06 

 

Early childhood (EC) science activities 
need to be developed 

 He should make some toys 

 For little children to play with 

Slide12 

 

EC science activities will be brought 
to playgroup 

 the toymaker’ helpers took toys to 
playgroup 

 so the little children can play 

Informing: Research 
problem introduced  

Slide13 

 

EC science activities need to be 
evaluated 

 Has the toymaker made the right 
toys  

 for the little children? 

Informing: 
Participatory Rights 

Slide16 

 

Introduction of researchers 

 The toymaker will send 
[Researchers] to playgroup  

 to find out how you play with them 
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Slide18 

 

Data collection– Photos and videos 

 You might be in a photo or video  

 playing with the toys 

Slide19 

 

Data collection– Conversations  

 You might talk  

 about how you played with the 
toys  

Slide20 

 

Data collection– Parent participation 

 Your parents might help too  

 by talking about the science you 
do at home 

Slide21 

 

The right to withdraw  

 You can stop if you want to  

 Ways to stop include … 

Slide22 

 

Children have the right to be heard  

 I will listen  

 to you 

Slide23 

 

Dissemination  

 What you say might be used  

 to make more stories for people 
who are interested 

 

Consent: Do you want 
to help the toymaker? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slide24 

 

Consent evaluation criteria 

1. The child understands that 
participation and face choices 
are linked  

2. Significance of each face is clear 
to the child 

3. Documenting a choice is 
accessible to the child 

4. Use of faces is consistent with 
child’s body language 
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Appendix 6. Presenting the informing story at playgroup (photograph) 
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Appendix 7. Detailed record of Peter’s interaction with the INN across three visits 

 

Profile 

Peter (3 Years 11 months) is the middle child of three children ranging in age between 

12 months and 6 years. Peter’s father works as a manager of a local agribusiness and 

rural services provider. Peter’s mother is a qualified primary teacher and is currently 

involved full-time as a stay-at-home mum. She volunteers as the playgroup coordinator, 

was the first point of contact and was instrumental in allowing the research into the 

playgroup. She describes Peter in the following way; “At the moment, it is full on 

superheros, particularly Spiderman and this week, it is bow and arrows. It’s all very 

physical, anything with guns and arrows and superpowers. He also loves music and 

dressing up. I feel like he has a very addictive personality, as soon as he gets something 

he goes for it. I have to wash the same costume day in and day out. He’s very social. 

Every day it’s all about “Who are we seeing? Where are we going?”” 

 

Informing and consent home visit (Week -1) 

From the very beginning, Peter was calm, confident, enthusiastic and willing to engage. 

No introductions were necessary on our first visit to Peter’s house; Peter referred to me 

as Mrs Fiona right from the start. Even though he had not met her before, Peter 

recognised Dr Christine as soon as she walked through the door, saying, “I know you 

from the story”. When we arrived, the house was modern, spacious, calm and orderly. 

Peter’s older brother was at school (Year 1). Dad had come home from work to help put 

baby down for his afternoon sleep. Peter’s dad introduced himself before he went back 

to work. He was tall and well spoken, and was positive about Peter being involved, 

saying to Peter “you tell them all about what you know”. Peter’s mother was all smiles 

from the moment she opened the door – welcoming, beaming and quietly self-assured. 

She mentioned later that she was keen to be involved as, being a teacher herself, she 

welcomed developing science education ‘connections’ to draw on in the future. Before 

we arrived, Peter’s mother had read the story to Peter and Peter had ‘read’ the story 

back to her as he sat up at the breakfast bar that morning and she finished off the 

breakfast dishes. After some initial pleasantries, Peter helped set up my computer on his 

writing table in the family room. Peter had no hesitation in engaging with me as we sat 

together on mini wooden chairs at his drawing table. Peter enjoyed using the touch-

screen and picked up how it worked easily. He was very attentive, interested and smiley 

throughout his first one-on-one re-telling of the story. 
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At the time of this conversation, Peter had seen and heard the electronic version of the 

story once, when the researcher read it to all the children at playgroup the previous 

week. Peter and his mother had read the printed version together at home. As the 

interview progressed, it was clear that Peter remembered my visit to playgroup along 

with many details of the story. 

 

Researcher: Do you remember when I came to your playgroup … and brought this story 

(pointing) with me? 

Peter: Yes  

Researcher: And do you remember what it was about?  

Peter: Science 

Researcher: It was about science. You are right.  It had a special person in it didn’t it? Do 

you remember who that was?  

Peter: The toymaker 

Researcher: Yes, it did have a toymaker in it.  

Peter: But the toymaker had to stay at Scitech. 

 

Peter was not only able to provide accurate answers to my questions about the story, but 

was also able to provide some context to his understanding by mentioning that the 

toymaker needed to stay at the science centre. There were other opportunities during the 

re-telling of the story for Peter to make inferences where the answer was not provided, 

such as: 

 

Peter: (touches the screen to turn the page) 

Researcher: There you go, you made the page turn. (reading) The toymaker stopped to 

think. What should he do? … (long pause) … Do you know what he should do?  

Peter: Make some boxes with toys 

 

Peter had begun to define the research problem. He also demonstrated that he grasped 

the concept of the toymaker being involved in producing the toys (e.g. making, 

painting), establishing that Peter understood that this is not a fictional story, but depicts 

real people and real things. This was also evident when Peter later spoke about the 

“boxes” coming to playgroup but understood that the toymaker could not come in 

person. 

 

Researcher: Yes, you are right. He did make some toys with boxes. A red box, a yellow box, 

a green box and a blue box.  

Peter: How did he paint around it? He painted the wood, the wood did he?  

Researcher: He did paint the wood. Which one would you like to have a look at?  

Peter: I’m going to have a look at this one. (Peter touched the screen, which led to a bigger 

picture of the coloured box) 
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The extent to which the interactive nature of the story captured Peter’s interest and was 

instantly accessible to him is demonstrated as he intuitively navigated around the four 

coloured box choices on the screen by tapping the screen with his finger, as seen in the 

following: 

 

Researcher: Oh, the green box! (Enjoying what Peter was discovering) 

Peter: What is in them? (Pointing to the bottles containing a variety of smells) There’s some 

pink in here. 

Researcher: There is pink. When Scitech comes you will be able to play with them and have 

a smell. 

Peter: They are going to bring them? (Touches screen while pointing) Woah! (Peter is 

delighted by what he made the screen do as the screen returns to the pictures of the four 

small boxes. Peter operates the screen himself all the way through from this point.) 

 

Peter is showing signs that he is enjoying the experience; He is enjoying making his 

own discoveries and experiencing success. Importantly, rapport has begun to develop 

between child and researcher as they engage in a mutually enjoyable and safe exchange 

on an equal level. As seen in the following exchange, there is very little evidence of 

power imbalance as the researcher actively facilitates the conversation, but is mindful 

not to dominate it. Here, the child is also gaining valuable experience in what it is like 

to answer the researcher’s questions on a non-threatening topic. 

 

Peter: I want that one. Shapes (presses the screen. The ‘light’ activity box appears in 

response to his touch)  

Researcher: Ooo, they are shapes … but they are special. They have something in them. Do 

you know what that is? 

Peter: Special glass. Mirror glass. 

Researcher: Yes, a mirror. So you can look inside and see something different. 

Peter: Mmm, Yeh (Peter goes back to the four boxes and chooses the musical instrument 

activity box) 

Researcher: You knew what that was, didn’t you. (Referring back to the initial playgroup 

reading when Peter answered the researcher’s question “What is this?”) 

Peter: (Giggles) A drum 

Researcher: And you knew what was too! … (pause) … do remember the word?  

Peter: (Peter nods) …mmm … A “tampoline” (tambourine). Some have paper in the middle. 

Researcher: Do you remember I told you about that one? (Pointing to the frog)  

Peter: A zig zag 

Researcher: (Smiles) What sort of noise does it make?  

Peter: Umm boark! (This was actually a fairly accurate representation of the noise 

demonstrated at the playgroup reading.) 

Researcher: Yes! (Smiles at Peter)  

Peter: (Smiles back broadly) 

 

Having satisfied his curiosity with the boxes, Peter states, “I’m going to press here to go 

to the next one” as he taps the screen to continue with the story. This marks the point 

where Peter takes control of the progression through the story, and a shift towards the 
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experience becoming a joint journey through the story rather than the researcher 

‘telling’ the story to the child.  

 

As the story progressed, Peter remembered that the toymaker’s helpers were going to 

take the toys to “playgroup”. As the Scitech van whizzed across the screen, Peter 

observed, “Them are going to bring a red bus like that” making the connection that even 

the ‘extras’ in the story (the zooming van and squawking chicken), which were added as 

an element of fun and to enhance the child’s interest, are also true representations 

adding to the depth of the child’s overall understanding.  

 

Peter’s confidence with the content of the story appeared to reduce as the story moved 

from focusing on the toymaker to more abstract information about the research project 

and rules of participation. Peter could articulate the research problem (that the toymaker 

wanted to know whether he had “made the right toys for the little children”) and how 

data would be collected (that the researcher might take a video or a photo), but he could 

articulate who the picture would be taken of.  

 

Researcher: Yes, so what was I doing in this picture? 

Peter: Take a video 

Researcher: Mmm, so what was I going to do with the video? 

Peter: Take a picture 

Researcher: Who was I going to take a picture of? 

Peter: I don’t know 

Researcher: Maybe the kids at playgroup? 

Peter: or maybe some kids that live there.  

 

This sounds like Peter does not understand the significance of this page of the story, but 

he is answering the researcher’s questions logically and highlights that the questions 

were ambiguous and possibly did not reflect Peter’s actual understanding.  

 

Peter seemed to be confused by the photos of other children depicted in the story (Slide 

19). Up to this point all characters had been the actual people involved in the project. 

This picture makes a big leap by changing from a specific to a general representation; it 

expects the child to understand that what these children are doing is ‘typical’ of what 

will happen at Peter’s playgroup. This concept was not adequately explained to Peter 

and needs review in the development of the final template. The fact that Peter’s 

response was not directly related to the content of the story, was more to do with 

inappropriate expectations placed on him, rather than his ability to understand. The 
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researcher goes on to reiterate to Peter that he might be in a photo, to which he answers 

“yes”. 

 

Researcher: The other thing you could do to help is (pause to allow wait time and encourage 

response) if we had some pictures, we could … 

Peter: Read. 

 

Peter guesses by responding to the picture of the children looking at a book (Slide 19). 

This sounds like an incorrect answer, but talking to an adult about pictures is probably 

what he does at home when he and his parents ‘read’ a book.  

 

Sensing that Peter is a bit unsure, and being mindful not to place too much pressure on 

the child and to keep the experience positive, the researcher reverts to reading the text to 

help explain what the pictures mean. The researcher then summarises by explaining, 

“So these are two things you could do to help the toymaker”. The story continues with 

Peter turning to the next screen depicting a researcher talking to a parent (Slide 20). 

Peter explains this screen without any prompting by saying “Even your mum and dad 

can help by talking”. The next slide (Slide 21) shows the researcher holding one hand 

up in a ‘stop’ pose. The researcher explains “this is what else you could do”. Peter 

responds “play” referring to being allowed to run off and play if he chooses. Peter 

clearly understands that if he does not wish to participate, he is free to play and that the 

researcher will not be angry or upset. He also appears to understand that the researcher 

intends to listen what he has to say (Slide 22) and that this information will be used to 

inform others (Slide 23), as demonstrated below: 

 

Researcher: This is what else you could do … 

Peter: Play  

Researcher: You can stop. If you get tired of talking to me you could say, I’m sorry. I’m too 

busy playing I don’t have time to talk and Mrs Fiona would say … What would Mrs Fiona 

say? 

Peter: Umm, see you later 

Researcher: Yes, you’re absolutely right.  I would say OK, I will talk to you later. (Peter 

turns page) Ah ha … What’s this page about? 

Peter: Listen 

Researcher: That’s right.  I will listen.  Who am I going to listen to? 

Peter: Me 

Researcher: Yes, I will listen to you.  Turn the page… (Peter turns the page) and I might tell 

some other people. 

Peter: That’s the parents 

Researcher: That’s right.  

Peter: (Pointing to the poster on Slide 23) That’s about Scitech  

Researcher: It is about Scitech, you are absolutely right.  And I am telling them all about 

what some clever kids have told me. 
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From here the conversation moves to deal with consent. The next slide shows a 

photograph of the toymaker and one of his helpers (Slide 24). Next to it are two yellow 

faces. From this point onwards this version of the story is different from the story that 

was read to the whole group of children at playgroup as it contains the consent/dissent 

slides. Peter grasps the meaning of faces intuitively and uses two different methods to 

document his choice. First he manipulates the screen to reveal only the faces he chooses 

and then he uses the on-screen drawing function to cover over the face he wants to hide. 

On the third consent/dissent screen, Peter does not wait to be prompted and displays the 

happy face on the screen. 

 

Researcher: Now here is a page you haven’t seen before (Slide 24) 

Peter: They look like stickers. (Peter touches one of the faces - it disappears and he makes a 

surprised sound) 

Researcher: They disappear if you touch them and if you touch again, they come back. 

Peter: (Peter explores the faces coming and going and exclaims) ooohhhh! 

Researcher: This is where you get to decide to help the toymaker or not. These little faces 

will help you choose. 

Researcher: (Pointing to the consent/smiley face) What do you think this one means?  

Peter: Help 

Researcher: (Pointing to the dissent/frowning face) What do you think this one means?  

Peter: Don’t 

Researcher: That’s right. So the smiley face means help and the sad face means you don’t 

want to help. 

Peter: (Excitedly) I’m going to do this one (Peter points to the smiley face) 

Researcher: Now you would like to help the toymaker.  So what sort of face have you got 

up there? 

Peter: Happy 

Researcher: Yes, you have the happy face showing and what does that mean? 

Peter: Help 

Researcher: You would like to help. (The first researcher invites Peter to draw his name on 

the screen)  

Peter: (Chooses a colour and makes a mark to represent his name on screen) 

Second Researcher: (Asks Peter if she can take a photo)  

Peter: Yes (The first researcher and Peter pose for a photograph in front of Peter’s consent 

screen)  

Researcher: (Turns page to the next consent/dissent screen – Slide 25) When Scitech comes 

will it be okay to take a photo or video or you? 

Peter: Yes 

Researcher: Can you show yes with the faces? (pause) What could we do to show that you 

are happy to be in a photo?  

Peter: (Using the drawing facility on the computer, Peter draws over the sad face so that it is 

completely obscured and cannot be seen) 

Researcher: So now we have one more to choose 

Peter: Sigh 

Researcher: Do you want to talk to an adult like Mrs Fiona or Dr Christine? (Slide 26) 

Peter: Yes (Unprompted, Peter makes the sad face disappear so that only the happy face 

remains) 
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Researcher: Well done Peter, you are awesome. (Turns to last page of story and reads) 

(Slide 27) Thank you for listening to our story about the toymaker and his toys. We hope 

you had fun 

Peter: Mmm… But they haven’t been yet? 

Researcher: That’s right, they are coming on Friday  

Peter: (Happily) Friday is going to be playgroup day 

 

Using the interactive features of the touch-screen computer, Peter recorded his consent 

with the aid of the consent/dissent faces by drawing on the screen. Peter showed he was 

happy to be in a video by pointing to the consent face, saying, “Yes” and then drawing 

over the dissent face, writing his name and adding some decorations (see Peter’s 

consent record Week -1).  

 

 

Peter’s consent record Week -1 

 

Conversations at home (Week +1) 

At the second home meeting, Peter was visibly excited and helped the researcher set up 

her computer again on his little table. This meeting was shorter than the first meeting. 

Before the conversation began, the first slide gave Peter the opportunity to formally 

decide and document if he would like to participate that day.  Peter sat with the 

researcher playing with the consent/dissent faces on the screen making them disappear 

and reappear. The researcher asked, “Is it OK for me to talk to you again today? Peter 

answered “Yes”. Okay, how could you show me?” Without any hesitation, Peter 

touched the screen to make the unhappy face disappear. The happy face remained on the 

screen. The researcher asked, pointing to the face onscreen, “Does that mean yes or 

no?” Peter answered confidently “Yes”. During the reading of the story that followed, 

Peter was able to remember the story in greater detail. His understanding had progressed 
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as per the italic text in the excerpt described in’ (see Peter's progression of 

understanding Week -1 to Week +1 (Slide 6). 

 

 

Peter’s interest in the story increased when the story progressed to show images of how 

he provided consent at the last meeting and how he played with the science toys at the 

outreach program.  He was able to describe what he did and in many cases was able to 

describe some of the science behind what happened. For example he was able to say 

that he could “feel the air” at the bicycle pump activity.  He knew that he needed to 

“pump hard” to make the balls and feathers “fly up” high and said that “when the air 

stops, they run back down”. From this point forward, his focus appeared to shift from 

the mechanics of being a participant (research purpose and context) because he knew it 

and it made sense to him, to doing the participating. 

 

Conversations at home (Week +10) 

This last conversation occurred at the end of the summer school holidays.  His older 

brother was home and interested in what was going on, and his mother was attending to 

his younger brother who was also keen to join in. After the long break, the researcher 

had prepared a set of playing cards based on the toymaker story and on how Peter had 

been involved in the research to date. The cards showed pictures from the story and of 

Peter ‘helping’. The researcher also brought Peter’s individual story on her iPad which 

included images of Peter involved in the science outreach program, but did not bring the 

big computer. To reconnect with Peter, the researcher sat on the family room couch and 

talked about the cards as they played a game of ‘snap’ together. The researcher 

explained that she didn’t bring her computer, so she wondered how Peter was going to 

show if he wanted to help or not. Peter found the happy face amongst the cards and held 

it up.  The researcher took a photo of Peter with his consent card. 

Week -1 Week +1 

Peter's progression of understanding Week -1 to Week +1 (Slide 6) 
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Researcher: So Peter, you know every time I come to your house I have brought my big 

computer and before I talk to you, I've always asked you if you want to choose the happy or 

the sad face.  Do you remember that? 

Peter: Yes. 

Researcher: Do you know why I ask you about the happy and the sad face? 

Peter: Yes, so if you don’t want to help and if you want to help. 

Researcher: What are you choosing today, the happy face or sad face? Can you show me? 

Peter: (Peter finds and holds up the happy face card) 

Researcher: Can I take a photo of the one that you chose? 

Peter: Yes. (Researcher takes a photo Peter and the consent card) 

Researcher:  Thank you Peter. Do you want to read this story with me? 

Peter: Yes. I can read it myself. Peter helps the toymaker. 

 

Peter’s older brother sat with us while we went through the story together. Peter’s 

attitude had changed a little and he appeared somewhat bored with the content of the 

first part of the story.  He was keen to get to the second half of the story that showed 

images of him interacting with the science resources at the outreach program. He also 

seemed interested in talking about the toymaker, rather than just repeating the story over 

again. He wanted to know if the toymaker was real and whether he could visit him at 

Scitech. He wanted to know the toymaker’s name and the names of his helpers. Peter 

was interested in how the toymaker made the toys and what equipment he used. When 

the story reached the part showing how Peter documented his consent at Week -1, Peter 

commented, “I'm still helping”. Towards the end of the reading of the story, Peter 

seemed to lose interest in the story and although he was still happy to sit with me, he 

wanted to talk about other things. It would appear that he knew and understood the story 

perfectly and this is the reason he was no longer interested. 
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Appendix 8. Data collection visit dates for second trial 

 
 

Dyad ID 
Introduction 
at playgroup 

Visit 1 
Outreach 

Program at 
Playgroup 

Visit 2 Visit 3 

BAL1 
12/03/13  
9.30 am 

21/03/13  
10.00 am 

26/03/13 
04/04/13  
1.00 pm 

14/06/13  
1.30 pm 

BAL2 
12/03/13  
9.30 am 

21/03/13  
12.30 pm 

26/03/13 
16/04/13  

11.30 am* 
N/A 

BAL3 
12/03/13  
9.30 am 

21/03/13  
12.30 pm 

26/03/13 N/A N/A 

WAN1 
23/09/13  
8.30 am 

08/10/13  
11.00 am 

9/10/13 
15/10/13  
2.30 pm 

24/01/14  
10.00 am 

WAN2 
23/09/13  
8.30 am 

08/10/13  
11.00 am 

9/10/13 
15/10/13  
1.00 pm 

30/01/14  
11.00 am 

WAN3 
23/09/13  
8.30 am 

02/10/13  
9.30 am 

9/10/13 
16/10/13  
11.30 am 

30/01/14  
12.30 pm 

WAN4 
23/09/13  
8.30 am 

02/10/13  
9.30 am 

9/10/13 
23/10/13  
2.00 pm 

30/01/14  
2.00 pm 

WAN5 
Did not 
attend 

02/10/13  
9.30 am 

9/10/13 
16/10/13  
2.00 pm 

28/01/14  
10.00 am 

YAR1 
12/11/13  
10.30 am 

21/11/13  
10.00 am 

22/11/13 N/A N/A 

  

Note: BAL2 Visit 2 took place at community library as parent requested 
other than home. iPad was used instead of computer. Only semi-
successful.
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Appendix 9. Excerpt from one child's personalised story 
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Appendix 10. Wooden figures used in role play at Visit 3 in the second trial (photographs) 
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Appendix 11. Individual child's understanding of the context and purpose of the 

research, participatory rights and consent across three visits 

 

 

BAL1 – UNSURE VISIT 1 A : Visit 1 B : Visit 2 C : Visit 3 

Context and 
Purpose 

1 : Slide 03a - Could Name Toymaker No Yes Yes 

2 : Slide 06b - For little children No Yes Yes 

3 : Slide 13a - Did he make the Right toys No No Yes 

Participatory 
Rights 

4 : Slide 16a - He would send Mrs Fiona No Yes Yes 

5 : Slide 21a - You can stop No Yes Yes 

Consent 6 : Criteria 1 - Faces and choices are linked No Yes Yes 

7 : Criteria 2 - Face significance is clear No Yes Yes 

8 : Criteria 3 - Child can document choice No Yes Yes 

9 : Criteria 4 - Choice consistent with body language No Yes Yes 

 

 

   

 

 
   

BAL2 – UNAVAILABLE FOR VISIT 3 A : Visit 1 B : Visit 2 C : Visit 3 

Context and 
Purpose 

1 : Slide 03a - Could Name Toymaker Yes Yes No 

2 : Slide 06b - For little children Yes No No 

3 : Slide 13a - Did he make the Right toys Yes Yes No 

Participatory 
Rights 

4 : Slide 16a - He would send Mrs Fiona No No No 

5 : Slide 21a - You can stop No Yes No 

Consent 
 
 

6 : Criteria 1 - Faces and choices are linked Yes Yes No 

7 : Criteria 2 - Face significance is clear Yes Yes No 

8 : Criteria 3 - Child can document choice Yes Yes No 

 9 : Criteria 4 - Choice consistent with body language Yes Yes No 

 

 

   

 

 
   

BAL 3 – DISSENT VISIT 1 A : Visit 1 B : Visit 2 C : Visit 3 

Context and 
Purpose 

1 : Slide 03a - Could Name Toymaker No No No 

2 : Slide 06b - For little children No No No 

3 : Slide 13a - Did he make the Right toys No No No 

Participatory 
Rights 

4 : Slide 16a - He would send Mrs Fiona No No No 

5 : Slide 21a - You can stop No No No 

Consent 
 

6 : Criteria 1 - Faces and choices are linked No No No 

7 : Criteria 2 - Face significance is clear No No No 

8 : Criteria 3 - Child can document choice No No No 

9 : Criteria 4 - Choice consistent with body language No No No 
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WAN1 A : Visit 1 B : Visit 2 C : Visit 3 

Context and 
Purpose 
 

1 : Slide 03a - Could Name Toymaker No Yes Yes 

2 : Slide 06b - For little children No No Yes 

3 : Slide 13a - Did he make the Right toys No Yes Yes 

Participatory 
Rights 

4 : Slide 16a - He would send Mrs Fiona No Yes Yes 

5 : Slide 21a - You can stop Yes Yes No 

Consent 
 

6 : Criteria 1 - Faces and choices are linked Yes Yes Yes 

7 : Criteria 2 - Face significance is clear Yes Yes Yes 

8 : Criteria 3 - Child can document choice Yes Yes Yes 

9 : Criteria 4 - Choice consistent with body language Yes Yes Yes 

 

 

   

 

 
   

WAN2  A : Visit 1 B : Visit 2 C : Visit 3 

Context and 
Purpose 
 

1 : Slide 03a - Could Name Toymaker No Yes Yes 

2 : Slide 06b - For little children No Yes Yes 

3 : Slide 13a - Did he make the Right toys Yes Yes Yes 

Participatory 
Rights 

4 : Slide 16a - He would send Mrs Fiona No Yes Yes 

5 : Slide 21a - You can stop No Yes Yes 

Consent 
 
 
 

6 : Criteria 1 - Faces and choices are linked No Yes Yes 

7 : Criteria 2 - Face significance is clear Yes Yes Yes 

8 : Criteria 3 - Child can document choice Yes Yes Yes 

9 : Criteria 4 - Choice consistent with body language Yes Yes Yes 

  
 
 
 
 

   

 

 
   

WAN3 – OPTED OUT VISIT 3 A : Visit 1 B : Visit 2 C : Visit 3 

Context and 
Purpose 

1 : Slide 03a - Could Name Toymaker No Yes No 

2 : Slide 06b - For little children No Yes No 

3 : Slide 13a - Did he make the Right toys No No No 

Participatory 
Rights 

4 : Slide 16a - He would send Mrs Fiona No Yes No 

5 : Slide 21a - You can stop Yes Yes No 

Consent 
 
 
 

6 : Criteria 1 - Faces and choices are linked No Yes No 

7 : Criteria 2 - Face significance is clear No Yes No 

8 : Criteria 3 - Child can document choice Yes Yes No 

9 : Criteria 4 - Choice consistent with body language Yes Yes No 
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WAN4  A : Visit 1 B : Visit 2 C : Visit 3 

Context and 
Purpose 

1 : Slide 03a - Could Name Toymaker No Yes Yes 

2 : Slide 06b - For little children Yes No Yes 

3 : Slide 13a - Did he make the Right toys No No Yes 

Participatory 
Rights 

4 : Slide 16a - He would send Mrs Fiona No Yes Yes 

5 : Slide 21a - You can stop Yes Yes Yes 

Consent 
 
 
 

6 : Criteria 1 - Faces and choices are linked No Yes Yes 

7 : Criteria 2 - Face significance is clear Yes Yes Yes 

8 : Criteria 3 - Child can document choice Yes Yes Yes 

9 : Criteria 4 - Choice consistent with body language Yes Yes Yes 

 

 

   

 

 
   

WAN5 – UNSURE VISIT 1 A : Visit 1 B : Visit 2 C : Visit 3 

Context and 
Purpose 
 

1 : Slide 03a - Could Name Toymaker No Yes Yes 

2 : Slide 06b - For little children No Yes No 

3 : Slide 13a - Did he make the Right toys No No Yes 

Participatory 
Rights 

4 : Slide 16a - He would send Mrs Fiona No Yes Yes 

5 : Slide 21a - You can stop No Yes Yes 

Consent 
 

6 : Criteria 1 - Faces and choices are linked No Yes Yes 

7 : Criteria 2 - Face significance is clear No Yes Yes 

8 : Criteria 3 - Child can document choice No Yes Yes 

9 : Criteria 4 - Choice consistent with body language No Yes Yes 

 

 
   

 

 

   

YAR1 – DISSENT VISIT 1 A : Visit 1 B : Visit 2 C : Visit 3 

Context and 
Purpose 

1 : Slide 03a - Could Name Toymaker No No No 

2 : Slide 06b - For little children No No No 

3 : Slide 13a - Did he make the Right toys No No No 

Participatory 
Rights 

4 : Slide 16a - He would send Mrs Fiona No No No 

5 : Slide 21a - You can stop No No No 

Consent 6 : Criteria 1 - Faces and choices are linked No No No 

7 : Criteria 2 - Face significance is clear No No No 

8 : Criteria 3 - Child can document choice No No No 

9 : Criteria 4 - Choice consistent with body language No No No 
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Appendix 12. Node structure (broad themes) from Nvivo analysis of cases 

 

Child Anxiety 

Child Empowerment 

Child Reaching More Advanced Levels of 
Participation 

Data Collection Sites 
• Bal Playgroup 
• Wan Playgroup 
• Yar Playgroup 
 
Data Collection Visits 
• Incursion (Outreach Program) 
• Visit 1 
• Visit 2 
• Visit 3 
 
Engagement 

Everyday Science (Parents) 

Family Background 

• Experience with research 
 
Flaws in the story 

Impact 
• Impact of Additions and Enhancements 
• Impact of Book Design 
• Impact of Dialogic Reading Style 
• Impact of Involvement in Authentic Research 

Project 
• Impact of Personalized Story 
• Impact of Purposeful Relating of Child's 

Experience to Story Content 
• Impact of Supporting Materials for Parents 
• Impact of Supporting Materials for Parents 
• Accuracy of information provided 
• Impact of Technology 
• Impact of the Child being allowed to take 

control 
• Impact of toymaker character 
• Impact of Use of Narrative 
 
Interactive Narrative Approach 
• Family Interest and Involvement 
• Process Used 
 
Participants 

Perceived Benefit 

PIB (Parent information booklet) 
• Practical Considerations 

• Flaws in the story 
Home Data Collection Benefits 
• Home Data Collection complications 
• Reasons for Child Dis-Interest 
• Reasons for Child Interest 
 
Program Feedback 

Research Accountability Framework (MA2) 
• Researcher Perspective (on, with, by) 
• Respectful Research Culture (respectful or non-

respectful) 
• Status afforded to the Child (social actor or co-

researcher) 
 
Role of Child 

Role of Parent 
• Parent as Advocate 
• Parent as Curator 
• Parent as Facilitator 
• Parent as Gatekeeper 
• Parent as Interested Observer 
• Parent as Partner in the Research 
• Parent as Protector 
• Parent as Translator 
 
Role of Researcher 

Science Concepts (Children) 

Understanding 
• Concerns about understanding  
• Parent Understanding 
• Pressure to Participate 
• Understanding of Consent 
• Understanding of Context and Purpose of 

Participation 
• Understanding of Adult Terms 
• Understanding of Rights of Participation 

Concepts 
• Understanding of the right to stop 
 
Use of toymaker book 
• Use by Child 
• Use by Extended Family 
• Use by Parent 
 
Value added to Research Project (LR2) 
• Quality of engagement 
• Quality of participation 
• Quality of understanding 

Young Children in Research
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Appendix 13. Six major themes from the cross-case analysis with definitions and 

examples 

 

Major Theme Definition Example 

Engagement Engaged: busy with an 
activity 
Children began to be 
engaged from their first 
introduction to the story. 
Engagement evolved as 
data collection 
progressed. Engagement 
in both parents and 
children was observed a 
range of areas:  

Overall Engagement 
WAN4 (Child) is engaged, animated, relaxed and his tone is very 
happy 
Researcher: Do you think he was genuinely interested in what we 
were doing? 
WAN4’s mother: Yes, he really liked it 
 

Research With the Research 
Note: BAL1 (Child) was very engaged in talking about the toys that 
he played with 

Computer/Technology With Computer 
Sound is turned up and the chicken flying in feature is repeated in 
an attempt to gain YAR1 (Child)'s attention. 
Chicken: Bwaaark 
Researcher: (using encouraging high-pitched tone as YAR1 (Child) 
hears the sound) Come and have a look! 
BAL2 (Child) moves away and has lost interest … 
Researcher moves from the generic story to the photos of BAL2 
(Child) playing with the toys and BAL2 (Child)’s interest is instantly 
revitalized 

Researcher 
 

With Researcher (also relationship) 
At the last visit, BAL1 (Child) gives Researcher a hand drawn card 
with flowers on the cover. 
Researcher responds in an animated and happy fashion to BAL1 
(Child)'s gift. 
The card is inscribed: To [Researcher]. Thank you for my special 
toymaker storybook. I love it. 
BAL1 (Child) appears pleased and hugs Researcher. All laugh. 

Journeying Passage from one point 
to another (How are we 
reflecting this?) 
Joint experience of 
discovery and building of 
relationship  
Discovery (product of 
encouraging the child to 
be proactive) 
Through the story (via 
interactivity/dialogic 
reading) 
Child as a character in the 
story (the journey is 
tangible/visible) 
Through the research 
process 
 
Building relationship 
(product of the 
journeying) 
Between child, parent 
and researcher 
Range of parent roles key 
to success 
Building confidence and 
competence?? 

Journeying Together 
This is how I touch the screen … the Scitech van zooms across the 
screen.  Then BAL1 (Child) touches the screen and the page turns … 
will we read the story together? 
 
Discussion of rest of the cards and the shorts BAL1 (Child) was 
wearing in the photo of when [Researcher] visited last time. 
[Researcher] and BAL1 (Child) share her glasses to look more 
closely and all laugh. Mother is clearly enjoying the experience 
very much and is very proud of her son. BAL1 (Parent) is absolutely 
engrossed in what is going on. She is sitting forward on her chair 
smiling and laughing warmly throughout BAL1 (Child)'s 
interactions with [Researcher]... 
 
Researcher: continuing reading - but who could he send? 
He could send ... ta da!  
He could send ... me! 
YAR1 (Parent): laughs (clearly enjoying the story) 
Researcher: is that me in the story? 
YAR1 (Parent): laughs 
YAR1 (Child): Yeah, the chicken with you 
Researcher: that's right, the chicken is on my shoulder 
YAR1 (Parent): ha ha 
Researcher: I will send [Researcher] to playgroup.... etc. 
 
Do you think the toymaker might make the wrong toys? 
WAN4 (Child): let's turn the page and see 
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Major Theme Definition Example 

 
How did your mum help?  
WAN4 (Child): she looked after me.  
Yes, and she even talked about how you ...  
WAN4 (Child): helped ... And it was my dad's work day 
 
WAN4 (Child) tries to turn the page and the chicken appears and 
then the van zooms across 
All laugh. WAN4 (Child) turns to his mum to show her the funny 
things. He points to them and all continue to laugh. He seems 
delighted by what he made happen. This really helps rapport 
between WAN4 (Child) and [Researcher] and encourages WAN4 
(Child) to proceed. 
 
Understanding 
BAL1 (Child): there's my name and circles 
Researcher: what does it mean? 
BAL1 (Child): it means I want to help you 
Researcher: I love it when you help me. You did a great job. How 
did you help? You were in... 
BAL1 (Child): lots of videos 
Researcher: Yes, you should see all the photos and videos I took of 
you. They will be on the disk that I send to you next week. What 
else did you do to help? 
BAL1 (Child): talking to [Researcher] 
 

Authenticity Involvement in real 
research 
their language at their 
level 
makes sense to children 

What could the toymaker do to find out if he made the right toys? 
Who could he send to playgroup to find out? 
Maybe some little children. 
That’s a good idea, maybe he could send you. 
Explanation about the two sides to the research and making the 
research authentic. 
I thought that was great that the [authentic - two sides to the 
study] study seemed so mutually beneficial. One thing that 
interested me last night with WAN5 (Child) when he was talking 
about it regarding the insects and he made a comment about how 
it didn't work very well. I asked him, what was that you did like or 
didn't like in the story there, he stopped and asked, will I get in 
trouble for saying that it wasn't so good, so I said no because they 
are interested in what you have to say so they can make it better. 
You could be in a photo or a video playing with the toys. 
Explains picture on page taking a video of some other kids. 
if you wanted to help you could do that too, you could be in a 
photo 
in fact, Christine has brought her camera, so you could really be in 
a photo 
 
So what do you think about the general idea of involving young 
children in research? 
Yeah, I think it’s pretty good because it gives their perspective of 
what they are interested in rather than what we think would 
interest them. 
 
[Researcher] role plays what happens when she comes to video the 
children at playgroup, and asks, 
What do we need to do first?  What do we need to do? 
WAN4 (Child): choose what one  
Referring to happy and sad face cards 
That's right. Which one will little wooden [WAN4 (Child)] choose? 
WAN4 (Child) picks up the happy face card 
You chose yes, i would like to help the toymaker. And what about 
WAN3 (Child)? Maybe he chose this one?  
Researcher picks up the sad face card 
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Major Theme Definition Example 

WAN4 (Child): he doesn't  
WAN4 (Child) indicates that this is wrong - WAN3 (Child) didn't 
choose that card 
No? Did he choose help?  
WAN4 (Child): yeah. 
Note: WAN4 (Child) knew which card his friend had chosen. Maybe 
they had talked about each other's choices. WAN4 (Child) wanted 
the role play to be a correct representation and was not interested 
role playing that WAN3 (Child) chose no. 
So do you think Will understood the true purpose that we were 
trying to evaluate the toys? 
Yes, I think that he gets that. Will gets that it is about getting the 
right toys for that age. Cause even when you said that, were these 
fun toys for these kids, and what did you like? They did like them 
This shows that the authentic side of the research was worthwhile 
and made participation more meaningful for the children and their 
parents 
 
How much do you think WAN2 (Child) understands about the 
message in the TM story? 
I think he would understand quite a bit, especially after seeing the 
toys, getting it explained to him and then seeing that they were 
actually real and that it wasn't just a book. Yeah, I think he would 
understand. I think that age group would understand in general. 
 

Consequence The child understands 
that their involvement 
will make a difference 
Consent has consequence  
The rules of consent 
apply equally to them and 
to others 
Participation has 
consequence 
The toymaker will know 
what they like and don’t 
like 
The toymaker will build 
better toys based on 
what they have to say 
Their participation can 
make a difference to 
other children 

Can you think of any benefits to being involved in the study? 
For WAN3 (Child) I think its makes him feel more special. he 
realizes that even a little person like him, his opinions are valued 
and that he understands that he can be making a difference 
 
He got there is a toymaker and I'm helping him by saying what I 
like and what I don't like. He liked it.  
 
Visit 3 Role play - Will understood that if the new boy did not give 
consent then he could play with the toys but [Researcher] could 
not take photos or videos of him. 
 
Would you say that WAN2 (Child) understands that he is helping to 
evaluate the toys? 
Yes, he would understand that from playing with the toys because 
he picked his favourite and described a couple of them. 
 

Ownership Enjoying seeing 
themselves in a different 
context as 
researchers/scientists 
It is about them – when 
children see images of 
themselves they switch 
on (see use of 
photobooks) 

Ownership 
This page is the beginning of the special bit. Because look, you 
know whose name that is?  
BAL1 (Child): BAL1 (Child). BAL1 (Child) smiles 
That’s right, so this is actually BAL1 (Child)’s special story that I've 
made for you 
 
BAL1 (Child) gets the book from his bedroom 
the toymaker book is kept next to BAL1 (Child)'s bed 
WAN5 (Parent): Just even having read the story to him last night 
and there was the photo of myself and cooper and he 
remembered [what it was like at the beginning] when he didn't 
make the connection so much between what he had been asked 
to help out with and the actual going to playgroup. 
 
How well you think the story approach has held the children's 
interest? 
Well it is definitely presented in a format that is suitable for their 
age and having the story as a constant through each visit has 
helped them recall and having the [personalized] book here over 
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Major Theme Definition Example 

the past few weeks it just cements it in their head and they can 
see that they are part of it and they can see their pictures and 
what you have been talking about now has been converted into 
this actual story … so we were actually able to see the picture in 
the book of him giving his permission. Even that just kind of adds 
and builds on to the concept for them I guess.  
 
BAL2 (Child) is very animated describing how she played with the 
drum and gives long explanations about what she did .. a clanging 
sound. 
 
Visit 2 
WAN4 (Child): How come you wrote your name and drew a circle 
around that happy face? Do you remember why you did that? 
WAN4 (Child) nods 
Why? 
WAN4 (Child): because I want to help the toymaker.  
 
WAN4 (Child): But I didn't help. I forgot. I forgot to help the 
toymaker 
 
Visit 3 
Continuing the role play … 
So [Researcher] took photos and videos of you when you were 
playing with the toys. See? 
Researcher holds up card showing WAN4 (Child) playing with toys 
at incursion 
WAN4 (Child): and I didn't even know 
Note: WAN4 (Child) remembered back to Visit 2 when he said he 
'forgot to help' the toymaker 
That's right. 
 
Note: mother engaged with story when it was personalized and 
she understood more of the purpose of the research herself from 
reading it with her son. 
 
What happened when the story arrived at your house? 
They were quite excited? 
WAN4 (Parent): They don't really get letters, especially addressed 
to him and he was pretty excited, so we opened it up and pretty 
much read it straight away, because he wanted to sit down and 
read the book and we did and he was really excited to see it. 
Moving on to the toymaker story that arrived in the letterbox, 
what happened at your house? 
It arrived, you got it and unwrapped it. So tell me the story of what 
happened. 
 
WAN1 (Parent): he initially was quite ok, yeh, but then when he 
opened it and realized that they (XXX and sister) were in it, then 
they were all over it. Cause he was like ok yeah, i know that story, 
and it didn't click that it was like personalized and it wasn't until 
they flicked through and saw that we were in it that they were like 
oh ooohhhh, you know and then when XXX (dad) got home and 
they were showing him they were flicking to the bit to where they 
were in it. So I think it’s great and they were excited to show him 
when he got home so the initial reaction was yeah, yeah, I know 
that, but he didn't get that it was 'his' story. 

Identity The key attributes of 
identity are succinctly 
defined as how one sees 
oneself and how one is 
seen by others as a 
certain kind of person. 

Has being listened to in this setting enhanced BAL1 (Child)'s 
confidence? 
BAL1 (Parent): it probably has. 
 
BAL1 (Child) recounted the part of his personalized story that 
recorded what he understood about why he helped and what he 
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Major Theme Definition Example 

 
Growing identity - me as 
a ‘researcher’ 
 
Increased confidence and 
competence  
Provocation of the child’s 
boundaries of comfort 
and risk 
Big picture thinking 
beyond their immediate 
world  
 

did ... Here he commented that helping was "easy" (this is 
indicates significant growth in confidence from the beginning of 
BAL1 (Child)'s research involvement where he was anxious about 
participating to his current state of self-awareness and ease with 
procedures) 
 
Researcher: This must be quite an unusual thing to happen - for a 
stranger to come in and ask him questions. It probably hasn't 
happened to him in his young life. 
That’s right, not ever at all. I think the general questions he gets is 
hello, what have you been doing today? What did you eat, what 
did you have for tea? 
 
Mother: I think if the kids are involved in the research themselves 
at least they've got something out of being a participant in the 
research because they have been involved every step of the way. 
 
[Researcher]’s reflection on value adding through the INN process 
Note: This act of appreciation (giving a handmade card to the 
researcher on the last visit) from BAL1 (Child) (and facilitated by 
his mother) indicates that involvement in the research has an 
emotional aspect to it. It implies that they have received 
something intangible and have responded by wanting to give 
something back. For this family, it has moved beyond routine 
involvement to a family-like relationship between child, mother 
and researcher. This was characterised by being welcomed 
warmly, giving of gifts and affection (hugs), sharing of interests, 
achievements and struggles. This level of engagement 
encompasses a number of different areas and is not limited to 
engagement with the researcher. It is a result of engagement with 
the story and its characters, opportunities to learn and succeed 
(experiencing success in doing something initially challenging and 
overcoming fears, doing something meaningful), relationship with 
the research built on journeying through the story, interactive 
book design and presentation (using technology and dialogic 
reading strategies), ownership and the idea of making a difference 
and doing something meaningful that is bigger than the child's 
immediate world. 
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Appendix 14.  Evaluation of how children related to various design elements of the INN 

 

What concepts did the children not articulate? 

The children were found to be vocal throughout the first part of the story, which related 

to context and purpose of the research. It was noted that during the second part of the 

story focusing on participatory rights, children were quieter, less animated and tended to 

listen to the information rather than speak. As a result, less evidence is available to 

support children’s understanding of these more abstract concepts. For instance, the 

children were less likely to describe how data would be used, what their parent’s role 

would be, or to articulate their right to be heard. It is suggested that because the first 

part of the INN was more in keeping with a traditional ‘story’, it was more interesting. 

However, in the participatory rights section, the style of the narrative focussed more on 

communication of information, contained more difficult concepts and used less 

colourful images. Despite children’s lack of response, there is some evidence that 

children were absorbing at least some of the information. For example, while discussing 

her child’s understanding of how data might be used, one mother explained “I think 

when you say you are going to show it [data] to other people, he would be fine with 

that. He gets that and I think that is a bit exciting; that the toymaker will know what I 

like, but I don't think that he would have thought beyond that” (Mother, WAN1, Visit3). 

Nevertheless, consideration could be given to better presenting this latter material to 

encourage children’s active interest in understanding the content. 

 

Performance of the INN in terms of children’s preferences 

The significance of each of the INN design elements to the children was inferred from 

the number of times children referred to these elements and from parent reflections on 

their child’s participation in the story-telling. The evidence used to indicate significance 

was sourced from children’s and parents’ transcripts and the results are summarized in 

the below ‘Significance table’, where the data indicate the number of times each design 

element was mentioned. However, as the children were not asked directly, results are 

somewhat subjective. Less data were available for WAN3 due to non-participation in 

Visit 3 which was a key reflection week. 

 

The significance table suggests that children tended to find the toymaker character of 

central importance to their participation. Children were observed to be enthusiastic 

about the toymaker and enjoyed “helping him by saying what I like and what I don't 
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like” (Mother, WAN1, Visit3). The toymaker became so important for a number of 

children that they chose to celebrate their birthdays at the toymaker’s science centre.  

 

Significance of design elements for children’s participation 

 

 

 

Results also suggest that the next most widely enjoyed elements of the INN were the 

‘enhancements’ in the form of the squawking chicken (a photograph of one of the 

puppets from the outreach program) that ‘flew’ onto the page and the red science centre 

van that ‘zoomed’ noisily across the screen every now and then. Children were clearly 

delighted by these simple additions. For example, at Visit 2 WAN4 moved to turn the 

page when the chicken flew onto the screen, and then a few moments later the van 

zoomed across. He giggled, and pointing, turned to his mother to show her. All laughed 

(Observation, WAN, Visit2). For this child and others, sharing this element of fun 

during the reading of the story served to break down barriers and to build relationship 

between the children, mothers and the researcher, and encouraged the children to 

proceed with their participation.  

 

The significance table also suggests that other design elements, such as use of narrative, 

involvement in an authentic research project, the personalization of the story, 

encouraging children to take control (via touch-screen), visual appeal of the INN’s 

design and the interactive reading style (dialogic, sustained shared thinking etc.) were 

all moderately significant for the children’s participation. For instance, children  

Design Elements BAL1 BAL2 WAN1 WAN2 WAN3 WAN4 WAN5 Total 

The ‘toymaker’ character 10 3 9 7 3 6 3 41 

Enhancements (e.g. squawking 
chicken, zooming van) 

5 4 6 4 2 4 3 28 

Use of narrative format 0 0 2 5 5 6 1 19 

Involvement in authentic 
research project 

5 0 3 4 0 1 2 15 

Personalized story 3 2 2 2 0 2 2 13 

Child being allowed to take 
control (via touch-screen) 

1 4 1 2 0 3 1 12 

Book design (visual appeal) 0 1 1 2 1 0 6 11 

Dialogic reading style 
(interactivity) 

2 1 0 3 0 0 2 8 

Technology 0 0 0 3 3 1 0 7 
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appeared to enjoy the nature of the research being presented in narrative form, with their 

parents commenting, “definitely, the story was a winner. I think it was easy for them to 

[understand] (Mother, WAN1, Visit3), “I think it is very appropriate. It gives enough 

information without overwhelming them” (Mother, WAN5, Visit3), “there aren't too 

many words in the story but it tells the point and holds their attention” (Mother, WAN2, 

Visit3) and was of benefit to parents as well; “Yes. The actual pictures helped me. [The 

story] definitely helped me a lot” (Mother, YAR1, Visit1).  

 

In terms of technology, the addition of the computer, though not mentioned a great deal 

by the children, was observed to become an unobtrusive (transparent) tool through 

which the content was delivered. The inclusion of movement, sound and interaction 

clearly enticed children to participate and helped to hold their interest. It is even 

possible that WAN3 opted out of the third visit because there was no computer-use 

involved. WAN3’s mother commented, “I think it’s great…You’ve given us things they 

can touch and get involved in and he was loving it when you had the screen and all that 

stuff” (Mother, WAN3, Visit3). When another mother was asked whether it would have 

made a difference to her child if the research was only presented as a paper book, rather 

than electronically, she explained, “I think it probably would. I think the kids nowadays 

really like the interaction of being able to see and be involved in the storytelling. I know 

at [pre]school they use the smartboards, which are very similar to tell stories. I think 

they really enjoy being able to participate” (Mother, WAN4, Visit2). One other mother 

commented “when you had it on the computer it was funny as well, with the chicken. 

They were always laughing. So it was good” (Mother, WAN1, Visit3). 

 

What is interesting about the findings presented in the significance table is that not all 

design elements of the INN were equally significant for every child. For some, the 

toymaker character was very important, and for others the book design or the 

technology played a major role. It appears that the individual elements of the INN 

combined to meet the needs of different children in different ways. However, the overall 

effectiveness of the INN’s performance as an informing tool ultimately rested on 

capturing the children’s attention; “‘cause if they don't like it, they won't listen” 

(Mother, WAN1, Visit1) and “he would not have participated if he wasn't interested” 

(Mother, WAN4, Visit3).  




